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Introduction

With the advent of gravitational wave astronomy a new chapter in physics has begun.
Prior to this new era, gravitational laws were primarily tested in the weakly-gravitating,
mildly relativistic regime of the Einstein equations. This early phase has enabled us to
establish some firm grounds upon which gravitational theory must be built, culminating
with the prediction and detection of gravitational waves. Our modern view of gravity as
a dynamical spacetime phenomena started with Einstein’s general relativity, which is still
today, after more than a century of reign, the leading theory for gravitation. Indeed, general
relativity has successfully passed a wild variety of tests contributing to our confidence on
it. On the one hand, both of its foundational principles, the Einstein equivalence principle
and the principle of special relativity, have strong experimental grounds. On the other hand,
general relativity’s predictions have been confirmed in the lab and in astrophysics within a
broad range of phenomena. Yet, there are hints both coming from theory and observation
that suggest that general relativity might not be the last word in gravitational theory.

In the first place, some inconsistencies appear when trying to apply general relativity in
regimes where it has not been properly tested. When applying general relativity at cosmolo-
gical scales (i.e., considering the low energy regime of the Einstein equations) we are forced
to admit the existence of new matter fields which have not been found otherwise. Namely,
there’s the controversial existence of a cosmological constant as well as the more accepted
existence of dark matter. In the former case, there is a huge discrepancy between the es-
timated value coming from our knowledge of particle physics and the measured value (the
cosmological constant problem) while for the latter there has been no direct detection ever.
On the high energy regime, general relativity cannot avoid the appearance of mathematical
singularities through gravitational collapse as stated by the well known singularity theorems.

Secondly, one could expect that a quantum theory of gravity should exist whose classical
limit would lead to a metric theory, and particularly to general relativity. But this statement
is far from being proved, and the classical limit of quantum gravity might turn to be ano-
ther metric theory. Furthermore, general relativity is incompatible with quantum mechanics
for it is a non-renormalizable theory. Moreover, even if general relativity turned out to be
the correct theory of classical gravity there’s no best way to understand its strengths and
weaknesses than comparing it to other metric theories of gravity.

Thirdly, from a purely logical point of view, what the foundational principles of gravita-
tion can strictly assure us is that gravitational phenomena must be of geometrical character,
yet not necessarily general relativity. Indeed, high energy physics suggests the existence of
one and only one spin-2 field coupling in a Lorentz invariant way to matter, the metric,
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iv Introduction

which should therefore extend everywhere in the universe. Experiments show that this ten-
sor field is the only field coupling directly to matter (this property is commonly referred to
as the universal coupling of the metric). But in order to get from this experimental result
to the theory of general relativity, we need to assume that the metric is the only existing
gravitational field. Otherwise said, experiments suggest that classical gravitation belongs to
a category of theories which we call metric theories of gravitation, and among these, general
relativity is its favorite exponent. But this last conclusion is not yet thoroughly proved, and
in particular the existence of other gravitational fields has not yet been totally ruled out.

One of the cornerstones of modern physics is Lorentz Invariance (LI), and it’s a funda-
mental part both of general relativity and the Standard Model of particle physics. Among the
metric theories that break LI and still survive to experimental tests we find Einstein-æther
theory and khronometric theory. One of the landmarks of these theories is the violation of
the strong equivalence principle (SEP), which is the extension of the EEP to self-gravitating
bodies. The importance of this statement comes from the fact that general relativity does
satisfy SEP. Thus, as a theory satisfying the SEP, general relativity verifies the “principle of
effacement”, allowing us to neglect the internal structure of gravitating objects while descri-
bing their orbital dynamics. Once SEP is given up however, the orbital dynamics of a binary
system can depend upon internal structure of its components. As an example, the effective
gravitational mass can be a function of the state of motion of the body (thus violating Lo-
rentz Invariance), leading to modified dynamics. This change in the orbital dynamics would
in turn lead to a modification of the gravitational wave flux. One of the most noticeable
changes then is the apparition of dipolar radiation, which is absent in general relativity and
detectable in principle by current gravitational wave detectors.
The leading corrections to the orbital dynamics of a self-gravitating object are encoded into
the so-called sensitivities. This is precisely what we look for in this work in the particular case
of the motion of binary black holes. As a consequence of the arguments previously develo-
ped, the sensitivities can be linked to modifications of the flux emitted, and most remarkably
to the dipolar emission. Since dipolar emission can be constrained from gravitational wave
signals, thus the theory can be constrained as well.
The structure of this thesis will be as follows.

— In chapter 1, we begin by giving a quick introduction to gravitational astronomy and
how we use it to test gravitational theory.

— In chapter 2, we will discuss the role of Lorentz symmetry in nature, and in particular
in gravity, and we will present the equations and general features of two Lorentz-
violating theories : khronometric and Einstein-æther theory. We conclude that chapter
by discussing black holes in these Lorentz-violating theories.

— In chapter 3, we show how we can link Lorentz-violations to dipolar emission. In order
to do so, we will first show how the sensitivities naturally arise when violating the
strong equivalence principle and we will given them a physical definition. Then we will
show how the sensitivities can be obtained from a slowly moving solution and how they
can be linked to dipolar radiation. The core results of this work are presented in the
second part of chapter 4.

— Finally, a discussion on the consequences of this work will be presented as a conclusion
in chapter 5.
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O. Ramos and E. Barausse, “Constraints on Hořava gravity from binary black hole ob-
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0.2 Notations
Constants and units.

We use units in which the speed of light c is set to 1, although it will sometimes be expli-
citly written for power-counting purposes. The gravitational constant G is always explicitly
written.

Indices and metric signature.
Greek indices α, β, . . . , µ, ν, . . . take the values 0, 1, 2, 3 while the Latin indices i, j, . . . are
used for spatial indices and take the values 1, 2, 3. The metric signature is +, −, −, −, so
that the flat metric is ηµν = diag(1,−1,−1,−1).
We adopt the Einstein convention for repeated indices, e.g., Aµ···µ··· stands for

∑
µ=0,1,2,3

Aµ···µ···,

unless the contrary is explicitly stated. In the same way, Bi
i and Bii both stand for

∑
i=1,2,3

Bi
i,

where the sum is carried over spatial indices, unless explicitly stated.

Figures were done using the python library matplotlib, unless explicit mention is given in
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1 – Introduction to gravitational wave
astronomy

This introductory chapter aims at giving a flavor of gravitational wave astronomy, its
foundational principles, status and difficulties. We begin by recalling succinctly the principles
and core equations of general relativity in section 1.1, and we then specialize them to the
linearized regime in section 1.2. We show how we can find gravitational wave modes within
linearized theory, and then describe the interaction between an idealized detector and a
gravitational wave passing through in section 1.3. Next, we explain how to describe the energy
carried by the gravitational degrees of freedom in section 1.4. Finally, we describe how these
principles have been used to study gravitational theory in section 1.6. Of particular interest
are gravitational wave interferometers which are described in 1.6.2. Indeed, the applicability
of the results of this thesis is based upon the potential of the LIGO-Virgo detectors, as well
as to the future LISA mission, to test the fundamental principles of gravitational theory.
The following is based on the review articles and books [1, 2, 3, 4].

1.1 General relativity
In brief, general relativity states that the geometry of spacetime itself acquires a dyna-

mical status as it is determined by the matter fields. From the spacetime metric g one can
construct the Riemann tensor R, given by

Rαβµν = ∂µΓανβ − ∂νΓαµβ + ΓαµσΓσνβ − ΓανσΓσµβ , (1.1)

where the Christoffel symbols Γαµν are defined in terms of the metric and its derivatives as

Γαµν = 1
2g

αλ
(
∂µgλν + ∂νgµλ − ∂λgµν

)
. (1.2)

From the Riemann tensor we can construct the Ricci tensor as

Rµν = Rλµλν , (1.3)

and then the scalar curvature as
R = gµνRµν . (1.4)

Then the gravitational dynamics can be deduced from the action

S = 1
16πG

∫
d4x
√
−g R+ Smatter[g,Ψ] , (1.5)

1



2 Chapitre 1. Introduction to gravitational wave astronomy

where Smatter is the action of the matter fields, which are collectively denoted by Ψ. Variation
with respect to the metric g leads to the Einstein field equations

Gµν = 8πG Tµν , (1.6)

where G is the Einstein tensor

Gµν = Rµν −
1
2R gµν , (1.7)

and the stress energy tensor T is defined as

δSmatter = 1
2

∫
d4x
√
−g Tµν δgµν . (1.8)

From diffeomorphism invariance we deduce the Bianchi identity

∇µGµν = 0 , (1.9)

which, together with the Einstein equations implies

∇µTµν = 0 . (1.10)

1.2 Linearized theory
In 1916, one year after publishing his field equations, Einstein found that the theory

predicted the existence of gravitational waves. Indeed, this can be readily seen by linearizing
the Einstein equations ; that is, by expanding the field equations around a flat background
metric. Let us assume that, for the physical system of interest, it is possible to find a reference
frame where we can express the metric as the sum of the Minkowski metric ηµν and a
perturbation hµν as

gµν = ηµν + hµν , (1.11)

where the components of the perturbation hµν are such that |hµν | � 1. We will assume that
this relation holds in a sufficiently large region of spacetime. Since we work only up to linear
order in the perturbation hµν and neglect higher orders, indices are raised or lowered using
the flat metric ηµν . In order to describe the metric by equation (1.11), we are implicitly
assuming that our coordinates are approximately Cartesian. Under an infinitesimal gauge
transformation (i.e., an infinitesimal coordinate change)

xµ → x′
µ = xµ + ξµ(x) , where |ξµ(x)| � |xµ| , (1.12)

one has
hµν(x)→ h′µν(x′) = hµν(x)− (∂µξν + ∂νξµ) . (1.13)

Note that, since |ξµ(x)| � |xµ| implies |∂µξν | � 1, then |hµν | is still much smaller than 1.
Also, under a Lorentz transformation given by xµ → x′µ = Λµν xν we have, by definition,
Λµρ Λνσηρσ = ηµν , so the metric transforms as

gµν(x)→ g′µν(x′) = Λµρ Λνσgρσ(x) = ηµν + Λµρ Λνσhρσ(x) , (1.14)
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from which we deduce that hµν transforms as a tensor under Lorentz transformations (note
that we must restrict boosts to those satisfying |Λµρ Λνσhρσ(x)| � 1). It is clear as well that
hµν is invariant under translations xµ → xµ + aµ, where a is a constant vector.

In the linearized regime, the Riemann tensor takes the form

Rµνρσ = 1
2
(
∂ν∂ρhµσ + ∂µ∂σhνρ − ∂µ∂ρhνσ − ∂ν∂σhµρ

)
. (1.15)

This expression is invariant under the gauge transformations (1.12). From the Riemann tensor
we can find the Einstein equations in linearized theory in terms of hµν and its derivatives.
To express them, it is convenient to define

h̄µν ≡ hµν −
1
2h ηµν , (1.16)

where h ≡ ηµνhµν . Note that from the definition (1.16) it follows that h̄ ≡ h̄µνη
µν = −h.

Thus, we can invert the relation (1.16) and express hµν in terms of h̄µν simply as hµν =
h̄µν − 1

2 h̄ ηµν . In terms of h̄µν , the Einstein field equations become

�h̄µν + ηµν ∂
ρ∂σh̄ρσ − ∂ρ∂ν h̄µρ − ∂ρ∂µh̄νρ = −16πG

c4 Tµν , (1.17)

where � ≡ ∂µ∂µ is the d’Alembert operator associated to the Minkowski metric ηµν . We can
further simplify this expression by making use of the gauge freedom (1.12), so as to work in
the Lorenz gauge defined by

∂ν h̄µν = 0 , (1.18)

in which case the Einstein equations take the form

�h̄µν = −16πG
c4 Tµν . (1.19)

This equation relates the perturbations of the background flat metric to the stress energy-
momentum tensor of the source, and the wave-like character of the equation is visible from
the d’Alembertian operator �.

It is readily seen from equation (1.19) and the Lorenz gauge (1.18) that in the linearized
theory we have the energy-momentum conservation law

∂µT
µν = 0 . (1.20)

1.2.1 The TT-gauge

Outside the source, equations (1.18) and (1.19) reduce to

�h̄µν = 0; ∂ν h̄µν = 0 . (1.21)

Solutions to this system can be expressed as a superposition of plane waves :

h̄µν(t, ~x) = Re
∫

d3k Aµν(~k)ei(~k·~x−ωt) , (1.22)
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where the complex coefficients Aµν(~k) depend only on the wave-vector ~k and ω = |~k|. The
Lorenz gauge imposes the condition kµAµν = 0, for kµ = (ω,~k). We observe that, outside
the source, there still remains a residual gauge freedom given by

xµ → x′
µ = xµ + ξµ with �ξµ = 0 , (1.23)

as the new metric perturbation h̄′µν(x′) = h̄µν(x)− (∂µξν + ∂νξµ− ηµν∂ρξρ) still satisfies the
Lorenz gauge condition (1.18). We can make use of this residual gauge to impose further
conditions on h̄µν . A common choice is the transverse-traceless gauge, or “TT-gauge” for
short.

The traceless condition is imposed by choosing ξµ such that the new trace h̄′ vanishes,
that is, such that

h̄′ = h̄+ 2 ∂µξµ = 0 , (1.24)

that is,
∂µξ

µ = −1
2 h̄ = 1

2h . (1.25)

Note that this condition is indeed compatible with �ξµ = 0. In fact, we can set ξµ such
that it satisfies the initial condition ∂µξ

µ = −1
2 h̄, then ξµ will be everywhere determined

by the equation �ξµ = 0. Then the evolution equations (1.21) imply that the quantity
h̄′ ≡ h̄+ 2 ∂µξµ satisfies the equation �h̄′ = 0, with null initial conditions. We can therefore
conclude that h̄′ = 0 everywhere else. Thus, choosing some initial data for ξµ within a
given Cauchy surface, such that (1.24) is satisfied, then the evolution equations ensure that
equation (1.23) and (1.24) be satisfied at all points.

Dropping the primes, this condition implies that h̄µν = hµν , so we can drop the over bar
of h̄µν as well. The transverse condition is achieved by choosing ξi such that h′0i = 0, that is,
satisfying ∂0ξi + ∂iξ0 = −h0i. The general solution to the equation �ξµ = 0 can be written
as

ξµ(x) = Re
∫

d3k Cµ(~k)ei(~k·~x−ωt) . (1.26)

The coefficients Aµν(~k) of equation (1.22) transform as

A′µν = Aµν − 2il(µCν) + iηµνk
αCα , (1.27)

where lµ = (ω,−~k). Therefore the TT-conditions can be expressed in terms of Cµ(~k) as

0 =ηµνA′µν = ηµνAµν + 2ikµCµ , (1.28a)
0 =A′0ν = A0ν − iCνk0 − iC0kν + iδ0

ν(kαCα) , (1.28b)

for which an explicit solution can be given by

Cµ = 3Aρσlρlσ

8iω4 kµ + ηρσAρσ
4iω4 lµ + 1

2iω2Aµν l
ν , (1.29)

In particular, the µ = 0 component of the Lorenz gauge condition reads now

∂0h00 + ∂ih0i = ∂0h00 = 0 , (1.30)

which implies that h00 becomes constant in time. For instance, h00 can correspond to the
static Newtonian potential of the source. Since we are interested in the variable part of the
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gravitational field, which as we will show is the only part carrying energy, we can set h00 to
zero for simplicity. Together with the transverse gauge condition this means that we can set
hµ0 = 0. The spatial components of the Lorenz gauge now read

∂0hi0 + ∂jhij = ∂jhij = 0 . (1.31)

Thus, the transverse-traceless gauge is defined by the conditions

hµ0 = 0; hii = 0; ∂jhij = 0 . (1.32)

A plane-wave solution to the linearized equations can be described in the TT-gauge by
hij(x) = eij(k)ei k·x, where kµ = (ω,~k) is the wave four-vector and eij(k) is the amplitude
associated with the mode k. Choosing the axis of propagation to be the z axis, then we can
write

hij(t, z) =

 h+ h× 0
h× −h+ 0
0 0 0

 cos[ω(t− z)] , (1.33)

or equivalently,

ds2 = dt2 − dx2 − dy2 − dz2 +
(
dx2 − dy2

)
h+ cos[ω(t− z)] + 2h× cos[ω(t− z)]dxdy . (1.34)

Any gravitational wave propagating in the direction given by the unitary vector n̂ can thus
be decomposed into a sum of plane waves in the TT-gauge :

hij(t, ~x) =
∑

A=+,×
eAij(n̂)

∫ ∞
−∞

df h̃A(f)e−2πif(t−n̂·x) , (1.35)

where h̃A(f) is the Fourier transform of the A = + or × polarization mode, and eAij are
polarization tensors defined as

e+
ij(n̂) = ûi ûj − v̂i v̂j , e×ij(n̂) = ûi v̂j − v̂i ûj , (1.36)

where û and v̂ are unitary vectors such that n̂, û and v̂ form an orthonormal basis of the
Euclidean space.

1.3 Interaction of a gravitational wave with a detector
In general, a gravitational wave passing through a detector will be composed of a su-

perposition of different plane waves as given by equation (1.33). The linearized formalism is
ideal to study the propagation of gravitational waves far away from the source and its inter-
action with a gravitational wave detector, since we can model the latter as an ensemble of
test masses. By definition, a test mass is such that its contribution to the gravitational field
is negligible. This assumption is reasonable for the mirrors at each end of an interferometer,
as their binding gravitational energy is negligible. If we consider a test mass described by
the worldline xµ(λ), where λ is an affine parameter, its motion is determined by the geodesic
equation

d2xµ

dλ2 + Γµαβ(x)dxα

dλ
dxβ

dλ = 0 . (1.37)
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The geodesic equation can be derived from an action principle, with the point-particle action

Spp = −m
∫

dτ , (1.38)

where m and τ are the particle’s mass and proper-time, respectively. Then, if we consider
a test mass at rest at the time of arrival of the gravitational wave, dxµ

dλ

∣∣∣
λ=0

= 0, it follows

from equations (1.37) and (1.33) that d2xµ

dλ2

∣∣∣
λ=0

= 0 as well, so that position of the test mass
does not change as the gravitational wave passes by. However, the proper distance between
two test masses (e.g., the two mirrors of a detector) does change due to the gravitational
wave’s passage, as it can be seen from the metric (1.34). Indeed, if we consider two test
masses located at the events (t, x1, 0, 0) and (t, x2, 0, 0) respectively, so that their coordinate
distance is simply given by L = x2 − x1, then the proper distance s between them is given
by

s2 =
(
1 + h+ cos[ω(t− z/c)]

)
L2 , (1.39)

or equivalently, at first order in hµν , by

s =
(
1 + 1

2h+ cos[ω(t− z/c)]
)
L . (1.40)

In general, if the events are separated by the coordinate vector ~L, their proper distance is

s = L+ hij
LiLj
2L . (1.41)

so that if we have two test masses placed at each end of a detector, their proper distance
evolves as

s̈ = ḧij
LiLj
2L +O(ḧ2) . (1.42)

Since it is the proper distance, rather than the coordinate distance, which determines the
time of flight of the laser beams traveling between each end of the detector, the presence
of a gravitational wave passing by can be determined by measuring the interference pattern
(and its changes) of the two laser beams.

1.4 Energy of a gravitational wave
In general, the energy carried by gravitational waves is a subtle subject, since it depends

on how we separate the gravitational field between a “background” and a “perturbation”
part. In particular, since any form of energy contributes to curvature of spacetime, gra-
vitational waves themselves should also be a source of spacetime curvature. However, the
linearized framework excludes the possibility of gravitational waves curving the background
flat spacetime, because the background metric is fixed to the Minkowski metric ηµν . Thus,
in order to study the energy carried by gravitational waves it is necessary to adopt a more
general point of view where gravitational waves are perturbations over a dynamical curved
background :

gµν(x) = ḡµν(x) + hµν(x), |hµν | � 1 , (1.43)
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where ḡµν describes the background metric, and the condition |hµν | � 1 assumes that we
adopt a coordinate system such that the typical order of the background metric is |ḡµν | ∼ 1.
From a fundamental point of view, there is no unambiguous way to do this. In particular, one
could transfer any x dependence from ḡµν to hµν or vice versa. In many situations however,
one can uniquely express the total metric as the sum of a background metric ḡµν and a
perturbation hµν if the physical system allows for a clear separation of scales. For instance,
if the typical reduced wavelength λ̄ 1 is much smaller than the characteristic background
curvature radius L, then it is possible to find an intermediate length scale L such that
λ̄� L� L, and define

ḡµν =〈gµν〉 , (1.44a)
hµν =gµν − ḡµν , (1.44b)

where 〈 · 〉 represents an average over scales smaller than L. Thus, the small fluctuations
corresponding to hµν have been “smoothed” over in order to produce the background metric
ḡµν .

As we will see in section 1.6.2, the LIGO-Virgo interferometers are sensitive to gravita-
tional waves of 10-100 Hz, corresponding to a reduced wavelength λ̄ ∼ 50 − 500 km, while
the radius of the Earth is roughly R⊕ ' 6400 km. Therefore the condition λ̄ � R⊕ is not
accurately fulfilled. Furthermore, the Earth’s Newtonian gravitational potential at the Ear-
th’s surface is |h00| = 2GM⊕/R2

⊕ ∼ 10−9 while the expected gravitational waves amplitudes
are of the order h ∼ 10−21. This implies that any fluctuation up to 10−12 of the Earth’s
potential is large compared to the gravitational waves. Thus, when considering the interac-
tion between an Earth-based detector and a passing gravitational wave, it is the fact that
the Earth’s background gravitational field is slowly varying in time when compared to the
gravitational wave that allows us to separate the scales. In other words, the frequencies fB of
the background gravitational field and the perturbation frequencies f are such that fB � f .
Moreover, we can introduce an intermediate frequency f∗ such that fB � f∗ � f , allowing
us to take averages over many cycles of the perturbation field, giving us an operational way
to separate it from the background gravitational field. Thus, we can compute the background
metric as ḡ ≡ 〈gµν〉, where the 〈 · 〉 stands for a spatial or temporal average, i.e., an average
over many cycles. For definiteness we will discuss of a spatial average over many wavelengths.

Our goal now is to show how the perturbation propagates on the background metric
and how its propagation affects the background metric. Using the decomposition given by
equation (1.43), we can expand the Ricci tensor in powers of hµν as

Rµν = R̄µν +R(1)
µν +R(2)

µν +O(h3) , (1.45)

where R̄µν depends only on ḡµν , R(1)
µν is linear in hµν and R

(2)
µν is quadratic in hµν . The

computation of these quantities in terms of ḡµν and hµν is straightforward but tedious, we
thus refer to [1, 2] for explicit expressions. Note that, by construction, R̄µν only contains
low modes of the order ∼ 4k̄, where k̄ = 2π/L is the typical wave-vector of the background
metric ḡµν . Also, R(1)

µν only contains high-modes because it is linear in hµν . In contrast,

1. That is, λ̄ ≡ λ

2π .
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R
(2)
µν can contain both low and high-modes since it is quadratic hµν , and we will therefore

decompose it as R(2)
µν = 〈R(2)

µν 〉+(R(2)
µν −〈R(2)

µν 〉). The low-modes remain essentially unchanged
when averaged so that they are included in the part 〈R(2)

µν 〉, and the remainder (R(2)
µν −〈R(2)

µν 〉)
contains thus the high modes of R(2)

µν . Recasting the Einstein equations as

Rµν = 8πG
(
Tµν −

1
2Tgµν

)
, (1.46)

the above decomposition allow us to split the Einstein equations in a high-mode and a
low-mode part. The low-mode part is obtained by taking the average of the field equations

R̄µν = −〈R(2)
µν 〉+ 8πG

〈
Tµν −

1
2Tgµν

〉
, (1.47)

and the high-mode part can be obtained by taking the difference,

R(1)
µν = −(R(2)

µν − 〈R(2)
µν 〉) + 8πG

(
Tµν −

1
2Tgµν − 〈Tµν −

1
2Tgµν〉

)
. (1.48)

We can define an effective stress-energy tensor for matter T̄µν such that

T̄µν −
1
2 T̄ ḡµν =

〈
Tµν −

1
2Tgµν

〉
, (1.49)

where we introduced the trace T̄ = ḡµν T̄
µν . Let us also define

tµν = − 1
8πG

〈
R(2)
µν −

1
2R

(2)gµν

〉
, (1.50)

where R(2) = ḡµνR
(2)
µν is the trace of R(2)

µν . Finally, introducing the trace t = ḡµνtµν =
1

8πG〈R
(2)〉, we can express equation (1.47) as

R̄µν −
1
2 ḡµνR̄ = 8πG(T̄µν + tµν) , (1.51)

which shows the contribution of the perturbation to the background curvature. In equations
(1.47) and (1.51), the scale of variation of the left-hand side is

R̄µν ∼ ∂2ḡµν ∼
1
L2 . (1.52)

Using the explicit form of 〈R(2)
µν 〉 one can show [2] that it varies on scales

〈R(2)
µν 〉 ∼ (∂h)2 ∼

(
h

λ̄

)2
. (1.53)

Thus, in the case absence of matter fields the Einstein equations imply that 2

h

λ̄
∼ L

~G
, (1.54)

2. Here ~ denotes the Planck constant, so that ~G has units of lengths squared.
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which determines the relative strength of the typical background Riemann tensor ∼ 1/L2

and the gravitational wave curvature tµν ∼ h2/λ̄2. In the presence of matter fields we will
have

h

λ̄
� L

~G
, (1.55)

since now the gravitational waves are not the main source contributing to the background
curvature.

Far away from the source, the stress-energy tensor of gravitational waves can be expressed
in the TT-gauge and is found to be [1, 2]

tµν = 1
32πG〈∂

µhTT
αβ ∂νhαβTT〉 , (1.56)

where hTT
ij is assumed to be expressed in the TT-gauge. Thus, in order to compute tµν we

need the Ricci tensor up to O(h2), and in the end, the energy carried away from the source
by the gravitational wave (and eventually transferred to a gravitational wave detector) can
be expressed as

t00 = c2

32πG〈ḣ
TT
ij ḣijTT〉 , (1.57)

or equivalently, in terms of the plus and cross amplitudes as

t00 = c2

16πG〈ḣ
2
+ + ḣ2

×〉 . (1.58)

1.5 Emission of gravitational waves

Let us then consider the problem of the generation of gravitational waves by a source,
i.e., let us solve equation (1.19) with Tµν 6= 0. Far away from the source, the solution with
no-incoming radiation conditions in the TT-gauge, is given by

hij(t, ~x) = 4GΛij,kl(n̂)
∫

d3x′
1

|~x− ~x′|
Tkl

(
t− |~x− ~x′|, ~x′

)
, (1.59)

where n̂ = ~x/|~x|, and Λij,kl is the projector tensor

Λij,kl(~n) = PikPjl −
1
2PijPkl , (1.60)

defined in terms of Pij(~n) = δij−ninj . The integral in equation (1.59) corresponds simply to
the convolution of the source with the retarded Green function for the wave equation (1.19).
The projection into the TT-gauge is used in order to get rid of spurious gauge modes, but
one must bear in mind that this is only possible in regions not containing matter fields.

Far away from the source, the field vector ~x is much larger than the vector ~x′ parametri-
zing the source, therefore we can expand |~x− ~x′| as

|~x− ~x′| ' r − ~x′ · n̂+O
(
d2

r

)
, (1.61)
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where r = |~x| and d is the typical size of the source. Thus we can expand the source as

Tkl
(
t− |~x− ~x′|, ~x′

)
' Tkl

(
t− r + ~x′ · n̂, ~x′

)
' Tkl

(
t− r, ~x′

)
+ x′

i
ni∂0Tkl

(
t− r, ~x′

)
+ x′ix′jninj∂2

0Tkl
(
t− r, ~x′

)
+ . . . .

(1.62)

The gravitational field generated by the source is assumed to be sufficiently weak so that
the linearized approximation is justified. For a self-gravitating system, this condition also
implies that the internal motions be small, and the typical orbital speed of the source v
satisfies v � 1. Since every power xm contributes with an order O(dm) and each time
derivative gives a factor O(ωS), where ωS is the typical frequency of the source satisfying
ωS ∼ v/d, then we see that equation (1.62) is an expansion carried in powers of the source
speed v. Defining the momenta of the stress tensor T ij as

Sij(t) =
∫

d3x T ij(t, ~x) , (1.63)

Sij,k(t) =
∫

d3x T ij(t, ~x)xk , (1.64)

Sij,kl(t) =
∫

d3x T ij(t, ~x)xkxl , (1.65)

and so on and so forth, then we can express (1.59) as

hij(t, ~x) = 4G
r

Λij,kl(n̂)
[
Skl
(
t− r, ~x′

)
+ nmṠ

kl,m
(
t− r, ~x′

)
+ nmnp

2 S̈kl,mp
(
t− r, ~x′

)
+ . . .

]
.

(1.66)
We can now express the momenta of T ij in terms of the momenta of T 00 and T 0i using the
conservation law ∂µT

µν = 0. Indeed, we can define the momenta of the energy density T 00

as

M =
∫

d3x T 00(t, ~x) , (1.67)

M i =
∫

d3x T 00(t, ~x) xi , (1.68)

M ij =
∫

d3x T 00(t, ~x) xixj , (1.69)

and so on, as well as the momenta of the linear momentum T 0i as

P i =
∫

d3x T 0i(t, ~x) , (1.70)

P i,j =
∫

d3x T 0i(t, ~x)xj , (1.71)

P i,jk =
∫

d3x T 0i(t, ~x)xjxk , (1.72)

and so on and so forth. Then the conservation law (1.20) allow us to find, after straightforward
computations, that

Sij = 1
2M̈

ij (1.73)
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and similarly for the higher orders in (1.66). For instance, the next to leading order is given
by

Ṡij,k = 1
6

...
M

ijk + 1
3
(
P̈ i,jk + P̈ j,ik − 2P̈ k,ij

)
, (1.74)

so that we can express equation (1.66) in terms of the momenta of the energy density and
the linear momentum.

In particular, the main contribution to gravitational radiation, in an expansion on v,
comes from the source’s quadrupole

Qij ≡
∫

d3x ρ(t, ~x)
(
xixj − 1

3r
2δij

)
, (1.75)

where ρ(t, ~x) = T 00 is the source’s density and r = |~x|. Indeed, the tensor M ij can be
decomposed into irreducible representations of the rotation group as

M ij =
(
M ij − 1

3δ
ijMkk

)
+ 1

3δ
ijMkk

= Qij + 1
3δ

ijMkk ,

(1.76)

and clearly the trace 1
3δ
ijMkk will vanish as it contracts with the tensor Λij,kl. Thus, it is

possible to show that at a distance r far away from the source the emitted gravitational field
is, again in the TT-gauge, given by

[hij(t, ~x)]quad = 2G
r

Λij,kl(n̂)Q̈kl(t− r) , (1.77)

and higher-order multipoles contribute with higher powers of the small parameter v. The
power radiated that is associated to this moment is given by

Pquad = G

5 〈
...
Qij

...
Q
ij〉 . (1.78)

This formalism already allows us to understand that, due to the radiation of energy from
the source there is some energy carried away by the gravitational modes, and therefore the
orbital motion will shrink. To illustrate this point, let us consider a binary system composed
of two masses m1 and m2, following a circular orbit of radius r12. Then, the energy of the
binary system Ebinary = Ekinetic + Epotential is given by

Ebinary = −Gm1m2
2r12

. (1.79)

Since the radiated energy is being drawn from this energy, we have that Ėbinary = −Pquad < 0,
which implies ṙ12 < 0, so that the orbital radius diminishes as well.

Let us stress that the fact that the leading contribution to gravitational radiation comes
from a quadrupole moment, instead of a monopole or dipole moment, is due to the conser-
vation of energy and momentum. Indeed, one can easily show that the energy-momentum
conservation law (1.20) implies that

Ṁ = 0 and Ṗ i = 0 . (1.80)
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In a more qualitative way, a spherically symmetric system such as a pulsating spherically
symmetric star could not radiate since the gravitational potential far away from the source
depends only on the star’s mass, and as such it will not be affected by the monopole pulsation.
Thus, perturbations in the metric can not be propagated from a spherically symmetric source
due to mass conservation. The same argument forbids monopole radiation in electromagne-
tism, since the “monopole” term is the electric charge and is protected by a conservation
law. However, while in electromagnetism the leading radiation term is dipolar since there
is no conservation law protecting the electric dipole, in our case the “gravitational dipole”
is proportional to the linear momentum of the source. Thus, conservation of momentum
forbids dipole radiation in general relativity in a similar fashion as to monopole radiation.
This means, in particular, that any gravitational system which is symmetric with respect to
a given axis will not be able to emit gravitational waves.

1.6 Gravitational wave astronomy

1.6.1 Binary pulsars

The first experimental confirmation of the existence of gravitational waves came with the
discovery in 1974 of the first binary pulsar by Hulse and Taylor, PSR J1915+1606 [5], and
the subsequent long term study of its properties, leading particularly to the measurement of
the binary’s orbital decay [6]. This measurement has been found to be in excellent agreement
with the prediction for the binary’s energy loss due to the emission of gravitational waves as
computed by the quadrupole formalism of general relativity [6].

One of the key features of pulsars is that they can be used as extremely precise clocks
[7]. In order to achieve this it is necessary to take into account the short-term variability of
pulses, called the “weather” of the pulsar, and which can be treated as a noise in the source.
Although the profile of each pulse within the same pulsar may wildly differ, the averaged
profile of many pulses tends to remain very stable. Thus, using this averaged profile as a
reference template so as to eliminate the effects of the weather of the pulsar, the time-of-
arrival (TOA) of individual pulses can be computed from timing models. It is then observed
that, if we average over several pulses, then the pulsar behaves as an accurate clock (see e.g.,
[7, 8] for details).

In the case of PSR J1915+1606, the orbital parameters of the binary system are nowadays
very well known after more than 30 years of observation [6]. In particular, the pulsar was
found to have a (spin) period close to 59 ms, but it has a periodic modulation due to the
Doppler effect induced by its orbital motion. From this modulation it is possible to find,
with good accuracy, an orbital period Pb ∼ 8 hours, implying thus an orbital velocity of the
order of v ∼ 10−3c.

At a Newtonian level, the binary’s binding energy Eb can be defined as

Eb =− Gµm

2a ,

=− µ

2 (Gm)2/3
(
Pb
2π

)−2/3
.

(1.81)

where a is the semi-major axis, µ ≡ m1m2/m is the reduced mass and m ≡ m1 + m2 is
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the total mass. In the second line we used the Kepler’s third law,
(
Pb
2π

)2
= a3

Gm
. Then,

the energy carried away by gravitational waves can be related to the rate of change of the
gravitational binding energy through the balance law

Ėb = −Pquad , (1.82)

where Pquad is the gravitational wave flux given by (1.78), and can be thus computed from
the measured properties of the binary. This energy loss can in turn be easily related to the
rate of change of the orbital period Pb, using equation (1.81), as

Ṗb
Pb

= −3
2
Ėb
Eb

. (1.83)

The rate of change Ṗb is one of the post-Keplerian parameters of the orbit [9]. These
results remain correct when computing the energy loss within a post-Newtonian scheme,
without invoking any energy-balance argument [10].

In the case of the Hulse-Taylor binary pulsar, the masses of the pulsar and its companion
are found to be [6] mp = 1.4414(2)M� and mc = 1.3867(2)M�, and thus the Keplerian
semi-major axis is a ' 2.2 × 109m ' 3R�, where R� is the solar radius. These masses can
be computed from the advance rate of the periastron 〈ω̇〉, averaged over one orbital period
[10]. From the given masses and the relatively short distance by which they are separated,
and from the fact that no eclipse is observed, it is believed that the pulsar’s companion is
also a neutron star. This conclusion thus validates a model where the masses are taken to
be point particles.

The evolution of the orbital period is then given by the formula [9, 10, 2]

Ṗb = −192πG5/3

5c5
mpmc(mp +mc)−1/3

(1− e2)7/2

(
Pb
2π

)−5/3 (
1 + 73

24e
2 + 37

96e
4
)
, (1.84)

where e ' 0.61 is the eccentricity of the orbit. This is a consequence of equation (1.83).
The comparison between this prediction and the actual rate of change of the binary’s orbital
period (Ṗb)measured is shown in figure 1.1.

More precisely, after taking into account for the relative motion between the Earth and
the pulsar due to the Galaxy’s rotation, the ratio between the measured orbital period rate
and the prediction of general relativity is [11]

(Ṗb)measured/(Ṗb)GR = 1.0013(21) . (1.85)

This provides a first test of general relativity, and a proof of the emission of gravitational
waves by the system. Let us recall that Ṗb is a function of time, and that this given estimate
corresponds to data released in 2004 by Weisberg and Taylor [6].

In general, the remarkable rotational stability of pulsars and the precision of timing mo-
dels allow one to dig further into the physics of the system [12]. Indeed, even if a given pulsar
were a perfectly stable periodic source, the times-of-arrival of its pulses would be modulated
by several factors such as the motion of the Earth around the sun, the motion of the solar
system in the Galaxy and other peculiar motion effects. Most importantly for us, pulsar
timing allows us to measure some general-relativistic effects [12, 13, 14]. More precisely, the
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Figure 1.1 – Comparison between the orbital decay prediction for PSR B1913+16, using
general relativity (in solid line), and the measured orbital decay (in points). The data was
taken at the Arecibo radio telescope between 1975 and 2005. Figure taken from [6].

modulations to the time-of-arrival of pulses coming from a pulsar can be decomposed as a
sum of effects : the Roemer time delay due to the motion of the Earth in the solar system,
the Shapiro time delay due to the effects of the gravitational field on the propagation of
light, and the Einstein time delay due to the fact that the measurement concerns proper
time instead of coordinate time (see e.g., [2]).

1.6.2 Gravitational wave interferometers
The main idea behind interferometric detectors is to exploit the great accuracy of inter-

ferometers at measuring changes of interfering patterns between its arms. Then, as it was
pointed out in section 1.3, one can relate the time of flight shift to the amplitude of the
gravitational wave hij through equation (1.42). Although this idea is quite simple, the im-
plementation of it took more than 40 years of preparation and a huge collaboration to realize
it in practice.

It can be shown (see [2] for instance), that in order to detect gravitational waves at
frequency fgw, the optimal length L of a Michelson interferometer is given by

L ' 750 km
(

100 Hz
fgw

)
. (1.86)

In the case of Earth-based detectors such as the Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave
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Observatory (LIGO) and the Virgo interferometer, one is therefore forced to implement
resonant Fabry-Perot cavities in each arm so as to reach an effective length of a few hundred
km out of the 3-4 km of the actual instrument arms. This means that LIGO is optimized
to detect signals around 100 Hz, and among possible sources in this frequency band we find
stellar mass black hole binaries [15] and neutron star binaries [16], and more broadly stellar
mass objects, for instance pulsars [17] and supernovae [18] at low redshift [19]. See [20]
for prediction rates of compact binary coalescences. Among the main complexities of the
LIGO-Virgo project, we can mention the mechanical stability of the mirrors reflecting the
laser beams at each end, the implementation of the Fabry-Perot cavities, the vacuum pipe
required for the cavities, and of course the problem of minimizing the noise coming from of
a wild variety of sources. See [21] for more details on these technical issues. The general
optical layout of the LIGO interferometers is represented in figure 1.2. Given this setup, the
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Figure 1.2 – Scheme of the optical layout for the LIGO interferometers. Figure extracted
from [21].

actual measured signal corresponds to h(t) = Dijhij(t), where Dij is a tensor characterizing
the geometrical features of the detector.

On the 14th of September 2015 at 09 :50 :45 UTC, the LIGO-Virgo collaboration detected
the first black hole binary merger in history [22], being thus the first direct detection both of
gravitational waves and of the black holes that produced them. While Virgo was not online
yet, both of LIGO’s observatories captured the signal in their data, and the significance
of the detection is estimated to 5.1 sigma. The reconstructed waveform h(t) is shown in
figure 1.3, and it corresponds to the coalescence of two black holes of masses 36+5

−4M� and
29+4
−4M�, resulting in a final black hole of mass 62+4

−4M�, radiating thus an energy equivalent
to 3+0.5

−0.5M� [23]. This event being the first detection was remarkable, since at the time it was
not widely expected to find black holes with such high masses [23, 24]. Since then, five more
events have been found and released within the first two runs O1 and O2 of the LIGO-Virgo
collaboration, so that our data for (stellar mass) black hole population as well as for formation
models has significantly improved [25, 24]. Furthermore, since 2017 the Virgo interferometer
joined LIGO in the search of gravitational wave signals, allowing for the first triple detection
of a binary black hole merger (GW170814). The Virgo participation was also essential for
the spatial localization of GW170817, leading to the first multi-messenger detection of a
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Figure 1.3 – Reconstructed waveform h(t) for the detection of GW150914 in Livingston
(left) and Hanford (right). Figures taken from [23]

neutron star - neutron star merger [26]. Indeed, an associated Gamma Ray Burst (GRB)
was observed by the Fermi Gamma-ray Burst Monitor, just 1.7s after GW170817 [27]. This
double detection allowed for further scrutiny in the electromagnetic sector, leading to the
discovery of a kilonova and its host galaxy located at 40+8

−14 Mpc distance from us [28].
The nearly coincident time of arrival of the two signals represents a strong constraint on
modified theories of gravity. Indeed, this result implies that the gravitational (tensorial)
modes propagate at the same speed as the photons, to within 1 part in 1015.
These detections have been possible thanks to a deep understanding of the nature of the
expected signal, as well as of the functioning of the detectors, and more precisely of their
noise spectra. If we model the detector signal s(t) as composed by the sum of the gravitational
wave signal h(t) and some noise n(t), as

s(t) = h(t) + n(t) , (1.87)

then the problem consists of distinguishing h(t) from n(t). The noise can be characterized
by measuring the spectral noise sensitivity Sn(f) as a function of the frequency f , which is
shown in figure 1.4. As can be seen from figure 1.4, the detector has a peak of sensitivity
around 100 Hz. At lower frequencies, the detector’s performance is limited by seismic and
Newtonian noise, while at high frequencies the main limitation comes from the quantum shot
noise of the lasers.Thus, the observations below 1-10 Hertz would be difficult for Earth-based
detectors even if we could further increase the effective arm-length of the interferometers, as
seismic and Newtonian noise will still be there.

The difficulty of gravitational wave detection comes from the fact that we expect to have
n(t) >∼ h(t), so that we must be able to extract an extraordinarily small strain amplitude,
typically of the order of h ∼ 10−21, from a comparatively large noise background. In this
context, digging out the gravitational wave signal requires detailed knowledge of the typical
scales of variation of the noise n(t) as well as the expected waveform for h(t). More preci-
sely, in order to extract the signal from the noise one can cross-correlate the output of the
detector s(t) with a bank of templates that predicts the form the signal according to the
equations of general relativity. This match-filtering procedure [29, 30, 31, 32] has the goal of
finding a template with the largest correlation with the output of the detector. The methods
employed to produce the templates depend on the particular source that one is aiming to
detect [33]. Thus, templates banks [34] can be produced via post-Newtonian theory [35],
numerical relativity (e.g. [36, 37] or a perturbation theory approach [38] (e.g. the self-force
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Figure 1.4 – The average spectral noise sensitivity of the Advanced LIGO detectors mea-
sured in order to determine the significance of GW150914. The curve in red corresponds to
Hanford and in blue to Livingston. Figure taken from [23].

formalism [39, 40]).

In the case of a space-based detector such as the Laser Interferometer Space Antenna
(LISA), there would be no seismic noise limiting the frequency band from below. Moreover, in
space one is allowed to use larger arms, and indeed the project intends to place its satellites
at a distance of 2.5 million km, and connecting them by six laser links [41]. The LISA
project builds upon the success of the LISA Pathfinder mission [42], and it is expected to be
launched around ∼ 2030 [41]. This would open a new window in the frequency range from
10−4 Hz up to 10−1 Hz, corresponding to the heaviest compact objects in the universe. In
particular, supermassive black holes ranging from 104− 105 up to 107M� are expected to be
present at the center of almost every massive galaxy in the local universe [43, 44, 45, 46], and
therefore when two galaxies merge we expect their black holes to merge as well [47, 48, 49].
This merging would produce signal in the LISA band [41]. According to their masses they
could be visible up to z ∼20 [50], or even larger if they exist. The limitation here is due
to astrophysics and not to the instrument. Otherwise said, supermassive black holes are not
expected to exist above redshift z ∼ 20 [50, 51], yet LISA has no intrinsic limitation to detect
sources of a larger redshift. Another important source for LISA are galactic binaries, and in
particular white dwarf binaries, for which around 10000 of them should be detectable in the
galaxy alone [52, 53]. These compact binaries emit a continuous and nearly monochromatic
gravitational wave signal. A few of them have already been observed in the electromagnetic
band, and could be used as verification binaries [54, 55, 56] . We know that these will be
detectable by LISA, but we expect many more to be visible. In fact, some ∼ 105 binaries are
expected to be individually resolved by LISA [57, 58]. In addition to these resolvable sources,
we also expect to observe a background signal due to those of the white dwarf binaries which
will not be resolved by LISA [52, 58].

A third type of source for LISA are extreme mass ratio inspirals (EMRIs) [59]. These
are black holes binaries where one of the components is a supermassive black hole of mass
of 105 − 106 M� and the other is a stellar massive black hole of a mass of ∼ 10 − 102M�.
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EMRIs evolve very slowly and they spend a large number of orbital cycles in the LISA band
before merger [60, 61], allowing for a great accuracy in the measurements. In fact, beside
the standard binary parameters such as the mass and spin of its components, EMRIs could
be used to measure higher multipoles of the supermassive black hole allowing thus for tests
on deviations of the Kerr metric [62]. This provides a test for the no-hair theorem of general
relativity, which states that all stationary black hole solutions to the Einstein equations (and
the Maxwell equations of electromagnetism) can be completely characterized by their mass
and angular momentum (and electric charge, if any) [63, 64, 65]. For more details on EMRIs,
see e.g. [40].

Finally, with this new gravitational wave observatory one would be able to study the
early phases of inspiraling binaries much before their merger, entering the LISA frequency
band months or even years before disappearing for a few weeks and reentering in the LIGO
frequency band, so that a follow up could be set up between space-based and ground-based
detectors [66]. More precisely, LIGO-Virgo binaries will spend some time in the LISA band
before disappearing and entering the LIGO-Virgo band instead. Using the measurements
from LISA one could predict the entry to the LIGO-Virgo band within 10 seconds [67].
More interesting for this work though, is the possibility of constraining the dipole emission
from LIGO-Virgo binary black holes through LISA [68]. Indeed, most extensions of gene-
ral relativity, and particularly Lorentz violating gravity, predict the violation of the strong
equivalence principle [69, 70, 10]. This effect is measured by a new parameter, called the sen-
sitivity σ, that depends on the structure of each body as well as of the gravitational theory.
The physical explanation of the sensitivity will be explored in further detail in chapter 4. This
deviation from the universality of free fall leads to a modification of the flux ĖGW emitted by
a binary system as compared to the flux predicted by general relativity ĖGR. More precisely,
generically there is a new dipole contribution modifying Einstein’s quadrupole formula. The
gravitational wave flux can be expanded in a post-Newtonian scheme as [71, 72]

ĖGW = ĖGR

[
1 +B

(
v

c

)−2
+O (σ1, σ2) +O

(
v2

c2

)]
, (1.88)

where σ1 and σ2 are the bodies’ sensitivities and B ∝ (σ1 − σ2)2 is a parameter whose
precise form can be computed for each given theory. Since the flux modification enters as

a
(
v

c

)−2
correction, i.e. is a -1PN correction, it can actually dominate the flux emission

during the early inspiral, provided that the difference |σ1 − σ2| is sufficiently different from
zero. Such an energy loss via a new channel could dramatically reduce the time duration
of the inspiral phase, and therefore the arriving time of the binary into the LIGO-Virgo
band. Consequently, measuring the gravitational wave flux of binaries allows us to constrain
the parameter space of theory under study via the measured bounds on B. Let us remark
that, since the sensitivities of stellar objects such as neutron stars and black holes have no
reason to be the same, we have that bounds on B obtained from a binary pulsar system are
independent from bounds obtained by a binary black hole system. Otherwise said, this is a
test of the strong equivalence principle and the universality of free fall. In this way the stellar
mass binary black holes in the range of the current LIGO-Virgo detections, if detected prior
to their merger by LISA, can give bounds on B of the order of |B| <∼ 10−8 when observed by
LISA alone or |B| <∼ 10−9 − 10−8 when observed both by space and ground-based detectors
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[68]. This illustrated in figure 1.5, where the aforementioned sources are displayed in the
horizontal axis and different points correspond to different observation modes.
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Figure 1.5 – 1σ constraints on the parameter B from various black hole binary sources.
Among others, stars and plusses stand for GW150914-like BH binaries, filled circles stand for
massive BH binaries, and filled triangles stand for EMRIs/IMRIs (i.e., extreme/intermediate
mass ratio inspirals). Different points correspond to different instrument configurations :
“Curr. aLIGO” stands for LIGO at the time of GW150914, “Desgn aLIGO” stands for LIGO
at design sensitivity, “NxAx” are various six-link LISA configurations, where N1/N2 are
respectively pessimistic/target low frequency noise, and A1/A2 are respectively 1Gm/2Gm
arms, “Classic LISA” corresponds to a six-link 5-Gm arms and low-frequency noise at the
target level design, “C-NxAx” stands for a joint observation LIGO-LISA, and finally “aLIGO-
LISA” stands for joint observations between LIGO and Classic LISA [68]. The dashed line
stands for the current constraint on vacuum dipole radiation from the low mass x-ray binary
A0620-00 [73]. Figure extracted from [68].

The same approach works for either supermassive black hole binaries or extreme (interme-
diate) mass-ratio inspirals (i.e., systems composed of a stellar (intermediate) mass compact
object orbiting a supermassive black hole) as they can enter LISA’s detection frequency band
at much earlier stages [66], where dipole emission can become predominant, and this can
lead to bounds on B of up to |B| <∼ 10−7 − 10−6 for the former, and |B| <∼ 10−8 − 10−7 for
the latter [68].

Let us remark that, in the case of LIGO-Virgo detectors, this strategy would not prove
very efficient, as the black hole binaries enter into the detector’s frequency range at a rela-
tively late stage where v ∼ c, and thus the bounds on B are only of the order of |B| <∼ 10−2

[74]. This is reflected in figure 1.6, where we can see that binary black hole mergers (in this
case GW150914) are more efficient at testing higher v/c orders than pulsars, while for lower
PN orders it is the binary pulsars that lead to the most stringent constraint [75].
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Figure 1.6 – (Left panel) Extracted from figure 6 in [75]. 90% upper bounds on the fractional
variations of the PN coefficients with respect to their GR values. In orange squares are the
bounds obtained from the single-parameter analysis of GW150914. In blue triangles are the
bounds extrapolated exclusively from the measured orbital-period derivative Ṗb of the double
pulsar J0737-3039 [76].



2 – Lorentz Symmetry and its
violation

This thesis aims to test Lorentz symmetry in gravity, particularly by using gravitational
waves from black holes. Naturally then, a brief review on this cornerstone principle of Physics
is appropriate.

First, in order to motivate the study of Lorentz symmetry in gravity, we will begin by
recalling its origin and definition from special relativity in section 2.1. We will also stress in
that section the fundamental role of Lorentz invariance in the Standard Model of Particle
Physics. In section 2.2 we will argue that there are two empirical principles laying on the
foundations of gravitational theory : the Einstein’s principle of equivalence and the principle
of special relativity. There we will describe the components that build up the equivalence
principle, making clear the role of Lorentz symmetry as one of its ingredients, and therefore its
place on the foundations of gravitational theory. After that we will briefly review the diverse
class of experiments giving credit to these ideas. We will conclude this section arguing that,
based on these well-tested principles, extensions to general relativity should belong to the
class of theories called metric theories of gravity.

Next, following a quick discussion on why we should care about testing Lorentz symme-
try in gravity, we will show how Lorentz violations can be introduced respecting empirical
foundations and mathematical requirements. More specifically, in sections 2.3 and 2.4 we will
break Lorentz invariance by introducing a dynamical time-like vector field in two different
metric theories of gravity, Einstein-æther and khronometric theory. We will show how the
latter is related to the low-energy limit of a proposal for quantum gravity, namely Hořava-
Lifshitz gravity [77, 78]. Before engaging into any analytical work, in section 2.5 we will
pause to discuss the current state of the art regarding observational constraints on Lorentz
violations for these theories.

We will end this chapter by exploring some general features concerning Lorentz-violating
gravity in section 2.6, and in particular regarding black holes in these theories. This last
section will lay the foundations for the chapters that follow.

21
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2.1 Lorentz symmetry in non-gravitational physics

The principle of independence of the laws of Nature with respect to the observer’s (uni-
form) motion represented a milestone in the history of Physics.

In order to explicitly see how Lorentz symmetry arises from this principle, we should
start from the beginning of it all : let us introduce the notion of inertial frame. By definition,
an inertial frame is a reference frame where the motion of bodies that are not subject to any
external force is constant, i.e., they move with constant velocity. It follows then that any
reference frame moving with constant speed with respect to an inertial frame will also be an
inertial frame itself. Now, experience seems to show (see section 2.2) that Nature does sa-
tisfy the relativity principle, which states that the laws of Nature are the same in all inertial
frames. This means that the equations describing Nature do not change when we transform
spatial and time coordinates by passing from one inertial frame to another.

The first appearance of this principle dates back to Galileo [79], who stated it for the
laws of classical mechanics. Galileo’s relativity principle can be stated in a mathematical way,
requiring that the laws of mechanics be invariant with respect to a set of coordinate trans-
formations called Galilean transformations. Let us consider an inertial frame S describing
events by the set of coordinates {t, x, y, z}, where t is the time and (x, y, z) are Euclidean
spatial coordinates. Let us also consider another reference frame S′ described by an analo-
gous set of coordinates {t′, x′, y′, z′}. Let us suppose that their x and x′ axes coincide, that
S′ is moving with respect to S with the speed v along the x axis, and let’s further suppose
that both origins coincide at t = t′ = 0 and that the y′ and z′ axes are parallel to the y and
z axes, respectively. Then, S′ is an inertial frame as well and the Galilean transformation
between them would be given by the equations

t′ =t , (2.1a)
x′ =x− v t , (2.1b)
y′ =y , (2.1c)
z′ =z . (2.1d)

These very simple transformations laws are at the heart of Newtonian mechanics and they
are true to high accuracy in the non-relativistic regimes, defined as such that v � 1 (let us
recall that we use units such that c = 1). Unfortunately though, the laws of electromagne-
tism were found not to be invariant with respect to these transformations, and in particular
Galileo’s relativity principle would imply a dependence of the speed of light with respect to
the observer’s reference frame. A possible interpretation was given in terms of a putative
“aether medium” where the electromagnetic waves would propagate (which has absolutely
nothing to do with the “æther field” to be introduced below). The experiments finding no
dependence of the speed of light with respect to the observer’s state of motion, such as
Michelson-Morley’s interferometer experiment, were a strong clue towards the modern form
of the relativity principle.
The laws of electromagnetism were in fact found to be invariant under another set of transfor-
mations, found by Lorentz and Poincaré. Based upon this new invariance, Einstein proposed
his theory of special relativity in 1905. It enclosed Newtonian mechanics as a low-speed (non-
relativistic) limit, and shed a new light on the electromagnetic interaction as well. Taking
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the same definitions for the inertial frames S and S′ as above, the relation between their
respective coordinates is given now by the Lorentz transformations :

ct′ =γ(t− vx) , (2.2a)
x′ =γ(x− vt) , (2.2b)
y′ =y , (2.2c)
z′ =z , (2.2d)

where we introduced the Lorentz factor between the two frames,

γ ≡ 1√
1− v2

. (2.3)

This transformation is also called a “Lorentz boost” from the inertial frame S to S′. Thus,
non-gravitational physics is, within experimental accuracy, invariant under these transforma-
tions, and the symmetry associated to this invariance is what we refer to Lorentz symmetry.
We note that time and space coordinates get mixed by these transformations, breaking
down the hypothesis of a “universal time flow” that is implicit in the transformations (2.1).
Furthermore, it follows that three-dimensional vectors such as the velocity v are invariant
quantities only in the non-relativistic regimes.
Let us remark that, if we consecutively apply two Lorentz boosts L1 and L2 associated res-
pectively to the velocities v1 and v2, one after the other, then the resulting transformation
is equivalent to a single Lorentz boost L3 associated to the speed v3, given by their com-
position L3 = L2 ◦ L1, but for which v3 6= v1 + v2. That is to say, velocities are no longer
added linearly as in the non-relativistic case. Furthermore, the inverse of the transformation
boosting S′ to S would be simply obtained by replacing v into −v in (2.2). And finally,
it is clear that by setting v to zero we obtain the identity transformation. Thus, Lorentz
transformations behave as a group (having a composition rule, as well as an inverse and
identity transformations), and we can use the tools of group theory to further study Lorentz
symmetry.
From the point of view of group theory, if we assume that Lorentz invariance is a fundamen-
tal symmetry of Nature, then physics must be described in terms of representations of the
Lorentz group. In this context, a major role is played by irreducible representations, and in
the case of the Lorentz group, the different types of irreducible representations are classified
by none other than their spin [80]. Thus at this stage we can readily appreciate that Lorentz
invariance is at the core of all particle physics, and in particular of the Standard Model of
particle physics, as the construction of all its fields lies heavily on Lorentz invariance.

We could even go further since, from a field theory perspective [81, 82, 83], it would be
enough to start from quantum mechanics and Lorentz symmetry to be led to the conclusion
that a massless spin-1 particle (the photon) must couple to conserved charges, whereas a
massless spin-2 particle (the graviton) must couple to all sources of energy and momentum
with the same strength (satisfying thus the equivalence principle). At any rate, it is manifest
that Lorentz invariance plays a major role in theoretical physics and the purpose of this
section was to expose this for the matter sector.
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2.2 Lorentz symmetry and the equivalence principle

We now turn our attention to gravity. The indisputable starting point here is the equi-
valence principle, for it lies deep at the heart of gravitational theory.

In its original form, it states that the motion of freely falling objects immersed in an
external gravitational field is the same for all bodies, regardless of their internal structure
and composition. This statement is also referred to as the Universality of free fall.

One can also reformulate this principle in a more similar way to what Galileo and Newton
did, stating that the inertial mass of a body mI, as it enters into Newton’s second law, is
the same as (or proportional to) its gravitational mass mG, as it couples to the gravitational
field, for instance. Nowadays, this corresponds to what we call the weak equivalence prin-
ciple (WEP). Thus the ratio mI/mG would be a constant independent of the test body’s
composition and we simply talk of its “mass”.

In its modern form [84], the Einstein equivalence principle contains the weak equiva-
lence principle as an ingredient, but goes further by stating that both local position invariance
(LPI) and local Lorentz invariance (LLI) are also true. Local Lorentz (position) invariance
is the statement that the outcome of any non-gravitational experiment is independent of the
velocity (position) of the freely-falling frame in which it is performed. Note that while the
universality of free fall is a purely mechanical statement, the principles of LPI and LLI are
of a much more universal character since they take into account all observable phenomena,
save gravitational experiments. Let us remark that, at least in principle, one could conceive
the property of local Lorentz invariance of non-gravitational experiments to be independent
to the property of Lorentz invariance in gravitational experiments, and the issue of an un-
derlying interdependence will be discussed in 2.2.1. There is wide experimental evidence in
favor of the Einstein equivalence principle, coming from various tests of each its three defi-
ning statements (WEP, LLI and LPI). First, deviations from the weak equivalence principle
have been tightly constrained through Eötvös-type experiments. The main idea behind this
sort of experiment is to look for differences in the ratio of inertial and gravitational masses,
mI/mG, for laboratory-sized bodies (i.e., whose gravitational binding energy is negligible) of
different composition. Indeed, if the motion of two test bodies immersed in a gravitational
field g were to differ, then one could state that their inertial and gravitational masses are
no longer equal, and their accelerations a are given by mIa = mGg. Thus, measuring a dif-
ference in acceleration corresponds to measuring a difference in gravitational masses. Since
the inertial mass mI of each test body is composed of different forms of mass-energy, such
as rest energy, electromagnetic self energy, et cetera, if any of those were to contribute in a
different way to the gravitational mass mG, this would result in a different acceleration a.
One could conceive a first order correction in the composing mass-energies to the inertial
mass expressed as

mG = mI +
∑
A

ηAEA , (2.4)

where EA is the self energy of the body generated by the interaction A. The dimensionless
parameter ηA is called the Eötvös parameter and it measures the strength of the violation
of the weak equivalence principle associated to the interaction A. Then, if we measure the
difference in the acceleration a1, a2 between test bodies of inertial mass m1 and m2, subject
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to the same gravitational field, we can get constraints on the Eötvös ratio η defined as

η ≡ 2
∣∣∣∣a1 − a2
a1 + a2

∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣∑
A

ηA
(
EA1
mI, 1

− EA2
mI, 2

)∣∣∣∣∣+O
[ηAEA

mI

]2
 . (2.5)

Recently, the first MICROSCOPE [85] data has bound the deviations to no more than 1
part in 1015 for bodies whose gravitational binding energy is small, and new proposals have
been put forward to test the weak equivalence principle for quantum-entangled systems [86].

Second, local position invariance has been tested by gravitational redshift experiments,
which put bounds on a possible spatial dependence of the gravitational redshift of atomic
clocks (see for instance [87]), while local time invariance is tested through measurements of
the possible evolution of the fundamental constants of non-gravitational physics (see [10]
for more details and examples).

Finally, local Lorentz invariance has been tested by a broad class of experiments, e.g.,
by tests of time-dilation (e.g., [88]), tests of the independence of the speed of light on the
source’s velocity (e.g. [89]), tests of the isotropy of the speed of light (e.g. [90]), and of course
the classic Michelson-Morley experiment and its successors [91]. Last but not least, from a
particle physics perspective, deviations from Lorentz symmetry arising in the matter sector
[92, 93, 94, 95] have been tightly constrained by using the standard model extension [96,
97, 98]. This model-independent formalism has proven very efficient on bounding violations
of Lorentz symmetry in the matter sector [93] or in the sector coupling matter to gravity
[99].

Actually, it is tempting to conclude that any “complete” physical theory should have
theoretical connections between the different statements forming the Einstein equivalence
principle, so that they would not be all independent. This is known as “Schiff’s” conjecture.
While it might be worked out for a given theory, it is hard, if even possible, to find a com-
pelling mathematical “proof” working for every single gravitational theory. Thus we will not
develop this idea further and we mention its existence merely for completeness.
Given this firm empirical data we will not try to challenge Lorentz invariance in any of the
previously stated forms, namely for the interactions within matter (given by the Standard
Model of particle physics) or between matter and the gravitational field (i.e., the universal
coupling of matter to the metric). On the contrary we will embrace the conclusions that fol-
low from the Einstein equivalence principle and assume that there is only one gravitational
field, the metric, that couples to matter in an universal way.
Yet there still is ample playground for us if we try to check for Lorentz violations in the
gravitational sector, i.e., gravity coupling to itself. We could ask what happens, for instance,
when we try to generalize the Einstein equivalence principle to bodies whose gravitational
binding energy is not negligible. This idea can be stated as the strong equivalence principle
(SEP), and since it is a central concept for the rest of this work we will state it more expli-
citly.
Thus, in an analogous manner to the previous construction of the Einstein equivalence prin-
ciple, the strong equivalence principle is composed of three parts : the claim that (1) the
principle of free fall is also valid for self-gravitating bodies as well as for test bodies (generali-
zation of WEP), (2) the outcome of any local test experiment is independent of the position
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of the freely-falling frame (generalization of local position invariance), and (3) the outcome
of any local test experiment is independent of the velocity of the freely-falling frame (gene-
ralization of local Lorentz invariance). The mere conception of this principle suggests new
paths to explore, for we may want to test whether or not gravity verifies Lorentz invariance
as stated in this new stronger way. As we will see later, the strong equivalence principle can
prove to be a very useful tool because, on one hand general relativity does satisfy it, while
on the other most of modified gravity theories, and particularly Lorentz violating gravity,
do not. In the next chapter we will explain how we try to exploit the consequences of this
difference.

2.2.1 Percolation from the gravitational sector to the matter sector
While several quantum gravity proposals (string theories with extra-dimensions [100],

non-commutative field theory [101] and Hořava gravity [77, 78] for instance) hint towards
Lorentz violations appearing in the ultraviolet, i.e., at small scales, it is not completely ob-
vious that we may freely break Lorentz invariance in the gravitational sector without messing
things out in the matter sector. Indeed, one could reasonably argue that any gravitational Lo-
rentz violation would percolate into particle physics, and since there are very tight constraints
on Lorentz violations in the matter sector, such as those mentioned in sections 2.1 and 2.2,
then one would conclude that gravitational Lorentz violations must also be small. There exist
counter-examples to this argument, however, and infrared (i.e., at long distances) Lorentz
invariance could still be preserved by different mechanisms, even if gravity presents Lorentz
violations in the ultraviolet. For instance, it could be protected by supersymmetry [102], or
it could be an emergent symmetry appearing at low energies [103, 104] for different reasons,
such as a renormalization group flow of the system leading to infrared Lorentz invariance
[102, 105], or it could even be an accidental symmetry as suggested by [106]. It has also
been proposed that a classically Lorentz invariant matter sector may co-exist with a Lorentz
violating gravity sector provided that their interaction is mediated by higher-dimensional
operators and is suppressed by a high-energy scale [107]. We therefore conclude that testing
Lorentz invariance in the gravitational sector is still a reasonable enterprise since there is
an ample spectrum of mechanisms able to control Lorentz violating percolation, despite the
stringent constraints from the matter sector.

2.2.2 The Einstein equivalence principle as a tool to construct modified theories
of gravitation

Having made the case for the why to study Lorentz violating gravity, now we must stop
to discuss how.
To begin with, let us remark that the empirical support for the Einstein equivalence principle
(composed of WEP, LPI and LLI) also helps us characterize the sort of theory we can
hope to be viable. Indeed, since the Einstein equivalence principle implies that, locally, it is
impossible to distinguish between a gravitational force and an accelerating frame, then we
are compelled to conclude that the motion of bodies, in the absence of any external force, is
solely determined by the spacetime’s structure. This strongly suggests that the only viable
(classical) gravitational theories are those satisfying the postulates of metric theories [10],
namely :
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— spacetime is endowed with a symmetric metric,
— the trajectories of freely falling test bodies are geodesics of that metric, and finally
— in local freely falling reference frames, the non-gravitational laws of physics are those

written in the language of special relativity.
Among these metric theories, general relativity occupies a very special place. This can

be clearly shown by Lovelock’s theorem [108, 109] : the only second-order Euler-Lagrange
equation obtainable in a four dimensional space from a scalar density of the form L = L(gµν)
is

α
√
−g

(
Rµν −

1
2Rgµν

)
+ λ
√
−g gµν = 0, (2.6)

where α and λ are constants, while Rµν and R are the Ricci tensor and scalar curvature,
respectively. We recognize the Einstein tensor Gµν = Rµν − 1

2Rgµν . Note that this gives us
the Einstein’s field equations in empty space with a cosmological constant Λ = λ/α. The
most general scalar density leading to these equations is given by the Lagrangian density

L = α
√
−gR− 2λ

√
−g+βεµνρσRαβµνRαβρσ + γ

√
−g
(
R2− 4RµνRνµ +RµνρσR

ρσ
µν

)
(2.7)

where β and γ are constants. Here εµνρσ is the four dimensional Levi-Civita symbol, defined
such that εµνρσ is totally anti-symmetric and such that ε0123 = 1. The third term, proportio-
nal to β, is called Pontryagin scalar and is a total derivative in any number of dimensions,
while the fourth term, proportional to γ, is called the Gauss-Bonnet invariant and is a topo-
logical invariant. The Gauss-Bonnet invariant is also a total derivative in the case of a four
dimensional spacetime. These terms are called Lovelock’s invariants and neither of them
contributes to the field equations.

In order to get an insight on the special position of general relativity, let us state explicitly
the hypotheses that lead to this theorem. We have assumed that (1) the metric tensor is the
only field involved in the gravitational action, (2) we work in a four-dimensional space time,
(3) we only accept up to second order derivatives of the metric in the field equations, (4) the
dynamics can be derived from an action principle, and (5) locality.
There is another way to approach this result. Because of diffeomorphism invariance, the
variation of a scalar Lagrangian with respect to the metric gµν gives a conserved 2-tensor.
However, within a 4-dimensional Riemannian variety, the only conserved symmetric 2-tensor
constructed from the metric and its derivatives is the Einstein tensor Gµν . Thus, in the
absence of matter fields, the gravitational dynamics is uniquely determined if we consider
only one gravitational field, the metric, and if we assume diffeomorphism invariance, a four-
dimensional spacetime, derivatives of the metric in the field equations no higher than second
order (this ensures stability), locality, and finally, if we assume that the dynamics are derived
from an action principle.
Lovelock’s theorem implies that if we want to step further from general relativity we need
to break at least one of these assumptions. For the sake of this thesis we will give up the
hypothesis of the metric as unique gravitational field, and consider a new gravitational field
mediating the way in which the matter fields create the metric. As we will see further on,
this new field breaks local Lorentz invariance as generalized to gravitating objects while still
satisfying the Einstein equivalence principle.
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2.3 Khronometric theory

In both Einstein-æther [110] and khronometric theory [111], Lorentz symmetry is vio-
lated by introducing a dynamical time-like vector field, the “æther”. Since the æther field
defines a preferred time direction at each spacetime event, it immediately follows that boost
symmetry, and therefore Lorentz symmetry, is broken. The Einstein equivalence principle is
protected by coupling the matter fields only to the metric gµν . The dynamics of the new
vector field appears only in the gravitational sector, meaning that in the action it interacts
only with the metric. Then its effects on matter only appear as a consequence of its effect
on the metric, as required by the Einstein equivalence principle.

In this section we will first introduce khronometric theory as a low-energy limit of Hořava
gravity. So let us begin by succinctly characterizing the latter as a proposal for quantum gra-
vity.

The main idea behind Hořava’s theory [77, 78] is to introduce an anisotropy between
space and time within the framework of quantum field theory. This anisotropy appears
at high energies (i.e., small distances), so that spacetime would be isotropic in the low
energy regime. While usual relativistic conformal field theories are compatible with scaling
symmetry (implying physical processes with no characteristic length scale), Hořava gravity
is constructed so that it will be compatible with Lifshitz scaling with dynamical exponent
z. Lifshitz scaling is defined as an anisotropic scaling of the time t and space coordinates x
given by

t→ λz t, x→ λx , (2.8)

where λ ∈ R is a constant and z is the dynamical exponent measuring the anisotropy. Lorentz
boosts (2.2) are the transformations

(t, xi)→ 1√
1− v2

(t− vjxj , xi − vit) , (2.9)

which together with (2.8) gives

(t, xi)→ 1√
1− λ2−2zv2

(λzt− λ2−zvjx
j , λxi − λvit) , (2.10)

since v → λ1−zv. We can see that Lifshitz scaling and Lorentz symmetry are compatible
only for z = 1. Thus, for z = 1 spacetime symmetry can be enhanced to include the Lorentz
group, while for any other value of z, boost invariance is explicitly broken. Hořava gravity
is designed to have a dynamical exponent z = 3 in the UV, so that at short distances it
describes the interaction of non-relativistic gravitons [77]. The main interest of this gravi-
tational theory is that it becomes power-counting renormalizable in 3+1 dimensions [112].
At long distances, Hořava gravity naturally flows to the relativistic value z = 1 [78, 77, 102]
leading to emergent infrared Lorentz-invariance.

In order to encode the special role given to time in (2.8), spacetime is viewed as a dif-
ferentiable manifold of dimension d = 4 carrying a new geometric structure. Technically
speaking, the additional structure is that of a codimension-one foliation : this means that
spacetime can be decomposed into submanifolds, the leaves of the foliation, which are of
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dimension d−1 and fit together continuously. See, e.g., [113, 114] for a rigorous definition of
foliations in a manifold. The leaves of this preferred foliation play the role of hypersurfaces
of constant time, therefore it is easier to introduce the theory using the formalism of ADM
3+1 split.

Let us suppose that the spacetime manifold is foliated by three-dimensional space-like
hypersurfaces ΣT , labeled by some preferred time function T , which we call the “khronon” 1.
The metric gµν will induce a spatial metric γµν on each of the hypersurfaces, which can be
expressed as

γµν = gµν − uµ uν , (2.11)

where uµ is a time-like unit vector field orthogonal to the hypersurface. This means that we
can express it as being proportional to ∇T . Thus we will have

uµ = ∂µT√
gµν∂µT∂νT

≡ N ∇µT, (2.12)

whereN is the lapse function. The extrinsic curvatureKµν is defined as half the Lie-derivative
of the induced metric γµν , taken orthogonal to the hypersurface, i.e, in the direction of u :

Kµν = 1
2Lu γµν = 1

2u
ρ∇ργµν + γρ(µ∇ν)u

ρ . (2.13)

Using a coordinate system adapted to the foliation (i.e., using T as time), the gravitational
part of the action of Hořava gravity can be expressed as [78, 111]

SHL = 1
16πGHL

∫
dTd3xN

√
γ

(
L2 + 1

M2
?

L4 + 1
M4
?

L6

)
(2.14)

where GHL is a bare gravitational constant (its relation to the measured value of Newton’s
gravitational constant is given below), γ is the determinant of the spatial metric γαβ, and
M? is a new mass scale suppressing the Lagrangians L4 and L6, which are of fourth and
sixth order in spatial derivatives, respectively, but contain no time derivative [78, 111]. It is
the introduction of these higher spatial derivatives in the action that leads to the different
scaling of space and time in the UV, leading in turn to a theory that is power-counting
renormalizable [112]. The presence of these higher order terms has an important role in the
causal structure of the theory, for they allow for higher order dispersion relations. This issue
will be discussed further in the section dedicated to black holes in Lorentz violating theories.

The precise form of L4 and L6 is not relevant for this work. In fact, for astrophysical
applications, and particularly for the study of (stellar or supermassive) black holes, one can
neglect these higher order terms. On the one hand, based on dimensional arguments, the
error introduced when neglecting the L4 and L6 Lagrangians on a black hole solution of
mass M is of the order O(G−2

N M−2M−2
? ) = O(M4

Planck/(M?M)2). On the other hand, the
suppressing mass M? has a broad viable range, and its lowest conceivable value corresponds
to a rather weak bound M? >∼ 10−2 eV [115, 10]. This lower bound comes from to taking
into account the constraints on Lorentz violation only from the gravity sector [10, 115] ; any

1. From Greek χρoνoς, time.
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other bound would depend on the details of the percolation of Lorentz gravitational viola-
tions into the matter sector, which is poorly understood and model dependent. Taking this
lowest bound for M? ∼ 10−2 eV would mean an error of the order of 10−18(10M�/M)2 or
smaller when neglecting the higher order Lagrangians, which is clearly acceptable for black
holes in the range of the LIGO/Virgo detectors, as well as for LISA. For completeness, let
us also remark that the mass scale M? is also bound from above so that M? ≤ 1016 GeV
[115]. This bound comes from imposing that the theory remains power-counting normalizable
[78, 116, 117, 118] by letting it be perturbative at all scales.

The low-energy Lagrangian L2 corresponds precisely to the Lagrangian of khronometric
theory and can be expressed as

L2 = KijK
ij − 1 + λ

1− βK
2 + 1

1− βR+ α

1− βaia
i , (2.15)

where K ≡ γijKij , R is the scalar curvature associated to the spatial metric, aµ ≡ uν∇νuµ
is the acceleration of the congruence and finally, α, β and λ are coupling constants of the
theory. The total action of khronometric theory is thus

Skh = 1
16πGHL

∫
dTd3xN

√
γ

(
KijK

ij − 1 + λ

1− βK
2 + 1

1− βR+ α

1− βai a
i
)

+Smatter[g,Ψ] .
(2.16)

Here Smatter is the matter action, where the matter fields Ψ are minimally coupled to the
metric g (in order to respect the equivalence principle, as a direct coupling would entail
test particle motion dependent on gravitational fields other than the metric). This action is
invariant under foliation-preserving diffeomorphisms

T → T̃ (T ) , xi → x̃i(x, T ) . (2.17)

Note that the bare gravitational constant GHL can be related to the measured value of
Newton’s gravitational constant GN , as measured locally by Cavendish-like experiments, by
[119, 120]

GN = GHL
(1− α/2)(1− β) . (2.18)

Although the introduction of Hořava gravity relies on an explicit decomposition between
time and space coordinates, the theory can still be written covariantly. To illustrate this
point we will cast the action of khronometric theory in an explicitly covariant form as

Skh = −1
16πGEA

∫
d4x
√
−g

(
R+ cσ σµνσ

µν + 1
3cθ θ

2 + ca aµa
µ
)

+ Smatter[g,Ψ] , (2.19)

where g is the metric determinant, the bare gravitational constant is GEA = GHL/(1 − β),
R is the scalar curvature associated to the four-dimensional metric, cσ = β, cθ = 3λ + β
and ca = α. We have used the standard decomposition for a congruence ∇u, where ∇ is the
covariant derivative associated to the metric g, given by

∇µuν = ωµν + σµν + 1
3θ γµν − aµ aν , (2.20)
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where θ is the expansion of the congruence world lines, ωµν is the rotation (vorticity) tensor,
and σµν is the shear tensor. They are given explicitly by

θ ≡ ∇ · u = ∇µuµ , (2.21)
ωµν ≡ 1

2(γαν∇αuµ − γαµ∇αuν) = ∇[µuν] − a[νuµ] , (2.22)

σµν ≡ 1
2(γαν∇αuµ + γαµ∇αuν) + 1

3θ γµν = ∇(µuν) − a(νuµ) + 1
3θ γµν . (2.23)

Note that the æther’s vorticity ωµν is identically zero since u is a hypersurface orthogonal
field, as can be easily verified from its definition.
As we will soon see, this covariant representation of khronometric theory can be easily linked
to Einstein-æther theory (see equation (2.32) below), and we want to exploit this similarity
to derive the field equations of both theories in a similar fashion. Therefore we will reserve a
detailed derivation of the field equations from the action to section 2.4, and we will simply
give the resulting equations for khronometric theory to conclude this section.

The field equations of khronometric theory are obtained by varying the action (2.19)
with respect to the metric and the khronon T . After variation of the action Skh, we get a
tensor equation generalizing the Einstein field equations, and a vector equation (the “khronon
equation”) given by

Eµν = 0 , (2.24)

∇µ
( Æµ

‖∇T‖

)
= 0 . (2.25)

where ‖∇T‖ ≡
√
gρσ∇ρT∇σT . We refer to Appendix 2.A for more details on the derivation

of the field equations. The tensors Eµν and Æµ are defined as follows :

Eµν ≡ Gµν − T kh
µν − 8πGEA T

matter
µν , (2.26)

where
Tµνmatter = −2√

−g
δSmatter
δgµν

, (2.27)

is the matter stress-energy tensor, and

Æµ ≡ γµν
(
∇ρJρν − αaρ∇νuρ

)
= 0 , (2.28)

where we introduced Jρµ ≡ λ θδρµ + β ∇µuρ + α aνu
µ. In (2.26) the khronon stress-energy

tensor is given by

T kh
µν ≡ ∇ρ

[
J(µ

ρuν) − Jρ(µuν) − J(µν)u
ρ
]

+
[
uσ∇ρJρσ − αa2

]
uµ uν

+ α aµ aν + 1
2(λ θ2 + β∇µuν∇νuµ + α a2)gµν + 2Æ(µuν) ,

(2.29)

Moreover, in the same way in which diffeomorphism invariance implies the Bianchi iden-
tities in general relativity, we can derive an equivalent set of identities for khronometric
theory. The result is the following generalized Bianchi identity :

∇µEµν = κuν , (2.30)
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where κ is as
κ ≡ −1

2‖∇T‖∇µ
( Æµ

‖∇T‖

)
. (2.31)

We refer to Appendix 2.B for a derivation of this new result. It can be shown [120] that
the khronon equation is a consequence of the Einstein equation and the Bianchi identity, so
that it is not in fact an independent equation in khronometric theory. This is an important
result and will be exploited later when solving the field equations.

2.4 Einstein-æther theory

From the previous action (2.19) we are naturally lead to Einstein-æther’s action by
allowing the æther field to be non-hypersurface orthogonal. This means that we can now
introduce a new term proportional to the vorticity ωµν , so that the action becomes

SEA = −1
16πGEA

∫
d4x
√
−g

(
R+ cσ σµνσ

µν + cω ωµνω
µν + 1

3cθ θ
2 + ca aµa

µ + λ(gµνuµuν − 1)
)

+ Smatter[g,Ψ] .
(2.32)

Note that in order to keep the unit norm for the æther vector u we introduced a Lagrange
multiplier λ reinforcing this condition. Actually, the gravitational part is more commonly
expressed as [121, 122, 120]

S = −1
16πGEA

∫ (
R+Mαβ

µν ∇αuµ∇βuν + λ(gµνuµuν − 1)
)√
−g d4x , (2.33)

where g is the metric determinant, R is the Ricci scalar and

Mαβ
µν = c1 g

αβgµν + c2 δ
α
µ δ

β
ν + c3 δ

β
µ δ

α
ν + c4 u

αuβgµν . (2.34)

This is the most generic action that is diffeomorphism-invariant and quadratic in the deri-
vatives of the æther field u.

The new coupling constants c1, c2, c3 and c4, which define the parameter space of the
theory, are related to the old coefficients of (2.32) by the relations

cθ = 3c2 + c1 + c3 , (2.35)
ca = c1 + c4 , (2.36)
cσ = c1 + c3 , (2.37)
cω = c1 − c3 . (2.38)

Thus the total action of Einstein-æther theory is given by

SEA = −1
16πGEA

∫ (
R+ LEA + λ(gµν uµuν − 1)

)√
−g d4x+ Smatter[g,Ψ] , (2.39)

where we introduced the notation

LEA = Mαβ
µν ∇αuµ∇βuν , (2.40)
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Variation of the action can now be performed with respect to the metric gµν , the æther
field uµ and the Lagrange multiplier λ, leading to the Euler-Lagrange equations

Gµν + δ LEA

δgµν
− 1

2LEA gµν − λuµuν − 8πGEA T
matter
µν = 0 , (2.41a)

δ LEA

δuµ
+ 2λuµ = 0 , (2.41b)

gµν u
µ uν − 1 = 0 , (2.41c)

where Gµν ≡ Rµν − 1
2Rgµν is the Einstein tensor and

Tµνmatter = −2√
−g

δSmatter
δgµν

, (2.42)

is the matter stress-energy tensor. Notice that the Lagrange multiplier can be computed
from the vector equation after contraction with uµ, by using the unit norm equation (2.41c).
Thus it is manifest that

λ = −1
2u

µ δ LEA

δuµ
, (2.43)

and we can plug this value both in the tensor equation (2.41a) and in the vector equation
(2.41b). The former leads to a set of modified Einstein field equations

Eµν ≡ Gµν − T EA
µν − 8πGEA T

matter
µν = 0 , (2.44)

while the latter yields the æther equations

Æµ ≡
(
∇αJαν − c4 aα∇νuα

)
(gµν − uµuν) = 0 , (2.45)

where we introduced Jαµ ≡Mαβ
µν∇βuν . In fact, the vector Æµ is related to the variations

in (2.41b) by

Æµ = −1
2

[
δ LEA

δuµ
−
(
uρ
δ LEA

δuρ

)
uµ

]
= −1

2
(
gµν − uµuν

)δ LEA

δuν
, (2.46)

meaning that the term proportional to δuµ in the variation of the action (2.39) is −2Æµδu
µ.

Explicit computation leads to the æther stress-energy tensor as

T EA
µν ≡ ∇α

[
J(µ

αuν) − Jα(µuν) − J(µν)u
α
]

+ c1
[
(∇αuµ)(∇αuν)− (∇µuα)(∇νuα)

]
+
[
uβ∇αJαβ − c4 a

2
]
uµ uν + c4aµ aν + 1

2 M
ρσ
αβ∇ρuα∇σuβ gµν ,

(2.47)

These are precisely the same quantities that we introduced in section 2.3, equations (2.24),
(2.25), (2.26) and (2.28) in order to express the field equations for khronometric theory,
expressed in terms of the coupling constants of Einstein-æther theory. In fact, expressing the
khronometric action as

Skh = −1
16πGEA

∫ (
R+ LEA

)√
−g d4x+ Smatter[g,Ψ] , (2.48)
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we can perform variation with respect to T instead of u, using the definition (2.12) to express
δuµ as

δuµ =
(
gµν − uµuν

) ∂νδT
‖∇T‖

− 1
2u

µ uρ uσ δg
ρσ . (2.49)

This allows us to express the variations as

δSkh = −1
16πGEA

∫ [(
Eµν + 2Æ(µuν)

)
δgµν + 2∇ν

( Æν

‖∇T‖

)
δT

]√
−g d4x+ Smatter[g,Ψ] ,

(2.50)
which leads to the khronometric equations as stated in (2.24) and (2.25), once we identify
TEA
µν with T kh − 2Æ(µuν).

Let us remark that not all the terms of LEA are independent in khronometric theory,
because the parameter space of khronometric theory is a three a dimensional one. Indeed,
as long as we restrict our attention to orthogonal solutions, any multiple of the vorticity

ωµνω
µν = 1

2
(
∇µuν∇µuν −∇µuν∇νuµ − a2

)
, (2.51)

can be added to the action (2.39) with impunity. For instance, we could absorb c1 by adding a
term −2c1ωµνω

µν , leading to the new coefficients c′1 = 0, c′2 = c2, c′3 = c1+c3 and c′4 = c1+c4.
In general, we can relate the coefficients α, β and λ via the mapping

λ = c2, β = c1 + c3, α = c1 + c4 . (2.52)

Note that any hypersurface-orthogonal solution to the Einstein-æther equations is also
a solution to khronometric theory, though the converse does not always hold. That is, if we
find a solution to the equations

Eµν = 0 ,
Æµ = 0 ,

(2.53)

where u is an hypersurface-orthogonal field, then it follows that there exists a khronon field
T such that u = ∇T/‖∇T‖, and such that the equations

Eµν − 2Æ(µuν) = 0 ,

∇µ
( Æµ

‖∇T‖

)
= 0 ,

(2.54)

are satisfied. However, a khronometric solution to the field equations (2.54) does not neces-
sarily satisfy (2.53), since it is not guaranteed that Æµ = 0.

Since we still have general covariance in these theories, we can make use of infinitesimal
gauge transformations in order to show that solutions must also satisfy a modified set of
Bianchi identities in the same way as in general relativity. Indeed, if we make an infinitesimal
change of coordinates given by a 4-vector εµ, the action (2.39) will change as

δεSEA = −1
16πGEA

∫ (
Eµν Lεgµν − 2Æµ Lεuµ

)√
−g d4x , (2.55)
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where Lε is the Lie derivative with respect to the vector εµ. After inserting the given Lie
derivatives

Lεgµν =− 2∇(µεν) ,

Lεuµ =ερ∇ρuµ − uρ∇ρεµ ,
(2.56)

we can proceed to integration by parts in order to obtain the relation

∇µ (Eµν − uµÆν) = Æµ∇νuµ , (2.57)

which is a generalization of the standard Bianchi identity ∇µGµν = 0 for the case of Einstein-
æther theory. It can be easily seen that we do indeed recover the standard GR relation in
the limit where the ci go to zero.

In the case of khronometric theory, the action (2.50) will transform under an infinitesimal
change of coordinates as

δεSkh = −1
16πGEA

∫ [
EµνLεgµν + 2∇ν

( Æν

‖∇T‖

)
LεT

]√
−g d4x , (2.58)

where the Lie derivative of T is LεT = εν∇νT . After integration by parts, this leads to the
Bianchi identity for khronometric theory, equation (2.31).

At this stage, we can argue that the Einstein equations together with the Bianchi iden-
tities imply the khronon equation (2.25). Indeed, the change in the action (2.58) can be
rewritten as

δεSkh =
∫ [(

δS

δg

)
Lεg +

(
δS

δΨ

)
LεΨ +

(
δS

δT

)
LεT

]
, (2.59)

and let us suppose that the Einstein equation is satisfied, so that δS/δg = 0, and let us
further suppose that the matter field equations are also satisfied, i.e, δS/δΨ = 0. On the one
hand, since the total variation δεSkh must vanish, we obtain the following identity∫ (

δS

δT

)
LεT = 0 , (2.60)

which must hold for every vector εµ defining the coordinate transformation. On the other
hand, since T defines the time foliation the derivative LεT cannot vanish, and furthermore
can be varied at will by choosing different vector fields εµ. We therefore conclude that δS/δT
must vanish, that is, the khronon equation is satisfied.

2.5 Experimental constraints
In this section we will review the current observational constraints on Lorentz violating

gravity, and particularly khronometric and Einstein-æther theory. Let us stress that the weak
equivalence principle is verified in both Einstein-æther and khronometric theory due to the
universal coupling of the metric to the matter fields. Since the æther field does not couple
directly to matter, its effects on it must only come as a residual of its coupling with the gra-
vitational field. Therefore we expect these effects to occur only in curved spacetime, while
being small within nearly flat spacetimes. As mentioned in section 2.2.1, however, there still
could be some measurable effects due to Lorentz violation in gravity, allowing us to reduced
the parameter space for these theories. These constraints are varied, and we will present
them in the following.
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2.5.1 Stability and consistency requirements

First, from a theoretical point of view we would like to have stable propagating modes
with positive energy in flat spacetime. Indeed, it has been shown [123, 124] that, besides the
standard spin-2 mode for metric perturbations, gravitational perturbations propagate via
spin-0 modes for both Einstein-æther and khronometric theory, and also via spin-1 modes
for Einstein-æther. Also, we will require their propagation speed to be greater than the speed
of light for otherwise they would decay in a detectable Cherenkov-like emission. That is, in
the same way as a charged particle emits radiation while traveling faster than the speed
of light in a given medium, high energy cosmic rays should decay into the new propagation
channels while traveling faster than the gravitational modes [125, 126]. Since this Cherenkov
like emission is not observed within high energy cosmic rays, one can give lower bounds to
the speed of gravitational wave modes. Denoting the squared speed of the spin-i propagation
mode as s2

i we have for Einstein-æther theory that [123]

s2
0 = (2− c14)c123

c14[2(1 + c2)2 − c123(1 + c2 + c123)] , (2.61a)

s2
1 =

c1 − 1
2c

2
1 + 1

2c
2
3

(1− c13)c14
, (2.61b)

s2
2 = 1

1− c13
, (2.61c)

where cij and cijk are shorthands for ci+cj and ci+cj+ck, respectively, and for khronometric
theory we have

s2
0 = (α− 2)(β + λ)

α(β − 1)(2 + β + λ) , (2.62a)

s2
2 = 1

1− β , (2.62b)

which actually coincides with (2.61a) and (2.61c).
The stability of the propagation modes together with the no-Cherenkov condition impose

in khronometric theory [126, 127, 115]

0 < β < 1/3, λ >
β(β + 1)
1− 3β ,

0 < β < 1/3, λ < −2 + β

3 ,

1/3 < β < 1, β(β + 1)
1− 3β < λ < −2 + β

3 .

(2.63)

while for Einstein-æther we have the bounds [126, 123]

0 ≤ c+ ≤ 1 , 0 ≤ c− ≤
c+

3(1− c+) , (2.64)

where c± ≡ c1 ± c3.
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2.5.2 Multi-messenger astronomy
The most stringent constraint comes from the recent simultaneous detection of a binary

neutron star merger and the associated gamma ray burst (GRB) [28]. In fact, the propagation
speed s2 of the tensor mode, i.e., gravitational waves, cannot differ from the speed of light c
(which we set to 1) by more than one part in 1015. Yet this speed is found to depend on the
values of the theories’ parameters. For khronometric theory we have [124] s2

2 = 1/(1 − β)
(not the Lorentz boost), so this implies a very tight bound on β given by

|1/s2
2 − 1| = |β| <∼ 10−15 (2.65)

In the case of Einstein-æther, the ratio between the speed of light and the tensor mode’s
squared speed is given by [123]

|c2/c2
t − 1| = |c1 + c3| <∼ 10−15, (2.66)

which corresponds precisely to the same constraint from khronometric theory since β =
c1 + c3.

2.5.3 Solar system and the weak-field regime
Third, in the weak-regime and small velocity limit, both khronometric and Einstein-æther

theory reduce to Newtonian gravity [119], with Newton’s gravitational constant GN being
related to the bare gravitational constant by

GN = GEA

1− c14
2

= GHL
(1− α/2)(1− β) , (2.67)

where, again, cij stands for ci+cj . Corrections to Newtonian gravity are described by the post-
Newtonian formalism. Thus, Solar system tests allow one to constrain the parameter space
of the theory via its parametrized post-Newtonian parameters. Only two PPN parameters,
α1 and α2, are non-zero in Einstein-æther and khronometric theory, in contrast with general
relativity. They correspond to preferred frame effects and in GR they are both exactly zero.
Current constraints bound them to remain very small, α1 <∼ 10−4 and α2 <∼ 10−7 [10]. In
both khronometric and Einstein-æther theory these observations can be used to shrink the
parameter space to a two-dimensional space. On the one hand, for khronometric theory we
have [124]

α1 = 4 α− 2β
β − 1 = −4α , (2.68)

α2 = α1
8 + α1

[
1 + α1(1 + β + 2λ)

4(β + λ)

]
= α

α− 2

[
1− α1 + 2λ

λ

]
, (2.69)

where we used the multi-messenger constraint (2.65) to simplify each expression. Solar system
bounds are thus given by

4|α| <∼ 10−4 ,∣∣∣∣ α

α− 2

∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣1− α1 + 2λ
λ

∣∣∣∣ <∼ 10−7 .
(2.70)
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These constraints are satisfied if we set |α| <∼ 10−7, in which case λ must only satisfy the
rather curious bound from below |λ| >∼ 10−7, but is left completely unbound from above.
Let us remark that, if we were not to use the multi-messenger constraint to set β = 0, solar
system bounds can be satisfied by the simple condition

|α1| = 4
∣∣∣∣α− 2β
β − 1

∣∣∣∣ ≤ 10−6
[
1 + α1(1 + β + 2λ)

4(β + λ)

]−1
, (2.71)

which constraints α but leaves unconstrained the other couple parameters β and λ. For this
reason, in practice we will choose to work setting α = 2β all throughout this work and
consider only the space allowed for β and λ, before setting β to zero. Similarly, for Einstein-
æther theory we could expand the theory using α1 and α2 as dimensionless small numbers.
One then finds that [122, 121]

c2 = c2
3 − c1c3 − 2c2

1
3c1

= 0 , (2.72)

c4 = −c
2
3
c1

= −c1 , (2.73)

to leading order in α1 and α2, where we used again the results from the previous section.
This leaves the parameter space of Einstein-æther depending only on one parameter, c1.

2.5.4 Cosmology
For khronometric theory, the Friedmann equation takes the same form as in general

relativity but with a gravitational constant GC related to GN as [128]

GN
GC

= 2 + β + 3λ
2− α , (2.74)

to leading order in α1 [129, 130]. This means that the Universe expands with an effectively
rescaled Newton’s constant, leading to a decrease of the expansion rate of the Universe, in-
dependently of the matter content. Consequently, the change in the rate of cosmic expansion
leads to a modification of the production of primordial elements during Big Bang Nucleo-
synthesis (BBN). However, from cosmology, and particularly from the agreement between
the metal abundances predicted by BBN and observations, we get a bound on the difference
between the cosmological gravitational constant GC and Newton’s gravitational constant GN
given by |GC/GN −1| ≤ 1/8 [119]. Once combined with the Cherenkov/stability constraints
these bounds reduce the viable parameter space to a narrow strip near the λ axis [129] (i.e.,
for α = β = 0).

In the case of Einstein-æther theory, once we take into account the solar system constraints
it turns out that the ratio GN ≈ GC up to terms of order O(10−4), which means that cosmo-
logical observations (and more particularly the BBN) do not reduce significantly the viable
parameter space of the theory. This was worked out in [122, 130].

2.5.5 Binary pulsars and the strong-field regime
Finally, binary pulsars can also be used to put on constraints to the parameter space of

Lorentz violating theories. On the one hand, one could try to reduce the parameter space in
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an analogous manner to the previous section, using the strong-field counterparts of the PPN
parameters α1 and α2. As we mentioned above, deviations from the PPN parameters within
the weak-regime allow us to constraint the parameters of the theory. Similarly, their strong-
regime counterparts are also constrained through binary and isolated pulsar observations.
Denoting them by the use of an overhead hat we have |α̂1| <∼ 10−5 and |α̂2| <∼ 10−9 [131, 132].

On the other hand, as it will be further explained in the next chapter, Lorentz violation
generically leads to a violation of the universality of free fall, and in turn, with this change in
the dynamics there is a generic emission of dipole gravitational radiation which can be mea-
sured (cf. section 1.6.2). This effect is encoded in a set of parameters called the sensitivities,
which will be properly discussed in the next chapter. However, observations of binary pulsars
and their period decay rate is in agreement to GR’s prediction within observational uncer-
tainties (cf. section 1.6.1), and one can therefore put constraints into the parameter space
[129]. The constraints coming from dipolar radiation in binary pulsars are much stronger
than those coming from the strong field PPN parameters, as illustrated in figures 7 and 8
of [129]. One could summarize these bounds by stating that the couplings cannot be much
larger than a few percent, that is, |ci| <∼ 10−2 in general, save for λ that has a weaker bound
λ <∼ 0.1.

2.6 Black holes in Lorentz Violating gravity

The notion of a black hole relies on the causal structure of special relativity, which in
turn relies on Lorentz symmetry. Indeed, the main feature defining a black hole is its event
horizon. Moreover, the specificity of the even horizon is that it defines a causal boundary
separating the inner region from the exterior of the black hole. Now, this possibility exists
in general relativity because signals are confined to propagate within future-directed light
cones, and this in turn is due to the Lorentzian causal structure of the theory.
Once we give up Lorentz symmetry however, the very notion of an event horizon becomes
subtle. As we will soon discuss, this will result in the appearance of “new horizons” to be
taken into account. These horizons will be defined with respect to new degrees of freedom
introduced by Lorentz violation in the gravity sector. As discussed in section 2.5.1, besides
the standard metric spin-2 mode there are spin-1 and spin-0 gravity modes which propagate
at superluminal speeds (in order to avoid Cherenkov radiation, cf. section 2.5.1), meaning
that the surface trapping them is inside the metric horizon.
In this section we will discuss these new features as they were known before this thesis and
more specifically we will focus on static and spherically symmetric black holes in Einstein-
æther theory and khronometric theory. Thus we will revise some previous results, following
particularly [133], while at the same time introducing the notation to be used in the next
chapter.

Let us first recall that, as it follows from the field equations (2.24), (2.25) and (2.44),
(2.45), any hypersurface-orthogonal solution to Einstein-æther equations is also a khrono-
metric solution, though the converse is not necessarily true. In particular, static spherically
symmetric solutions, such as a spherically symmetric static black hole [133], are the same
in both theories and we can extend the results obtained within one theory to the other. This
result is not completely obvious and in fact it will no longer be true neither for a rotating
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black hole [134, 135], nor for a moving black hole. Thus, in this section we will formulate the
equations describing static spherically symmetric black holes within khronometric theory,
bearing in mind that these results are trivially transposed to Einstein-æther theory due to
spherical symmetry. Furthermore, we will make use of the fact that in khronometric theory
the æther equation is a consequence of the modified Einstein equation and the Bianchi iden-
tities in order to get rid of it.
As mentioned before, a first crucial result concerns the existence of new “horizons” besides
the standard matter/light horizon. Indeed, as mentioned in section 2.5.1, gravitational per-
turbations in both Einstein-æther and khronometric theory exhibits a spin-0 modes and in
Einstein-æther there also exists a spin-1 mode of propagation besides the standard spin-2
mode for metric perturbations [123, 124]. These new modes have different speeds (larger
than the speed of light, so that there is no matter Cherenkov radiation) each defining thus
a new notion of “horizon” with respect to them. These horizons correspond to null surfaces
for the effective metric

g
(i)
αβ = gαβ + (s2

i − 1)uαuβ , (2.75)

where si is the propagation speed of the spin-i mode. Note that the spin-1 horizon should
play no physical role in the static spherically symmetric case, since it is not a propagating
mode in khronometric theory and this solution coincides with Einstein-æther’s solution (this
is in agreement with symmetry considerations as well).
Furthermore, as one gives up Lorentz Invariance there is in principle no reason to restrain
dispersion relations only to linear relations. Thus, let us consider higher-order dispersion
relations such as

ω2 = k2 + a k4 + b k6 , (2.76)

where ω is the angular frequency, k is the wave number and a and b are constants with the
appropriate dimensions. The new powers are suggested by the form of the action of Hořava
gravity (equation (2.14)), and there could be even higher powers of k involved. This would
lead to arbitrarily high speeds of propagation in the UV, which could in principle escape any
of the aforementioned horizons. It has been found however, that there exists an innermost
surface inside which the æther flow forces all motion to fall to the center, regardless of its
propagation speed [127]. Because of this, such inmost surface has been called the “Universal
Horizon”. In order to give further details about these surfaces we will need to state and solve
the field equations (or rather present the numerical solutions already obtained by [133]).

2.6.1 Static, spherically symmetric black holes

The static, spherically symmetric black hole solution has been already presented in [133].
In solving the field equations we found it useful to work in Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates
{v, r, θ, φ}, for they are regular at the metric horizon. In these coordinates, the metric Ansatz
can be expressed as

ds2 = f(r)dv2 − 2B(r)dvdr + r2dΩ2 , (2.77)

while the æther vector takes the form

uµdxµ = 1 + f(r)A(r)2

2A(r) dv−A(r)B(r)dr , (2.78)
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where A(r) corresponds to the time component of the contravariant æther vector, uv = A(r).
In order to keep the simplicity in the notation, we will express most of our computations in
terms of Einstein-æther coupling coefficients, c1, c2, c3, c4, but this is no problem as they can
be easily cast back in terms of the khronometric coupling coefficients α, β and λ using the
relations (2.52). In particular, the limit α, β, λ→ 0 corresponds to the limit of vanishing cis.
Let us anticipate that, since we recover general relativity in the limit of vanishing coupling
constants ci → 0, we should recover the Schwarzschild solution for f(r) and B(r) in this
limit, namely f(r) = 1− 2GM

r and B(r) = 1.
Plugging the Ansatz (2.77), (2.78) into the modified field equations give us a system of

ordinary differential equations where the non-trivial independent components of the tensor
equation Eµν = 0 2 can be denoted as 3 Bi = 0 for i = 1, 2, 3 and C0 = 0. The equations
B = 0 are of the second order for f and A and of the first order on B, but we find that C0 = 0
contains fewer derivatives, i.e., at most one derivative in f and A and no derivative in B.
The system of equations B = 0 can be diagonalized on f ′′, A′′, and B′, so that schematically
we have

f ′′(r) =f ′′
(
r, f(r), A(r), B(r), f ′(r), A′(r)

)
,

A′′(r) =A′′
(
r, f(r), A(r), B(r), f ′(r), A′(r)

)
,

B′(r) =B′
(
r, f(r), A(r), B(r), f ′(r), A′(r)

)
,

0 =C0
(
r, f(r), A(r), B(r), f ′(r), A′(r)

)
,

(2.79)

All these expressions are algebraic functions on the coupling coefficients ci and analytic
on r. We can make use of the Bianchi identity (2.30) to prove that C0 corresponds to a
constraint equation, in the same manner as the Bianchi identity of general relativity implies
the momentum and Hamiltonian constraints. Indeed, the non-identically zero components of
the Bianchi identity are given by

∇2E
2

1 = κu1 , (2.80)
∇2E

2
2 = κu2 , (2.81)

where ∇2 is the covariant derivative with respect to the second variable, i.e., the r variable.
From these two equations we find that the quantity

C0 ≡ u2E
2

1 − u1E
2

2 , (2.82)

will satisfy the relation
∇rC0 = E2

1∇ru2 − E2
2∇ru1 . (2.83)

Expanding the covariant derivatives we find that C0 satisfies the evolution equation

d
drC0 = α(r)C0 + βi(r)Bi , (2.84)

2. Actually, we use the tensor Eµν instead of Eµν , because in this form we can easily make use of the
Bianchi identity (2.30) to elucidate the structure of dynamical and constraint equations as it will soon be
discussed.

3. Bi stands here for “background”, as opposed to the equations appearing at O(v). Not to be confused
with the function B(r).
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where α(r) and βi(r) are analytic functions on the ci’s and the functions f , A and B. It
follows that, if the initial conditions satisfy the constraint C0 = 0 and we solve for the equa-
tions of motion B = 0 everywhere, then the constraints will be satisfied everywhere in virtue
of its evolution equation.

2.6.2 Black hole ’Charges’

This structure would mean, in principle, that there are 5-1=4 initial conditions required
at any given point in order to integrate the system. Indeed, on the one hand, the system
B = 0 containing five derivatives in total, one would require 5 initial conditions at each point
in order to integrate it. On the other hand, the equation C0 = 0 must also be satisfied at the
initial integration point (and thanks to its evolution equation it will be satisfied everywhere
else as well), reducing by 1 the total number of independent initial conditions. For numerical
reasons we choose to integrate from the metric horizon rh, where f(rh) = 0, so that then
we are left with only three independent initial conditions. Nevertheless, generic solutions
(i.e., for random initial conditions) are not asymptotically flat, and imposing this condition
leads to a two-dimensional family of solutions. Asymptotically flat solutions are obtained by
shooting of the initial parameters, as will be further discussed in chapter 4 for the perturbed
solution. This is to be contrasted to general relativity where asymptotic flatness follows from
the field equations. This can be understood by solving perturbatively the field equations
near spatial infinity. The asymptotic form of f , A and B has been found to be for a suitable
gauge [136, 127, 133] :

f(r) =1 + F1
r

+ c1 + c4
48

F 3
1
r3 + . . .

A(r) =1− F1
2r + A2

r2 +
(
F 3

1
16 −

c1 + c4
96 F 3

1 − F1A2

)
1
r3 + . . .

B(r) =1 + c1 + c4
16

F 2
1
r2 −

c1 + c4
12

F 3
1
r3 + . . . ,

(2.85)

where the constants F1 and A2 will specify all the other coefficients of the solution. Notice
that the solution does indeed go to the Schwarzschild solution when we take all the ci equal
to zero. It is readily seen that the constant F1 can be related to the total mass Mtot as
measured by a distant observer, via the relation 2GNMtot = −F1, so the question arises as
to what is the nature of the parameter A2.

At this stage one could be tempted to conclude that for each given mass, there is a one-
dimensional family of solutions characterized by a new charge or “hair”. However, there is only
one solution in this family which is also regular at the spin-0 horizon [137, 136, 133]. Thus,
while the constant F1 can be related to the ADM mass Mtot, the value of A2 must be chosen
such that the solution doesn’t present any singularity at the spin-0 horizon. This condition
is justified by the fact that numerical simulations for spherically symmetric collapse seem
to produce regular, stationary black holes, with nothing special about the spin-0 location
[138]. Thus, after selecting the correct value for A2 = Areg

2 (Mtot) physical solutions belong
to a one-dimensional family of solutions parametrized by the mass Mtot.
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2.6.3 Digging further into the black hole

Outside the metric horizon and within the allowed parameter space, static Lorentz-
violating black holes are very similar to black holes of general relativity [133]. Indeed, let us
consider the spacetime outside the metric horizon and associate to it an astrophysically-
measurable parameter. For instance, the location of the innermost stable circular orbit
(ISCO) determines the inner edge of thin accretion disks and their radiative efficiency
[139, 140]. As it can be seen in figure 2.1, the fractional deviation away from general re-
lativity, computed for small coupling coefficients (both in khronometric and Einstein-æther
theory). The deviations obtained by [133] were found to be typically no larger than a few
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Figure 2.1 – Left panel : fractional deviation of the location of the ISCO (for Einstein-æther
theory), characterized by the dimensionless product ωISCOrg, where ωISCO is the ISCO fre-
quency and rg the gravitational radius. Right panel : fractional deviation of the dimensionless
product ωISCOrg in khronometric theory. Both figures were extracted from [133]. There, the
fractional deviation away from general relativity of two astrophysically-measurable parame-
ters are plotted for the allowed parameter space.

percent, meaning that they would not be detectable with present data.
Inside the metric horizon however, the structure is more complex, as we have already discus-
sed the presence of the spin-0 horizon and its implications on the regularity of the solution.
Moreover, as in GR, the geometry at the center of the black hole is singular, as can be ob-
served by computing the Kretschmann scalar and checking that it diverges as we approach
r = 0. In between the spin-0 horizon and the origin singularity there is another peculiar
surface, the universal horizon. In order to understand its appearance we will focus on the
orientation of the æther field inside the metric horizon. More precisely, we will consider the
boost angle between the æther and the normal to the constant-r hypersurfaces

θr = arccos
(

u · dr√
grr

)
. (2.86)

From the numerical solutions it is observed that θr generically vanishes on a constant radius
surface r = ruh close to the metric horizon, and many times again further as shown in the
left panel of figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2 – Left panel : the boost angle θr between the æther field and the normal to
the r=constant hypersurfaces, in terms of the variable r/rH , where rH is the location of the
metric horizon. The numerical solutions were obtained for æ-theory with c+ = 0.8, c− = 0.01.
As r decreases, θr vanishes soon after crossing the metric horizon (r/rH < 1), meaning that
the æther becomes normal to an r=constant hypersurface. This happens infinitely many
times while approaching the center of the black hole, as indicated by the many oscillations
of θr. The first crossing corresponds to the location of the universal horizon. Right panel :
schematic representation of the spacetime for a Lorentz violating black hole. In green are the
constant preferred-time hypersurfaces, darker lines corresponding to later preferred times T .
The universal horizon is represented by the indicated red line, and for a smaller radius there
is the next horizon where the boost angle vanishes again. The figure is truncated between
these two horizons. The curves spanning the exterior of the universal horizon do not cross it.
The curves spanning the region in between the red lines do not cross any of these horizons,
and in particular they do not extend into the exterior of the universal horizon. Thus, as
we require that signals must travel into the future, any signal emitted in the interior of the
universal horizon will be trapped. Both figures were extracted from [133].

This is a result of great importance and it allows to answer the troubling question of
arbitrarily high propagation speeds raised earlier on this section. In fact, by construction,
the æther field defines a preferred foliation (this is intrinsically true for Hořava gravity and a
consequence of spherically symmetry and the static Ansatz for Einstein-æther theory) by sin-
gling out hypersurfaces orthogonal to it. Also, we saw that by choosing adapted coordinates
these hypersurfaces can be taken to be hypersurfaces of constant preferred time T . Thus the
æther orientation defines unambiguously the future time direction of the foliation. It is clear
then that hypersurfaces of constant preferred time T cannot intersect, and this means that
if a hypersurface of constant T = Tu is also a constant radius hypersurface r = ru, then
any hypersurface of constant T > Tu cannot extend outside r ≥ ru. This is precisely what
happens when θr = 0 : the æther field is parallel to the 1-form dr and thus orthogonal to
the surface r = constant where the θr angle vanishes. This is shown graphically in the right
panel of figure 2.2. The outmost surface for which θr becomes zero is what has been called
the universal horizon. As a consequence of this, no signal can escape the interior of the uni-
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versal horizon, no matter how large its propagation speed (hence its name). This surface is,
in Lorentz violating gravity, a causal boundary separating the black hole’s inner region from
its exterior region, in the same way in which the metric horizon does in general relativity.

The radial position ruh of the universal horizon can be found by using the fact that, if
the æther vector is orthogonal to ruh = constant, then it is proportional to dr. In particular,
this means that uv = 0, or more explicitly (cf. equation (2.78))

1 + f(ruh)A(ruh)2 = 0 . (2.87)

Within Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates, the universal horizon is located at the largest
radial position ruh where the previous equation is satisfied.

These results are the basis on which the work of next chapter relies. Hereafter, we will
refer to the set of functions f(r), A(r) and B(r) defining the static metric (2.77) and the
static æther (2.78) as to the “background solution”, while the first order solution corres-
ponding to a slowly moving black hole with respect to the æther will be referred as to the
“perturbed solution”. Let us stress one more time that, although the static spherically sym-
metric black hole solution was derived for khronometric theory, the results are also valid for
Einstein-æther theory.
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2.A Derivation of the field equations

The gravitational action of Einstein-æther theory is given by

SG = −1
16πG

∫
(R+ L+ l(gµνuµun − 1))

√
−gd4x , (2.88)

where l is a Lagrange multiplier enforcing the unitary condition and where

L = (c1g
µνgαβ + c2δ

µ
αδ

ν
β + c3δ

µ
βδ

ν
α + c4u

µuνgαβ)∇µuα∇νuβ . (2.89)

Khronometric theory is recovered by setting

uµ = ∂µT√
gρσuρuσ

, (2.90)

and mapping the coupling coefficients

α ≡ c1 + c4 , β ≡ c1 + c3 , λ ≡ c2 . (2.91)

Then the total action of the theory is simply given by

Stotal = SG + Smatter[g,Ψ] . (2.92)

Variation of the gravitation part yields

δSG = −1
16πG

∫ {(
Gµν+ ∂L

∂gµν
−1

2gµνL+luµuν
)
δgµν+

(
∂L

∂uµ
+ 2luµ

)
δuµ+δl(u2−1)

}
√
−gd4x ,

(2.93)
which gives the field equations

Gµν + ∂L

∂gµν
− 1

2gµνL+ luµuν − 8πGTmatter
µν = 0 , (2.94a)

∂L

∂uµ
+ 2luµ = 0 , (2.94b)

u2 − 1 = 0 , (2.94c)

where Tmatter
µν comes from the matter action Smatter. We can solve for l = −1

2uµ
∂L

∂uµ
and

insert this back to obtain

Gµν − TUµν − 8πGTmatter
µν = 0 , (2.95a)

Æµ = 0 , (2.95b)
u2 = 1 . (2.95c)

where we introduced
−TUµν ≡

∂L

∂gµν
− 1

2gµνL−
1
2uρ

∂L

∂uρ
uµuν , (2.96)
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which differs for Einstein-æther theory and khronometric gravity due to the extra gµν contri-
bution of (2.90) and

Æµ ≡ ∂L

∂uµ
− uρ

∂L

∂uρ
uµ = 0 , (2.97)

From (2.89) we can directly compute

T kh
µν ≡ ∇ρ

[
J(µ

ρuν) − Jρ(µuν) − J(µν)u
ρ
]

+
[
uσ∇ρJρσ − αa2

]
uµ uν

+ α aµ aν + 1
2(λ θ2 + β∇µuν∇νuµ + α a2)gµν + 2Æ(µuν) ,

(2.98)

and
Æµ ≡ γµν

(
∇ρJρν − αaρ∇νuρ

)
= 0 , (2.99)

where we introduced Jρµ ≡ λ θδρµ + β ∇µuρ + α aνu
µ.

2.B Bianchi identity in khronometric theory
The action of khronometric theory is given by

Skh = − 1
16πG

∫
d4x
√
−g
(
R+λ (∇µuµ)2+β∇µuν∇νuµ+α aµaµ

)
+Smatter[gµν ,Ψ] , (2.100)

Its variation with respect to the metric gµν gives the modified Einstein equations

Eµν = 0 , (2.101)

while variation with respect to the khronon gives the khronon equation, which we do not
need to compute yet. Ignoring the matter component, the variation of the action can be
expressed as

δS =
∫ (

δS

δgµν
δgµν + δS

δT
δT

)
d4x ,

=
∫ (

Eµν
√
−g δgµν + δS

δT
δT

)
d4x .

(2.102)

In particular, if we make an infinitesimal change of coordinates given by a 4-vector εµ, the
action (2.100) will change as

δεSkh = −1
16πGEA

∫ [
Eµν Lεgµν +

( 1√
−g

δS

δT

)
LεT

]√
−g d4x , (2.103)

where Lε is the Lie derivative with respect to the vector εµ. After inserting the given Lie
derivatives

Lεgµν =− 2∇(µεν) ,

LεT =εν∇νT ,
(2.104)

we can proceed to integration by parts in order to obtain the relation

δεSkh = −1
16πGEA

∫ [
2∇µEµν +

( 1√
−g

δS

δT

)
∇νT

]
εν
√
−g d4x , (2.105)
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From this equation (and diffeomorphism invariance) we deduce the Bianchi identity

∇µEµν = −1
2

( 1√
−g

δS

δT

)
‖∇T‖uν , (2.106)

which shows that the divergence of Eµν is proportional to uν by a term that includes the
khronon equation. In fact, we can do better and compute explicitly the variation of S with
respect to T . The easiest way to do so is by noticing that

δS

δT
= δS

δuν

∣∣∣
gµν
× δuν
δT

∣∣∣
gµν

, (2.107)

where we keep gµν fixed, and using the fact that

δuν
δT

∣∣∣
gµν

= (δµν − uµuν)∂µδT . (2.108)

Then after integrating by parts one finds that

δS
∣∣∣
gµν

=
∫ (

δS

δT
δT

)
d4x

=
∫
∇µ

((gµν − uµuν)(∇ρJρν − αaρ∇νuρ)
‖∇T‖

)
δT
√
−gd4x .

(2.109)

Clearly then what we obtained is precisely the khronon equation (2.25)

∇µ
( Æµ

‖∇T‖

)
= 0 , (2.110)

where we recall that we introduced

Jρµ ≡ λ (∇σuσ) δρµ + β ∇µuρ + α aµu
ρ (2.111)

Æµ ≡ γµν
(
∇ρJρν − αaρ∇νuρ

)
, (2.112)

γµν = gµν − uµ uν . (2.113)

We can therefore express the khronometric Bianchi identity as

∇µEµν = κ uν , (2.114)

where we introduced

κ ≡ −1
2

( 1√
−g

δS

δT

)
‖∇T‖ = −1

2‖∇T‖∇µ
( Æµ

‖∇T‖

)
. (2.115)



3 – Dipole emission in
Lorentz-violating Gravity

In this chapter we will see how the preferred-frame effects introduced in the gravity
sector affect the motion of a binary black hole system. We will also see how this leads to
detectable changes in the gravitational wave fluxes the binary emits. In order to do so, we
will first review the general physical principles that lead to these modifications in section 3.1,
in particular the strong equivalence principle and its violations. Based on this motivation, in
section 3.2 we will introduce a point-particle model containing parameters quantifying these
violations, which we will refer to as “sensitivities”. Using a post-Newtonian approximation
for the binary dynamics, we will show how this scheme naturally leads to a semi-analytic
prescription to compute the sensitivities in section 3.3. Indeed, we will see that these can
be read off from the asymptotic metric of a single slowly moving black hole. The formalism
developed will be extended to describe the modified gravitational radiation in section 3.4.
The main results of this chapter are based on the work of [?], and are the motivation for
the work developed in the next chapter. Finally, the possibility of observing modifications
to the gravitational wave flux will be discussed in section 3.5.

3.1 Strong equivalence principle and its violations

As explained in the previous chapter, the Einstein equivalence principle has been tho-
roughly tested in the limit of small gravitational binding energy. Moreover, we can show
that in general relativity the equivalence principle is still valid for bodies whose gravitational
binding energy is not negligible. That is, general relativity satisfies the strong equivalence
principle (SEP). To clarify what we mean by this, let us suppose that we carry out any test
experiment within a sufficiently small spacetime region U , in the presence of an external
gravitational field, and we record the results. Then the strong equivalence principle states
that we can always find a suitable reference frame U ′, in the absence of a background gra-
vitational field, where the observers will record the same results when performing the same
experiment.

In order to see how this remarkable feature appears in general relativity, let us suppose we
are given a gravitating system to study. Let us then consider a local, freely falling frame large
enough to encompass one of the gravitating bodies (or experimental set-up), yet small enough
so that we can neglect the inhomogeneities of the external gravitational field throughout its
volume. On the one hand, the dynamics of the local system will be determined by the metric,
which in turn will be generated both by the local and external systems. More precisely, when
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solving the field equations for the gravitational field generated by the local system we must
take into account, not only the matter distribution of the local system, but also the boundary
conditions established by the external system. On the other hand, from general covariance
it is always possible to find a coordinate system where the metric g reduces to Minkowski’s
metric at the boundary between the local and the external systems. That is, if we denote
R the radius of curvature of spacetime due to the external fields (if the body were removed
from it), then we can construct Riemann normal coordinates to describe our system, leading
to the metric

gµν = ηµν +O
(
|x|2

R2

)
, (3.1)

where x is the distance to the body (or test experiment). This leads thus to free falling
motion for the local system in general relativity. It is capital to remark that this simple
conclusion ceases to be valid in the presence of more than one gravitational field. Indeed,
although it will always be possible to find a reference frame where equation (3.1) holds, the
asymptotic values of the other gravitational fields will be determined by the external system.
These asymptotic boundary conditions must be taken into account when solving the field
equations for the internal gravitational field, and this leads to a reference frame-dependent
dynamics.

Another way to state the strong equivalence principle is that self-gravitating objects also
follow geodesics. Let us consider, for instance, the motion of a binary system. Then, as long
as the binary’s separation is sufficiently large compared to the size of its components, we are
allowed to neglect finite size and tidal effects. For instance, the orbital motion of a celestial
bodies such as the Earth and Sun, is the same as the orbital motion of any other couple of
binary objects with the same mass and spin, save for tidal and finite size effects. This will
hold true for any body regardless of its gravitational binding energy, again up to corrections
due to tidal forces.

It is enlightening to discuss this from a more quantitative perspective, using a point
particle description where the equations of motion are written in terms of surface integrals,
as proposed by Itoh and Futamase [141, 142, 143]. Let us suppose that we can define a set
of disjoint volumes Va covering the a-the body. This is possible since we suppose that the
typical binary distance d is much larger than the sizes of the bodies. Let us further suppose
that we can cover a sufficiently large region of spacetime using harmonics coordinates, i.e.,
such that we can write the Einstein equations in “relaxed form”

�hαβ = 16πGταβ , (3.2)

where hαβ ≡
√
−ggαβ − ηαβ and

ταβ ≡ (−g)
(
Tαβmatter + tαβLL

)
+ 1

16πG
(
∂νh

αµ∂µh
βν − hµν∂µ∂νhαβ

)
, (3.3)

where tαβLL is the Landau-Lifshitz pseudo-tensor

16πG(−g)tαβLL ≡gλµ g
νρ ∂νh

αλ ∂ρh
βµ + 1

2gλµ g
αβ ∂ρh

λν ∂ρµh

− gµν
(
gλα ∂ρh

βν + gλβ∂ρh
αν
)
∂λh

ρµ

+ 1
8
(
2gαλ gβµ − gαβ gλµ

)(
2gνρ gστ − gρσ gντ

)
∂λh

ντ ∂µh
ρσ .

(3.4)
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The harmonic condition must be added to the relaxed equations in order to have a set of
equations equivalent to the full Einstein equations :

∂αh
αβ = 0 , (3.5)

and this implies, together with the relaxed equations (3.2), the conservation law

∂ατ
αβ = 0 . (3.6)

Multipole moments of the bodies are defined in terms of ταβ, and in particular its masses.
We can define the “center of mass” coordinates of each particle za(t) such that the dipole
moment

Di
a ≡

∫
Va

d3y yiτ00(t, ~za(t) + ~y) , (3.7)

is a constant. The velocity of the a-th body is defined then as ~va ≡
d~z
dt . We can take the

time derivative of equation (3.7) to obtain the identity

0 = d
dtD

i
a =

∫
Va

d3y yi
(
∂0τ

00 + vja∂jτ
00
)

=
∫
Va

d3y yi
(
− ∂jτ j0 + vja∂jτ

00
)

= −
∫
Va

d3y
{
∂j [yiτ j0]− τ i0

}
+ vja

∫
Va

d3y
{
∂j [yiτ00]− δijτ00

}
= −

∫
Sa

dSj yiτ j0 +
∫
Va

d3y τ i0 + vja

∫
Sa

dSj yiτ00 − vja
∫
Va

d3y τ00 ,

(3.8)

where we used the conservation law (3.6) to go from the first to the second line, and Gauss’
theorem for the last step. The surface Sa is the boundary of the volume Va. This equation
can be expressed more simply as

0 = P ia − viaP 0
a −Qia , (3.9)

where Pµa is the effective four-momentum

Pµa ≡
∫
Va

d3y τ0µ(t, ~za(t) + ~y) , (3.10)

and Qia is defined only in terms of surface integrals

Qia(t) ≡
∫
Sa

dSj yiτ j0 − vja
∫
Sa

dSj yiτ00 . (3.11)

Taking one more time derivative leads us to an equation of motion for ~z(t), given by

P 0
a

dvia
dt = dP ia

dt − v
i
a

dP 0
a

dt −
dQia
dt , (3.12)

or equivalently,

P 0
a

dvia
dt = −

∫
Sa

dSj τ ji + vja

∫
Sa

dSj τ0i + via

∫
Sa

dSj τ j0 − viavja
∫
Sa

dSj τ00 − dQia
dt , (3.13)
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The quantity P 0
a can be identified with the mass of the a-th body as it tends to the ADM-

mass in the va → 0 limit (or equivalently, in the d→∞ limit). Thus, all these quantities can
be computed in terms of surface integrals, which hints towards the “effacement of the internal
structure” principle. In the freely falling frame, the asymptotically measured quantities that
determine the gravitational field are the body’s mass m and its spin ~J (again, ignoring tidal
effects). Thus, the binary’s dynamics will depend exclusively on the mass and the spin of its
components, independently of their compositions and internal structures. This miraculous
simplification is sometimes referred to as the “effacement principle”. More precisely, it is
possible to show that the contribution of higher internal multipole moments to these surface
integrals enters as a 5 PN effect, but a more careful study is required to prove this fact. We
refer to [144, 141, 142, 143] and references therein for more details.

This leads thus to free falling motion for the local system in general relativity. However,
this principle will not hold true when we introduce extra gravitational degrees of freedom.
The physical origin of this effect comes from the coupling of the extra fields to the matter
through the metric. Indeed, while it might still be possible to find a coordinate system which
has Minkowski’s metric as an asymptotic value, the new field will have non-trivial boundary
values which will affect the dynamics of the local system. Particularly, for both khronometric
and Einstein-æ theory the local’s system dynamics will depend on the boundary value of æ
vector u as seen by the freely-falling frame. More precisely, when expressing the modified
Einstein equations in relaxed form we must include the khronon/æther stress energy tensor.
Let us say, for instance, that we focus in khronometric theory. Then the relaxed equations
take the form

�hαβ = 16πG(ταβ + ταβkh ) , (3.14)

where ταβkh is given in terms of the khronon stress energy tensor Tαβkh by

ταβkh ≡
1

8πG(−g)Tαβkh . (3.15)

Therefore, following the same procedure outlined before lead us to an evolution equation simi-
lar to (3.13). However, now some of the surface integrals will be carried over ταβkh , introducing
thus a dependence on the relative velocity between the falling frame and the khronon/æther
field. Moreover, we will also find volume integrals over the tensor ταβkh which simply cannot
be converted to surface integrals. Evidently the same conclusion holds by trading ταβkh for
ταβEA as the definitions of Tαβkh and TαβEA are analogous (cf. sections 2.3 and 2.4). Thus, nei-
ther Einstein-æther nor khronometric theory are expected to satisfy the strong equivalence
principle. Furthermore, the way this velocity-dependence appears will depend on the body’s
internal structure instead of only the body’s mass and spin.
Another well-known example where violations of the strong equivalence principle appear is
given by scalar-tensor theories [?, ?, 145, 72, 71, ?]. These theories contain a scalar field φ,
besides the metric gµν , a potential function V (φ) and a coupling function A(φ). Their action
can be written as

S = 1
16πG

∫
[φR− φ−1ω(φ)gµν∂µφ∂νφ− φ2V (φ)]

√
−gd4x+ Smatter[g,Ψ] , (3.16)

where ω is such that

3 + ω(φ) ≡ α(φ)−2 , α(φ) ≡ d(lnA(φ))
dφ . (3.17)
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The strong equivalence principle is violated in these theories because the value of the scalar
field affects the local value of the gravitational constant GN , introducing thus a position
dependence on the body’s gravitational binding energy. This leads to a renormalization of
the gravitational mass ma (because the binding energy contributes to it), which becomes a
function of the scalar field. We can therefore write the mass of the a-th body as

ma = ma(φ) , (3.18)

which explicitly takes into account the position-dependence of the gravitational mass through
the local value of the scalar field φ. The corresponding modification of the body’s motion has
been long known in these theories and is referred to as the “Nordtvedt effect”. By extension,
we will also use the same name for Lorentz-violating theories. Of course, here instead of
a position dependence we will find that the gravitational binding energy of a body must
depend on its speed relative to the æther field.

3.2 Point-particle approximation and the sensitivities
The previous discussion was intended to motivate the physics behind SEP violations, thus

it was essentially conceptual. Now, if we want to make precise predictions we need to solve the
field equations and compute the physical observables associated to the solutions. However, we
do not have exact solutions neither in khronometric theory nor in general relativity. Thus we
are forced to either look for numerical schemes to solve the field equations or to approximate
schemes to obtain the binary evolution.

Throughout this work we will consider the post-Newtonian approximation to study the
orbital decay of binary black holes. Thus, we will assume that the orbital speed of the black
holes is a small parameter that can be used to expand the system’s dynamics (recall that we
set c = 1) . This corresponds to an early phase where the distance between the black holes
is large compared to their size. Otherwise said, we deal with a phase much earlier than the
coalescence. Moreover, we will assume that the relative speed of each black hole relative to
the æther field is small as well. The latter hypothesis can be justified by recalling two facts.
On the one hand, the æther must be almost aligned with the CMB frame in order to avoid
non-viable effects on the cosmological evolution, and notably large deviations away from the
GR predictions for the CMB spectrum [146]. On the other hand, the peculiar velocities of
galaxies such as our Milky Way, relative to the CMB, are of the order of ∼ 10−3. From this,
we conclude that the velocity of the center of mass of binary systems with respect to the
æther must also be small, justifying our assumption.

Furthermore, considering that the black holes are sufficiently afar, we will model each of
them using a point-particle prescription. In order to encode the Nordtvedt effect described
in the previous discussion, the point-particle action must depend on new “æther charges” or
“sensitivity parameters”. These sensitivities will effectively couple the particles to the æther
field.

In general, modeling compact objects using point-particles requires a scheme to describe
their dynamics. This scheme must include effects such as the self-force appearing in any
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field theory [147], but also the modifications to the dynamics coming from violations of the
strong equivalence principle. Let us first describe how the violations of the strong equivalence
principle are parametrized for scalar-tensor theories as given by the action (3.16). We can
make a point-particle model, using the gravitational mass (3.18), by writing the point-particle
action Sφpp A = −

∫
mA(φ)dτA, where dτA is the proper time along the body’s trajectory. As

we are interested in a post-Newtonian regime, where all motion is slow compared to the
speed of light, we expect that the variations of the scalar field are slow and small as well.
Then we can consider the leading-order Taylor expansion of the mass mA(φ) in terms of the
field φ, and parametrize the violations of SEP through the sensitivity [148]

sφA ≡
∂ lnmA

∂ lnφ

∣∣∣
φ=φ0

, (3.19)

where φ0 is the (constant) value of the scalar field far from the object. This procedure allows
to take into account the renormalization of the binding energy due to the dependence of the
value of the gravitational constant on the local value of the scalar field.

For Lorentz-violating gravity, we can make use of a similar strategy to model the mo-
difications to the dynamics coming from violations of the strong equivalence principle. A
simple way to describe the latter consists of characterizing each body A by a mass function
mA(γA), depending on its relative velocity with respect to the æther frame. This introduces
a dependence in the point-particle action Spp A on the particle’s Lorentz factor with respect
to the æther, γA ≡ uA · u, where u is the æther field at the particle’s position and uA its
four-velocity. Thus, the particle’s point-particle action becomes [149]

Spp A = −
∫
mA(γA)dτA , (3.20)

where dτA is the proper time along the body’s trajectory. Let us denote the velocity of the
A-th particle with respect to the æther field as vA, i.e., vA =

√
γ2 − 1/γ, and the relative

velocity between the bodies as v12. Since we are considering a PN regime where both v12
and vA are small parameters, we can express the mass function mA(γA) perturbatively near
the static limit γA = 1 (corresponding to vA = 0). Expanding we can write thus

Spp A = −m̃A

∫
dτA

{
1 + σA(1− γA) + 1

2σ
′
A(1− γA)2 +O[(1− γA)3]

}
, (3.21)

where m̃A ≡ mA(1) is the body’s mass while at rest with respect to the æther, and where
we have introduced the sensitivities σA and σ′A as

σA ≡−
d lnmA(γA)

d ln γA

∣∣∣
γA=1

,

σ′A ≡σA + σ2
A + d2 lnmA(γA)

d(ln γA)2

∣∣∣
γA=1

.

(3.22)

Let us stress that the sensitivities, as defined above, will in principle depend on the body’s
composition and internal structure. Thus for instance, the sensitivity of a neutron star of
mass m and spin ~J has no reason to be the same as the sensitivity of a black hole of the
same mass and spin. This is markedly different from GR, and means in particular that the
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effacement principle is violated. Therefore we have to compute the sensitivities for each dif-
ferent type of object. In this chapter we aim to compute them for black holes.

When we model the interaction between the æther and a massive object with an effective
action such as (3.21), we formally introduce a direct coupling between the matter and the
æther. However, the field equations (2.24) and (2.25) were obtained from an action where
the matter couples only to the metric. Consequently, when modeling the coupling between a
point-particle and the æther we must modify the field equations in order to take into account
the effect of the sensitivities. Variation of the total action (2.39) with respect to its degrees
of freedom will notably differ for Smatter, where terms proportional to the sensitivities will
appear. More precisely, in the modified Einstein equations (2.24) and (2.44) the stress energy
tensor of matter picks up a contribution proportional to sensitivities. Thus, while the æther
stress energy tensor remains unchanged (i.e., given by (2.47)) the matter stress energy tensor
becomes [129]

Tµνpp A,EA = m̃Aδ
(3)(xi − xiA)
u0
A

√
−g

([
1+σA−

σ′A
2 (1−γ2

A)
]
×uµAu

ν
A−
[
σA+σ′A(1−γA)

](
2u(µuν)

A−γAuµuν
))
,

(3.23)
for Einstein-æther theory and

Tµνpp A, kh = m̃Aδ
(3)(xi − xiA)
u0
A

√
−g

([
1 + σA −

σ′A
2 (1− γ2

A)
]
× uµAu

ν
A −

[
σA + σ′A(1− γA)

]
γAu

µuν
)
,

(3.24)
for khronometric theory. Here, xA is the Ath point-particle’s worldline and δ(3) is the three-
dimensional Dirac delta. The æther equation is similarly modified. In fact, both in Einstein-
æther and khronometric theory the vector Aµ now includes a source term [129]

Ãµ ≡ Aµ + 8πGEA m̃A

u0
A

√
−g

δ(3)(xi − xiA)×
(
σA + σ′A(1− γA)

)
(uµA − γAu

µ) , (3.25)

where Aµ is still given by (2.45). Note that σA is multiplied by terms of order vA, whereas
σ′A appears next to terms proportional to v3

A.
Now that we know how the field equations are modified in order to take into account for
the effective coupling between an compact body A and the æther, we would like to have
a procedure allowing us to compute the sensitivities. In order to achieve this goal, let us
obtain a post-Newtonian expansion of the metric of a point-particle using the effective field
equations. Then, comparison to an asymptotic solution of the field equations will allow us
to express the sensitivities in terms of a set of parameters defining the asymptotic solution.

3.3 Sensitivities and the asymptotic metric
The field equations for a binary black hole system can be solved within a post-Newtonian

approximation, i.e., one where an expansion of the dynamics is made using the orbital speed
as a small parameter v12 � 1. We will also impose that the speed of each black hole with
respect to the æther field be small, i.e., vA � 1. The 1PN solution has the same form in
both Einstein-æther and khronometric theory. The results of this section were obtained in
[129].
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Let us consider two black holes of masses m̃1, m̃2 orbiting each other. In the standard
post-Newtonian gauge, that is, using PN coordinates (t′, x′, y′, z′) such that the spatial part
of the metric is diagonal and isotropic (see [9], section 4.2 for more details), and restoring
the powers of 1/c to clarify the PN order counting, the 1PN metric reads [129]

g0′0′ =1− 1
c2

2GNm̃1
r′1

+ 1
c4

[
2G2

Nm̃
2
1

r′21
+ 2G2

Nm̃1m̃2
r′1r
′
2

+ 2G2
Nm̃1m̃2
r′1r
′
12

− 3G2
Nm̃1
r′1

v′
2
1(1 + σ1)

]
+ 1↔ 2 +O(1/c6) ,

g0′i′ =− 1
c3

[
B−1

GNm̃1
r′1

v′i1 +B+
1
GNm̃1
r′1

v′i1 n̂
′i
1 n̂
′j
1

]
+ 1↔ 2 +O(1/c4) ,

gi′j′ =−
(

1 + 1
c2

2GNm̃1
r′1

)
δij + 1↔ 2 +O(1/c4) ,

(3.26)

where v′iA is the velocity of the A-th black hole, r′12 the binary’s separation, r′A the distance
from the field point to the A-th black hole, n̂′iA the unit vector associated with r′A and the
symbol 1 ↔ 2 means that one has to duplicate the terms on the right-hand side exchan-
ging body 1 and 2. In this scheme, a term proportional to (|v′Ai|/c)2N (or equivalently to
G(m̃A/r

′
A)N ) with respect to the Newtonian solution is said to be of N -th PN order and will

be denoted as O(1/c2N ). In khronometric theory the coefficients B± are given by

B±A ≡ ±
3
2 − 2± 1

4(αkh
1 − 2αkh

2 )
(

1 + 2− α
2β − ασA

)
− 2σA −

1
4α

kh
1 (1 + σA) , (3.27)

where the PPN parameters are, for khronometric theory, given by

αkh
1 = 4(α− 2β)

β − 1 , (3.28)

αkh
2 = (α− 2β)[−β2 + β(α− 3) + α+ λ(−1− 3β + 2α)]

(β − 1)(λ+ β)(α− 2) . (3.29)

Using the same notations, the æther field at 1PN has the form

U0 = 1 + 1
c2
GNm̃1
r′1

+ 1↔ 2 +O(1/c4) , (3.30)

U i = 1
c3
GNm̃1
r′1

(
C−1 v

′i
1 + C+

1 v
′j
1 n̂
′j
1 n̂
′i
1

)
+ 1↔ 2 +O(1/c5) , (3.31)

where the coefficients C± are

C±A ≡
8 + αkh

1
4 (1 + σA)± 2− α

4

(
2αkh

2 − αkh
1

(2β − α) + 2σA
β + λ

)
. (3.32)

Note that at 1 PN order there is only one sensitivity parameter, σA, appearing in the
metric, whereas σ′A is expected to appear at higher PN orders. More precisely, gt′,t′ contains
the sensitivity multiplied by aO(v2) term, the frame dragging metric component gt′i′ contains
σ multiplied by a O(v) term and the spatial part of the metric gi′j′ does not contain any
term proportional to the sensitivities.
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3.3.1 Extraction procedure
This result for the 1PN metric hints at an extraction prescription allowing us to compute

the sensitivities from a single-body solution. Indeed, this procedure can be obtained from the
following argument. Let us consider the limit where there is only one black hole, by placing
ourselves within a buffer region such that R∗ � r � r′12, where R∗ is the “horizon radius”
of the black hole. The existence of this region is guaranteed by the conditions defining the
PN scheme, particularly the fact that r′12 � R∗. In this buffer region we can set the other
black hole’s mass to zero, (m̃2 = 0, i.e., the effect of the second black hole is subdominant) or
equivalently take the limit where r′12 goes to infinity, producing an expression that contains
parameters relative to the first black hole only.

Let us remark that, while it is difficult to look for exact solutions for a binary system,
we can still attempt to find such solutions for single bodies (provided that they are simple
enough). The key observation here is that, if we are able to solve the exact strong-field
equations without a point-particle approximation, then we can read the sensitivity from
the asymptotic behavior of the exact solution, by comparing to equation (3.26). This is the
extraction procedure that we will use to compute the black hole sensitivity in the following
sections. More precisely, we will consider a single black hole moving slowly with respect to
the æther field, so that its speed v will be taken as a small parameter, and then solve the field
equations to the first order in its speed. Then we will compare the asymptotic behavior of the
analytic solution to the frame dragging sector of the PN solution in order to read the O(v)
term containing the sensitivity σ. Since we will work using spatial spherical coordinates it is
useful to recast the 1 PN metric of equation (3.26) for a single body in spherical coordinates.
Thus, dropping the A label since we work with a single body, the asymptotic solution for a
slowly moving black hole is given, in a suitable gauge, by the metric [129]

ds2 = dt2 − dr2 +
{
− 2M∗

r
(dt2 + dr2)− r2

(
dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2

)
−2v

[
(B− +B+ + 4)M∗

r

]
cos θdt dr (3.33)

+2vr
[
(3 +B− − J)M∗

r

]
sin θdtdθ

}
×
[
1 +O

(
v,

1
r

)]
,

and the æther field

Uµdxµ = (dt+ v cos θdr − vr sin θdθ)×
[
1− M∗

r
+O

( 1
r2

)]
+O(v2) , (3.34)

where M∗ = GN m̃. Here B± takes the same form as before and J is defined as

B± ≡ ±3
2 ±

1
4(αkh

1 − 2αkh
2 )
(

1 + 2− α
2β − ασ

)
−
(
2 + 1

4α
kh
1

)
(1 + σ) , (3.35)

J ≡ (2 + 3λ+ β)[2(β + σ)− α(1 + σ)]
2(λ+ β)(α− 2) . (3.36)

Clearly, the sensitivity can be read off a strong field solution from the asymptotic values of the
gt r and grθ components of the metric, through the combinations 3+B−−J and B−+B+ +4,
respectively. Both readings must give the same value. This is indeed a consistency condition
that we use to validate our computations.
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3.4 Dipolar radiation
Before tackling the problem of finding exact solutions to the field equations, we will review

the observable effects produced by the sensitivities. First, let us recall that the sensitivities
were introduced in order to quantify deviations from geodesic motion, thus encoding the
violations of the strong equivalence principle. Indeed, they characterize how the structure of
a compact object, such as a black hole or a neutron star, changes with its motion relative to
the ambient (extra) field in which it is immersed, i.e., the æther field. They are also deter-
mined by the composition and nature (black hole or neutron star) of the body, so different
objects will respond differently to the ambient field. This is dependence on composition and
nature of the body is a manifest breaking of the universality of free fall.

The sensitivities affect both the conservative and dissipative sectors. Indeed, in the conser-
vative sector the sensitivities modify Newton’s universal gravitation law [149], so that the
motion of a binary is described, at Newtonian order, by

v̇iA = − GNm̃Bn̂
i
AB

(1 + σA)r2
AB

, (3.37)

where rAB = |xA − xB| and n̂iAB = (xiA − xiB)/rAB.
This relation can be written in a more symmetrical way as

v̇iA = −GmBn̂
i
AB

r2
AB

, (3.38)

where we introduced the active gravitational masses

mB ≡ m̃B(1 + σB) (3.39)

and the “strong field” gravitational constant

G ≡ GN
(1 + σA)(1 + σB) . (3.40)

The sensitivities also modify the equations of motion at higher PN order in the conservative
sector in a similar fashion [149].

3.4.1 Dissipative PN dynamics
Regarding the dissipative sector, we expect to lose binary gravitational energy not only to

the tensor modes, as in general relativity, but also to the scalar modes present in khronometric
theory (and also to the vector modes in Einstein-æther). Furthermore, the sensitivities allow
for dipolar radiation, which is absent in general relativity due to conservation of linear
momentum (cf. section 1.5, see also [10]). This modifies in turn the gravitational wave flux.

From the corrections to the conservative sector at Newtonian order, we have that the
binary’s binding energy Eb will be defined as in Newtonian mechanics, but written instead
in terms of the strong field gravitational constant G and the active gravitational masses mA :

Eb = −Gµm2a , (3.41)
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where a is the semi-major axis, µ ≡ m1m2/m is the reduced (active) mass and m ≡ m1 +m2
is the total (active) mass. The energy carried away from the system can be related to the
rate of change of the gravitational binding energy through the balance law [124, 149]

Ėb = −F , (3.42)

where F is the gravitational wave flux. In khronometric and Einstein-æther theory, this
energy is carried away from the source by the tensor and scalar modes, as well as vector modes
for Einstein-æther theory. The gravitational wave flux was first computed in [149, 124] for
weak-field sources and later generalized to strong-field sources in [129], both for khronometric
and Einstein-æther theory. From here one we will only discuss about the radiation problem
in khronometric theory. We refer to [129] for a detailed discussion of gravitational radiation
in Einstein-æther theory.

In order to compute the flux F , we can place ourselves in the radiation zone and express
the metric and khronon field as perturbations of the flat background and of a future time
direction, respectively. Thus, we choose coordinates such that the background metric is the
Minkowski metric and the æther background is aligned with the future direction. In this
way, we can define gµν = ηµν + hµν and uµ = δµt + Uµ. Furthermore, we can choose a gauge
[124] where U0 = 0, by making an infinitesimal gauge transformation redefining the time
coordinate t. In fact we have that

U0 → U0 − ∂tξ if T → T + ξ , (3.43)

so that we can choose ξ so as to eliminate U0. Decomposing the metric and æther per-
turbations as irreducible transverse and longitudinal components, the perturbations can be
written as

h0i = γhi + γh,i, U i = νi + ν,i,

hij = φij + 1
2∆

(
δij∆F h − F h,ij

)
+ 2φ(i,j) + φh,ij ,

(3.44)

where ∆ is the Laplacian differential operator defined as ∆ ≡ ∂i∂i, and

γhi,i = νi,i = φii = φi,ij = φi,i = 0. (3.45)

Thus, γh and ∂iγ
h are the transverse and longitudinal parts of h0i, a similarly νi and ∂iν

are the transverse and longitudinal pieces of U i. The functions φij and F correspond to the
spin-2 and spin-0 far-zone fields, as it will become clear in equations (3.48) and (3.49), while
the other metric terms correspond to longitudinal modes that do not radiate in khronometric
theory. Let us denote by xA(t) the trajectories of the A-th point-particle and viA(t) = ẋiA
its 3-velocity. Our goal is to obtain the perturbation fields at a distance r far away from
the source, r � |xiA|, i.e., in the radiation zone. Then, the transverse-traceless projector is

built using the unit-norm vector n̂i ≡ ri

r
, where the ri are the coordinates of the field point.

Inserting the metric and æther decomposition into the field equations, as derived from in the
point-particle model, allows us to obtain the behavior by the far-zone fields. Following the
methods described in [124], the gravitational wave flux can be computed as

〈F〉 = − 1
32πGEA

∮
S

dΩ r2
〈 1
ct
φ̇ijφ̇ij −

(α− 2)
2α cs

Ḟ Ḟ

〉
, (3.46)
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where the angled-brackets indicate an average over several wavelengths. Also, the propagation
speed of the tensor modes is c−2

t = 1− β, and the propagation speed of the scalar modes is
given by

c2
s = (α− 2)(β + λ)

α(β − 1)(2 + β + 3λ) , (3.47)

cf. section 2.5. The far-zone fields are found to be [124] given by the expressions

φij = −2GEA

r
Q̈TTij (t− r/ct), (3.48)

in the case of the tensor modes, which must be evaluated at the retarded time t− r/ct, and

F = 4GEA α

(α− 2)r

[3
2(Z − 1)n̂in̂jQ̈ij + 1

2Z Ïkk −
n̂in̂j

αc2
s

(Q̈ij + 1
3δij Ïkk) + 2

α cs
n̂iΣi

]
, (3.49)

in the case of the scalar modes. Here, Qij is the traceless quadrupole tensor, defined as

Qij = Iij −
1
3δijIkk , (3.50)

where the tensor of inertia Iij of a system of A point-particles is given by

Iij =
∑
A

mAx
i
Ax

j
A

[
1 +O

(
1/c2

)]
. (3.51)

We have also introduced the trace-free part of the rescaled mass quadrupole tensor Qij ,
related to the rescaled mass inertia tensor

Iij =
∑
A

σAm̃Ax
i
Ax

j
A

[
1 +O

(
1/c2

)]
, (3.52)

by the relation
Qij = Iij −

1
3δijIkk , (3.53)

as well as the vector
Σi = −

∑
A

σAm̃Av
i
A

[
1 +O

(
1/c2

)]
, (3.54)

and the constant Z is given by

Z ≡ (αkh1 − 2αkh2 )(1− β)
3(2β − α) . (3.55)

Let us stress that the different quantities defining F are to be evaluated at the retarded time
t− r/cs.
The flux can then be evaluated for a binary system in terms of the (Newtonian) center-of-
mass coordinates Xi

CM ≡ (m1 x
i
1 +m2 x

i
2)/m. The energy lost by the binary system is finally

given by the formula [129]

Ėb
Eb

= 2
〈(GGEAaµm

r4
12

){ 8
15(A1 + SA2 + S2A3)(12v2

12 − 11ṙ2
12) + 4(B1 + SB2 + S2B3)ṙ2

12

+ (s1 − s2)2
(
C + 18

5 A3 V
j
CMV

j
CM +

(6
5A3 + 36B3

)
(V i
CM n̂

i
12)2

)
(3.56)

+ (s1 − s2)
[
12(B2 + 2SB3)V i

CM n̂
i
12v

j
12n̂

j
12 + 8

5(A2 + 2SA3)V i
CM (3vi12 − 2n̂i12v

j
12n̂

j
12)
]}〉

,
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where V i
CM ≡ Ẋi

CM is the center of mass velocity of the system relative to the æther and
vi12 ≡ ṙi12 is the relative 3-velocity of the binary. Also, we have introduced the coefficients

A1 ≡
c

ct
+ 3α(Z − 1)2c

2cs(2− α) , A2 ≡
2(Z − 1)c3

(α− 2)c3
s

, (3.57)

A3 ≡
2c5

3α(2− α)c5
s

, B1 ≡
αZ2c

4cs(2− α) , (3.58)

B2 ≡
Zc3

3c3
s(α− 2) , B3 ≡

c5

9α c5
s(2− α) , (3.59)

C ≡ 4c3

3c3
s α(2− α) (3.60)

where we reintroduced the powers of c for later power-counting, and the shorthand S ≡
s1m2/m+ s2m1/m. Finally, the sensitivities are represented by the parameter

sA ≡
σA

1 + σA
. (3.61)

Let us remark first that in the limit where the khronometric coupling coefficients α, β, λ go to
zero, the flux and the rate of energy loss formulae reduce to the GR result (provided that the
sensitivities vanish in that limit), that is, we recover the quadrupole formula and there is no
dipolar radiation. The preferred frame effect can be observed in these formulae through the
presence of VCM , the velocity of the center of mass with respect to the æther, whereas secular
term depending directly on XCM can be neglected [149]. Most importantly, let us stress that,
provided that the difference of the bodies’ sensitivities |s1−s2| and the coupling constants are
large enough, the khronometric terms can dominate the GR ones, even for small coupling.
Indeed, the leading order terms in the khronometric result enter at an absolute order of
O(1/c8), whereas the quadrupole formula in GR does it at O(1/c10). These dominant terms
are proportional to the difference of the sensitivity parameters squared. Thus, this scaling
given by fewer powers of m̃/r12 corresponds to a -1 PN correction and is therefore dominant
during inspiral. This new emission mode, besides the standard quadrupole emission, enhances
the energy loss rate of the binary, and consequently it will tend to shorten the duration of
the orbital phase of binary systems and lead them to a faster coalescence (cf. section 1.6.2).

3.5 Chapter conclusions
We have seen that in modified theories of gravity, there is, generically, violations of

the strong equivalence principle, that is, the universality of free fall does not extend into
self-gravitating objects. This effect can be parametrized by a set of parameters called the
sensitivities, as can be seen by introducing an effective point particle model, as explained in
3.2. The modification to the orbital dynamics induced by the sensitivities also modifies the
gravitational wave flux, and in the case of Lorentz violating gravity the dominant emission
mode now appears to be dipolar, as discussed in 3.4. The strength of this dipolar emission is
proportional to the difference of the sensitivities squared. The apparition of a new emission
channel leads to a faster binary energy loss, and therefore to a faster evolution towards
coalescence. In particular, this would differ from predictions using multi-band GW detections
as mentioned in section 1.6.2. Therefore the computation of the sensitivity for different
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compact objects is of capital importance. This has been done in reference [?] in the case of
neutron stars, and the purpose of the next chapter is to compute the sensitivity for binary
black holes. More precisely, in section 3.3 we have seen that the sensitivities can be extracted
from a solution slowly moving with respect to the Lorentz violating field, as it was done in
[?], and the next chapter will tackle the computation of slowly moving black holes.



4 – Slowly moving black holes in
Lorentz-violating Gravity

In this chapter we will see how the preferred-frame effects introduced in the gravity
sector affect the motion of a binary black hole system. We will also see how this leads to
detectable changes in the gravitational wave fluxes the binary emits. In order to do so, we
will first review the general physical principles that lead to these modifications in section 3.1,
in particular the strong equivalence principle and its violations. Based on this motivation, in
section 3.2 we will introduce a point-particle model containing parameters quantifying these
violations, which we will refer to as “sensitivities”. Using a post-Newtonian approximation
for the binary dynamics, we will show how this scheme naturally leads to a semi-analytic
prescription to compute the sensitivities in section 3.3. Indeed, we will see that these can
be read off from the asymptotic metric of a single slowly moving black hole. The formalism
developed will be extended to describe the modified gravitational radiation in section 3.4. Up
to that point, we do not pretend showing any new result. Indeed, new results are postponed
to the end of this chapter, starting in section 4.1. There we will describe solutions for black
holes slowly moving with respect to a Lorentz-violating field. We will show that some of these
solutions are not regular. Moreover, we will conclude that imposing regularity reduces the
parameter space of Lorentz-violating theories in a way that is in agreement with experimental
constraints. Finally, with these results at hand, the possibility of observing modifications to
the gravitational wave flux will be discussed in section 4.4.

4.1 Slowly moving black holes

In section 3.3.1, we highlighted a prescription allowing us to measure the sensitivities of
a compact object, which appear when modeling a binary system through the point-particle
approximation, by taking the limit where the system is composed of a single object moving
relative to the khronon field. In this section, we will construct such a solution in the case of a
non-spinning black hole in khronometric theory, slowly moving with respect to the ambient
khronon field. In order to do so, we will begin by presenting the metric and khronon Ansatz
as composed by a static background and a perturbation scaling with the relative velocity v
between the khronon and the black hole. Expanding the field equations at zeroth order in v
will give the static solution described in section 2.6.1. Solving the first order equations will
be the core of this section.

63
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4.1.1 Construction of the Ansatz
We have formulated the physical system as composed by a stationary æther background

and a non-spinning black hole in slow motion with respect to it. Equivalently, we can choose
to describe the system as given by a black hole at rest and a moving æther 1 whose asymptotic
behavior corresponds to a constant flow. Both pictures are related by a gauge transformation.
Here we choose the latter point of view, as it avoids the need of a time-dependent description
of the black hole’s position. For definiteness, we will set the motion of the æther flow along
the z axis, and let v be its asymptotic speed.

4.1.1.a) Symmetries and the perturbation potentials

We want to choose our coordinates in such a way that, at zeroth order in v, the solution
will be described by the metric (2.77) and the khronon (2.78). Those solutions are given
Ansatz using Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates (cf. section 2.6). However, for our goals
it is easier to write the metric’s and the æther’s first order perturbations using isotropic
cylindrical coordinates, xµ = {t, ρ, φ, z}. In these coordinates, the black hole is located at
the origin and its four-velocity is given by uµbh = (1/√gtt, 0, 0, 0) (black hole at rest). The
background metric can be written as

ds2 = f(r̃)dt2 − b2(r̃)
(
dρ2 + ρ2dφ2 + dz2

)
, (4.1)

where r̃ =
√
ρ2 + z2 is the isotropic radial coordinate. Note that r̃ is different from the

areal coordinate r used in Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates. They are simply related by
the relation r = r̃ b(r̃). Also, b(r̃) is related to B(r) by the relation

B(r)√
f(r)

= b(r̃)
b(r̃) + r̃ db(r̃)/dr̃ . (4.2)

The background æther field is given by

ub
µdxµ = A(r)dt+ ũrdr̃ , (4.3)

where ũr is determined by the normalization condition ub
µu

µ
b = 1. Note that ũr 6= 0, in

contrast to a star where the æther cannot have any r component at O(v0) (in which case we
must set ub

µ = δtµ
√
f(r̃)), see [150] where this is proved by direct resolution of the field equa-

tions 2. The advantage of using isotropic coordinates, instead of directly using Eddington-
Finkelstein coordinates, comes from the fact that in the former the spatial part of the metric
becomes conformally flat, thus simplifies our treatment in the following. Moreover, the use of
cylindrical coordinates rather than spherical coordinates allows for an easier treatment of the

1. Let us recall that now the æther field is not a fundamental quantity, but is rather derived from the
khronon field. We choose to speak of the æther field derived from the khronon, instead of the khronon field
itself, as it allows for a simple geometrical description in terms of a vector field flow.

2. The physical reason behind this fact is that in stars we must impose regularity of the æther field at the
center. More precisely, spherical symmetry implies that the radial part of the æther must vanish at r = 0.
Imposing this boundary condition together with asymptotical flatness leads to the vanishing of the radial
component everywhere. In contrast, for black holes the æther flow can be singular at the center and in fact
it flows towards the center.
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perturbed system. Indeed, our physical system exhibits cylindrical invariance with respect
to the axis of the æther flow, i.e., the z axis. This implies that physical perturbations must
transform, under rotations of the z axis, as scalar, vector, or tensor quantities. Also, due
to cylindrical symmetry we have that physical quantities cannot depend on the azimuthal
coordinate φ.

Let us consider the symmetry properties of the first order perturbation, i.e., carrying v.
We note that the simultaneous coordinate reversal

t 7→ −t,
z 7→ −z,

(4.4)

must leave the physics unchanged. This transformation can also be interpreted as a simulta-
neous time and motion reversal, which is clearly a symmetry of the system. It follows that
the only metric components allowed for the perturbations are gtt, gtρ, gtz, gρρ, gρz and gzz.
With respect to spatial rotations, the metric perturbations will decompose as

δ(ds2) = v δgtt dt2 scalar
+2v (δgtρ dρ+ δgtz dz)dt vector

+v (δgρρ dρ2 + 2δgρz dρdz + δgzz dz2) tensor .
(4.5)

The total metric would be then

ds2 =f(r̃)dt2 − b2(r̃)
(
dρ2 + ρ2dφ2 + dz2

)
+ v

(
δgtt dt2 + 2δgtρ dtdρ+ 2δgtz dzdt+ δgρρ dρ2 + 2δgρz dρdz + δgzz dz2

)
+O(v2).

(4.6)

The same symmetry considerations applied to the æther field imply that the only components
that can be perturbed are δut, δuρ and δuz. This leads to the æther Ansatz

uµ = uµb + δut (∂t)µ + δuρ (∂ρ)µ + δuz (∂z)µ . (4.7)

Clearly, the only 3-vectors we have in order to construct the perturbations belong to the
(ρ, z) plane and are given by ~v = (0, v) and ~n = (ρ, z)/r̃ = (sin θ, cos θ), which provides a
basis in the (ρ, z) plane. Thus, we must construct scalar, vector and tensor perturbations of
order O(v) by means of ~v and ~n. This means, for instance, that the scalar terms must be
expressed as the product of an arbitrary function of the radius r̃ times the scalar ~n ·~v. Thus,
we can express the metric perturbations as

δgtt ≡ψ̃(r̃)
(
~n · ~v

)
= v cos θ ψ̃(r̃),(

δgtρ
δgtz

)
≡α1(r̃)

(
~n · ~v

)
~n+ α2(r̃)~v

= v

(
sin θ cos θ α1(r̃)

cos2 θ α1(r̃) + α2(r̃)

)
,(

δgρρ δgρz
δgzρ δgzz

)
≡α3(r̃)

(
~n · ~v

)
ninj + α4(r̃)n(ivj) ,

= v

(
cos θ sin2 θ α3(r̃) sin θ(cos2 θ α3(r̃) + α4(r̃))

sin θ(cos2 θ α3(r̃) + α4(r̃)) cos θ(cos2 θ α3(r̃) + α4(r̃))

)
,

(4.8)
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where we have introduced the unknown functions ψ̃(r̃) and αi(r̃) for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. We will
refer to them as the “metric perturbation potentials”. Along the same lines, we observe that
the time component δut must transform as a scalar under spatial rotations while (δuρ, δuz)
must transform as a vector. Thus, we must express the æther perturbations as

δut = β1(r̃) ~n · ~v = v cos θ β1(r̃), (4.9)

(
δuρ

δuz

)
= β2(r̃)

(
~n · ~v

)
~n+ γ(r̃)~v

= v

(
cos θ sin θ β2(r̃)

cos2 θ β2(r̃) + γ(r̃)

)
, (4.10)

where we have introduced the arbitrary functions β1,2(r̃) and γ(r̃), and we will refer to them
as to the “khronon perturbation potentials”. Notice that a functional dependence on ρ or z
would require another projection using the vector ~v, and as such it would be a O(v2) effect.
Thus, the perturbation potentials are functions only of r̃ =

√
ρ2 + z2 and not of ρ nor z.

4.1.1.b) Asymptotic æther flow condition

At this juncture we find it convenient to remark that, from the khronon Ansatz, we
can immediately foresee the asymptotic behavior that we are looking for in the pertur-
bation potentials. Indeed, an asymptotic æther flow in slow uniform motion along the z
axis would correspond to (∂t − v∂z)/

√
1− v2 in Cartesian coordinates, or equivalently to(

∂vv − v cos θ∂r + v sin θ/r ∂θ
)
/
√

1− v2 in Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates. Thus, ins-
pection of equations (4.10) and (4.10) allows us to conclude that we must impose

β1,2(r̃) −→ 0 as r̃ −→∞ , (4.11a)
γ(r̃) −→ −1 as r̃ −→∞ , (4.11b)

as this guarantees that the potentials are such that the O(v) æther field asymptotes to
(∂t − v∂z).

4.1.1.c) From isotropic cylindrical coordinates to Eddington-Finkelstein coor-
dinates

Now that we obtained the Ansätze (4.6) and (4.7) with their explicit functional form, we
can transform them to Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates {v, r, θ, φ}. Let us warn the reader
that two typographies for “v” will be present from now on. First, the letter v corresponding
to the small relative velocity between the black hole and the æther field. Second, the letter
v which appears as a coordinate in Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates. In these coordinates
the background metric is given by

ds2 = f(r)dv2 − 2B(r)dvdr + r2dΩ2 , (4.12)

and the background æther field is

uµ dxµ = 1 +A(r)2f(r)
2A(r) dv−A(r)B(r)dr . (4.13)
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After some straightforward algebra, on the one hand we can express the metric Ansatz as

gµνdxµdxν =(f + v cos θ f2 ψ
)
dv2 + 2

(
−B + v cos θ f (η1 −B ψ )

)
dvdr

+ 2(−vf sin θ η2 )dvdθ +
(
− v cos θ B (2η1 + 2η4 −B ψ )

)
dr2

+
(
v sin θ (B η2 − η3 )

)
drdθ − r2dΩ2 +O(v2) ,

(4.14)

where we have introduced the new metric potentials ψ(r) and ηi(r) for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, and
we have omitted the r-dependence of the functions f(r), A(r), and B(r) as well as of the
perturbations η1,2,3(r), and ψ(r) in order to facilitate the reading. The æther Ansatz becomes

uµ dxµ =
(

1 +A(r)2f(r)
2A(r) + v ζ1(r) cos θ

)
dv+

(
−A(r)B(r)+v ζ2(r) cos θ

)
dr−v ζ3(r) sin θ dθ ,

(4.15)
where we have introduced the new potentials ζi(r) with i = 1, 2, 3.

4.1.1.d) Infinitesimal gauge transformations

The procedure outlined can be extended to simplify our Ansätze even further, however.
Indeed, we can still perform an infinitesimal gauge transformation and simplify some of the
potentials. In particular, we can choose to set uθ to zero within a suitable gauge. In order to
achieve this, we propose a coordinate transformation of the form 3

v′ = v + v H1(r) cos θ +O(v2) , (4.16)

which gives dv = dv′− v H ′1(r) cos θ dr+ v H1(r) sin θ dθ. Thus, for the 1-form uµ this trans-
formation gives

uµdxµ = (uv+v ζ1(r) cos θ)dv′+
(
ur+(v ζ2(r)−v uvH

′
1(r)

)
cos θ)dr+

(
−v ζ3(r)+v uvH(r)

)
sin θdθ .

(4.17)

Clearly, by choosing H1(r) = ζ3(r)
uv

we obtain uθ = 0. Henceforth we will drop the prime in
the v′ of this coordinate system and simply refer to it as the Eddington-Finkelstein coordi-
nates {v, r, θ, φ}.
There is still another gauge transformation we can make to reduce the number of free po-
tentials. Indeed, the infinitesimal coordinate transformation

r 7→ r + vH2(r) cos θ, θ 7→ θ − vH2(r)
r

sin θ , (4.18)

allow us to remove any of the metric potentials in 4.14. We here choose to set η4(r) = 0
without any loose of generality.

Moreover, the khronon potentials are not completely free though, because the æther
flow must be both hypersurface-orthogonal and of unity norm. Thus, we need to restrain

3. Attention to the different “v”s...
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the functions ζ1(r) and ζ2(r) further by imposing the normalization and the orthogonality
conditions, namely gµνuµuν = 1 and

ωµ ≡ εµαβγuα∇βuγ = 0 , (4.19)

where εµαβγ is the Levi-Civita tensor, in agreement with Frobenius theorem. These relations
completely determine the æther potentials ζ1,2 in terms of the metric potentials.
Therefore, after a few re-definitions we can express the metric Ansatz as

gµνdxµdxν =
(
f(r)dv2 − 2B(r)drdv− r2dΩ2

)
+ v

{
cos θ f(r)2 ψ(r)dv2

+B(r) cos θ
[
ψ(r)− 2δ(r)

]
dr2 + 2f(r) cos θ

[
δ(r)−B(r)ψ(r)

]
dvdr

− 2 sin θ χ(r)dvdθ + 2 sin θ
[
B(r)χ(r)− Σ(r)

]
drdθ

}
+O

(
v2
)
.

(4.20)

The final form of the æther Ansatz is then

uµdxµ =1 + f(r)A(r)2

2A(r) dv−A(r)B(r)dr

+ v cos θ

(
1 + f(r)A(r)2

)
h(r)

8A(r)3B(r) dv− v cos θ h(r)
4A(r)dr +O(v2) ,

(4.21)

where h(r) ≡
(
A(r)4f(r)2 − 1

)
δ(r) + 2A(r)4B(r)ψ(r). From now on, we will refer to δ(r),

χ(r), ψ(r) and Σ(r) which appear in equations (4.20) and (4.21) as to the “perturbation
potentials”. All these transformations are shown in a recapitulative manner in figure 4.1.

Let us remark that, since the metric and khronon potentials depend only on one variable,
r, the field equations must reduce to a system of ordinary differential equations for the
potentials. However, the fact that this Anätze yield separable equations is a highly non-
trivial result. Indeed, instead of using the vectors ~n and ~v to express our potentials, we could
have expressed the metric and æther perturbations as sums of Legendre polynomials, e.g.,

δgtt =
∑
n

kn(r)Pn(cos θ) , (4.22)

where Pn is the n-th Legendre polynomial, and so on for the other perturbations. We can
perform this decomposition because of the symmetries of our physical system. Plugging this
form of Ansatz into the field equation yields a set of differential equations which must be
solved order by order. On the one hand, each equation couples in general different modes
(e.g., different kn), meaning that, in principle, they are not independent (reflecting that the
system is governed by partial differential equations). On the other hand, the fact that we
can express our perturbations as in equations( 4.20) and (4.21) means that only the first
modes (n = 1) of the Legendre decomposition are necessary to characterize the order O(v)
solution. Thus, the separability of the field equations is a consequence of the symmetries of
the system that lead us to the decomposition given by (4.20) and (4.21).

Let us recall that, in order to obtain an asymptotic æther flow corresponding to our
physical description, the potentials from the original æther Ansatz in isotropic cylindrical
coordinates (see equations (4.10), (4.10)) must satisfy the conditions (4.11a), (4.11b). In
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Isotropic cylindrical coordinates Isotropic spherical coordinates

Areal spherical coordinatesEddington-Finkelstein coordinates
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(t, r, ✓,�)
<latexit sha1_base64="64YrQDe0T4diYb8qhW7o2rg/W88=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="64YrQDe0T4diYb8qhW7o2rg/W88=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="64YrQDe0T4diYb8qhW7o2rg/W88=">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</latexit>(v, r, ✓,�)

<latexit sha1_base64="ptIs7Zxdjf25X/uQzfyvL5EoQoY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ptIs7Zxdjf25X/uQzfyvL5EoQoY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ptIs7Zxdjf25X/uQzfyvL5EoQoY=">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</latexit>

�(r),�(r), (r),⌃(r), ⌘(r)

⇣1(r), ⇣2(r), ⇣3(r)
<latexit sha1_base64="9EMcu/VwlJ8ddhrWMCBdxjxVWaE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9EMcu/VwlJ8ddhrWMCBdxjxVWaE=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9EMcu/VwlJ8ddhrWMCBdxjxVWaE=">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</latexit>

t =v + R(r)

R0(r) = � B(r)

f(r)
<latexit sha1_base64="mgLkOL/xBfqR8Dm0I9hGlSpDyc4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mgLkOL/xBfqR8Dm0I9hGlSpDyc4=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="mgLkOL/xBfqR8Dm0I9hGlSpDyc4=">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</latexit>

R0(r) = �B(r)

f(r)
<latexit sha1_base64="dXKvCquVVojC/r1iMec2yeoj038=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dXKvCquVVojC/r1iMec2yeoj038=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dXKvCquVVojC/r1iMec2yeoj038=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dXKvCquVVojC/r1iMec2yeoj038=">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</latexit>

Gauge conditions xµ 7!xµ + ⇠µ(x)
<latexit sha1_base64="hQSf5T4irRXRQkFHLO7plDS8fwY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hQSf5T4irRXRQkFHLO7plDS8fwY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hQSf5T4irRXRQkFHLO7plDS8fwY=">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</latexit> u✓ = 0

<latexit sha1_base64="JbMcW+BMog26qRiUMW2ZHUd3cwI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JbMcW+BMog26qRiUMW2ZHUd3cwI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JbMcW+BMog26qRiUMW2ZHUd3cwI=">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</latexit>

(            )
⇠µ@µ = v H1(r) cos ✓ @v

<latexit sha1_base64="hnhY5dMLapmbygohnHQS+QmmUgg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hnhY5dMLapmbygohnHQS+QmmUgg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hnhY5dMLapmbygohnHQS+QmmUgg=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hnhY5dMLapmbygohnHQS+QmmUgg=">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</latexit>

+v H2(r)

✓
cos ✓ @r �

sin ✓

r
@✓

◆

<latexit sha1_base64="xcBEZFn+NlIZIam0DAheTsV0jdU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xcBEZFn+NlIZIam0DAheTsV0jdU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xcBEZFn+NlIZIam0DAheTsV0jdU=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xcBEZFn+NlIZIam0DAheTsV0jdU=">AAADUnicjVFdT9swFL1pGGOFsQJP014iqkpFYyhBSPCChOCFR5BWQMJQOcZtLZwP2U4FivoT+HdIiH8Az3vbE9du+NjYBI6SHJ97zrGvHedSaBOGt17Nn/gw+XHqU3165vPsl8bc/IHOCsV4h2UyU0cx1VyKlHeMMJIf5YrTJJb8MD7fsfXDIVdaZOlPc5nzk4T2U9ETjBqkuo2rFrkQpyQpSE6VEVR2EW8OyfJuN2qrJcIyTcyAG0qWnxQlUUkwHLXq351u1eok75n2P9XqB+kpykqiRToujko1el5urFeiPzBL3UYzXAndCF6DqAJNqMZe1rgBAmeQAYMCEuCQgkEsgYLG5xgiCCFH7gRK5BQi4eocRlBHb4EqjgqK7Dl++zg7rtgU5zZTOzfDVSS+Cp0BtNCToU4htqsFrl64ZMv+L7t0mXZvl/iPq6wEWQMDZN/yPSrf67O9GOjBhutBYE+5Y2x3rEop3KnYnQcvujKYkCNn8RnWFWLmnI/nHDiPdr3bs6WufueUlrVzVmkLuLe7xAuO/r7O1+BgdSVCvL/W3NqurnoKvsEitPE+12ELdmEPOpj9y/vqLXrN2nXtt+/5/lha8yrPAvwx/JkHHoTDrg==</latexit>

sets

⌘(r) = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="BZBnMN4uDPsvGHQB3t8aFPm0zgY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BZBnMN4uDPsvGHQB3t8aFPm0zgY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BZBnMN4uDPsvGHQB3t8aFPm0zgY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="BZBnMN4uDPsvGHQB3t8aFPm0zgY=">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</latexit>

⇣3(r) = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="Mjo3Xct69FdZQFrlwnY6ypGU5wY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Mjo3Xct69FdZQFrlwnY6ypGU5wY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Mjo3Xct69FdZQFrlwnY6ypGU5wY=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Mjo3Xct69FdZQFrlwnY6ypGU5wY=">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</latexit>

H1
<latexit sha1_base64="9YOYRqK09FFv0ZF9T8OduqCChTw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9YOYRqK09FFv0ZF9T8OduqCChTw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9YOYRqK09FFv0ZF9T8OduqCChTw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9YOYRqK09FFv0ZF9T8OduqCChTw=">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</latexit>

H2
<latexit sha1_base64="5q8RjwxCT7SzEq5qQ0emsWS+yeI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5q8RjwxCT7SzEq5qQ0emsWS+yeI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5q8RjwxCT7SzEq5qQ0emsWS+yeI=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5q8RjwxCT7SzEq5qQ0emsWS+yeI=">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</latexit>

sets

No-vorticity condition

Unitary condition gµ⌫u
µu⌫ = 1

<latexit sha1_base64="kJuiidx+2k+7k2MDQXSWng33U8k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kJuiidx+2k+7k2MDQXSWng33U8k=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="kJuiidx+2k+7k2MDQXSWng33U8k=">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</latexit>

!µ⌫ = 0
<latexit sha1_base64="TzYvAxHOUh8RVBJJDPKWWNbGsxs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TzYvAxHOUh8RVBJJDPKWWNbGsxs=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="TzYvAxHOUh8RVBJJDPKWWNbGsxs=">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</latexit>

⇣1(r), ⇣2(r)
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Figure 4.1 – Schematic representation of the coordinate transformations leading from the
geometrical Ansatz in isotropic cylindrical coordinates to Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates,
as well as the infinitesimal gauge conditions allowing to set two of the 8 initial potentials to
zero, and the geometrical conditions that set two of the 6 remaining potentials in terms of
the other four, which we call δ(r), χ(r), ψ(r),Σ(r), the perturbation potentials.

particular, γ(r) must asymptote to −1 for large r, so it is convenient to recast this function
in terms of the new potentials introduced above

γ(r) =
B(r)

(
1 +A2(r)f(r)

)
χ(r)−

(
1−A2(r)f(r)

)
Σ(r)

2rA(r)B(r) . (4.23)

Later in this work, this relation will give us asymptotic conditions to be imposed on the
potentials χ(r) and Σ(r).

4.2 Structure of the field equations
We shall now tackle the problem of solving the field equations for a black hole slowly

moving with respect to the æther field. Plugging the metric and æther Ansätze, (4.20)
and (4.21) into the field equations and expanding in O(v) gives us zeroth and first order
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equations for the potentials. The former involve only the background functions f , A and B,
and correspond to the set of equations defining the static spherically symmetric background
discussed in (2.6.1), while the latter are linear in the perturbations potentials δ(r), χ(r),
ψ(r) and Σ(r), and depend also on the background potentials f , A and B. The piece of
the modified Einstein tensor Eµν that scales linearly with v is composed of 7 non-zero
components, two of them being proportional to each other. In principle, this means that
there are 6 equations of motion, which we can write schematically as

P̃n ≡
11∑
i=1

pn, i(r)wi = 0 , for n ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} (4.24)

where the pn, i(r) are algebraic expressions of the radial coordinate r, the coupling coefficients
α, β and λ, and of the background functions f(r), A(r) and B(r) as well. The vector w is
defined in terms of the perturbations potentials as

w =
(
δ(r), χ(r), ψ(r),Σ(r), δ′(r), χ′(r), ψ′(r),Σ′(r), δ′′(r), χ′′(r), ψ′′(r)

)
. (4.25)

In the same way as we did in section 2.6, we can make use of the Bianchi identity

∇µEµν = κ(r)uν , (4.26)

to show that not all 6 equations are dynamical equations. Let us first recall that the zeroth
order piece of these identities lead in fact to the evolution equation (2.84) for the background
constraint equation (2.82), cf. section 2.6. The piece proportional to v has 3 non-trivial
relations obtained by setting ν = v, r and θ. We can combine these relations to obtain

ur∇µEµvv − uvv∇µEµr =κuruv − κuruvv = 0 , (4.27a)
uθ∇µEµr − ur∇µEµθ =κuθur − κuruθ = 0 . (4.27b)

Note that there are only two independent identities, since the analogous combination between
the v and θ components can be deduced from these two. On the one hand, the first equation
can be written as

∇µ(ur Eµv − uvv E
µ
r) = Eµvv∇µur − Eµr∇µuvv , (4.28)

while on the other hand, since uθ = 0 in our gauge, the second equation is simply

∇µEµθ = ∇rErθ +∇θEθθ = 0 . (4.29)

More important for us is the first order part of these identities. Expanding them, and per-
forming a few algebraic manipulations, we find

dC1
dr = a1(r)C1 + b1(r)C2 +

4∑
n=1

d1,n(r)Pn , (4.30)

dC2
dr = a2(r)C1 + b2(r)C2 +

4∑
n=1

d2,n(r)Pn , (4.31)

where C1 can be identified with the combination ub
r P̃4−ub

vv P̃5, the term C2 can be identified
with P̃6, and P = (P̃1, P̃2, P̃3, P̃4). Here, the functions ai(r), bi(r) and di,j(r) are algebraic
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expressions of the radial coordinate r, of the background functions f(r), A(r) and B(r) and
the coupling coefficients α, β, and λ. From the identities (4.30) we deduce that, if all the
modified Einstein equations Eµν = 0 are satisfied at some initial point ri, then it is enough
to solve the equations P = 0 to move to r = ri + ∆r, in order to satisfy the equations
C1 = C2 = 0 there as well. We conclude that the equations (4.24) for n = 1, 2, 3, 4, that is,
P = 0, are indeed evolution equations for the perturbation potentials, while C1 and C2 are
constraints to be imposed at the initial integration radius ri.
More precisely, assuming the background potentials O(v) solve the zeroth order equations,
then the modified Einstein equations reduce to a system of ordinary differential equations
of second order in δ(r), χ(r), and ψ(r) and of first order in Σ(r), plus two initial value
equations. The evolution equations can be diagonalized and put into the form

δ′′(r) = δ′′
(
δ(r), χ(r), ψ(r),Σ(r), δ′(r), χ′(r), ψ′(r)

)
, (4.32a)

χ′′(r) = χ′′
(
δ(r), χ(r), ψ(r),Σ(r), δ′(r), χ′(r), ψ′(r)

)
, (4.32b)

ψ′′(r) = ψ′′
(
δ(r), χ(r), ψ(r),Σ(r), δ′(r), χ′(r), ψ′(r)

)
, (4.32c)

Σ′(r) = Σ′
(
δ(r), χ(r), ψ(r),Σ(r), δ′(r), χ′(r), ψ′(r)

)
, (4.32d)

where each of these expressions is linear on the perturbed potentials and their derivatives.
This is the system we will solve numerically in the following sections.

In practice, small errors appear since we solve for the field equations numerically, and
these errors leak into the constraints. Nonetheless, we checked that the sign of the functions
ai(r) and bi(r) are negative for large values of the radial coordinate r, meaning that the
constraint evolution equations behave as an asymptotically damped system. This property
guaranties that the constraints are stable near zero, and numerical errors tend to remain
small at spatial infinity.

4.2.1 Boundary conditions
To obtain a numerical solution to our differential equations (4.32) we would like to set

some initial conditions at given initial radius ri and then numerically integrate the equations
to all other radii. From the number of derivatives present in the equations of motion (7), and
from the number of constraint equations (2), one would expect 7-2=5 free initial conditions
to be needed at any point in order to integrate the system. This would be the case if the
equations were regular everywhere. Unfortunately, inspection of these equations shows pos-
sible singularities at the metric, spin-0 and universal horizon, together with spatial infinity.
Let us consider for instance the equation (4.32a). If we Taylor expand it near the metric
horizon rh, we find

δ′′(r) = R2
(r − rh)2 + R1

(r − rh) +O
(
(r − rh)0

)
, (4.33)

where R1 and R2 are algebraic expressions on the potentials δ(rh), χ(rh), ψ(rh), Σ(rh) and
their derivatives, evaluated at the metric horizon. Therefore, in order to have a regular
equation for δ′′(r) at r = rh, both R1 and R2 must vanish at that point. Similar expressions
appear when studying the equations of motion for the other potentials χ(r), ψ(r) and Σ(r),
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for each of the singular points aforementioned. From a theoretical point of view, these singular
points simply impose new conditions on the perturbation potentials. Yet from a numerical
point of view they make the numerical solution unstable since the regularity condition is
never perfectly satisfied if ri 6= rsingular. Thus, from a practical point of view we found it more
convenient to begin our numerical integration on an irregular point and impose regularity
there through the initial conditions.
If one starts at the metric horizon for instance, regularity reduces the number of “free”
initial conditions from 5 to 2. In practice, this is achieved by solving perturbatively the field
equations near the singular point. This procedure give us a series expansion of the form

δ(r) =δ0,h +
∞∑
k=1

δk,h(δ0,h, Σ0,h)
(
r − rh

)k
,

χ(r) =
∞∑
k=0

χk,h(δ0,h, Σ0,h)
(
r − rh

)k
,

ψ(r) =
∞∑
k=0

ψk,h(δ0,h, Σ0,h)
(
r − rh

)k
,

Σ(r) =Σ0,h +
∞∑
k=1

Σk,h(δ0,h, Σ0,h)
(
r − rh

)k
,

(4.34)

where all the coefficients in the expansion can be expressed in terms of the two initial
conditions δ0,h ≡ δ(rh) and Σ0,h ≡ Σ(rh). In this notation, the series coefficients, such as
χ0,h(δ0,h, Σ0,h) = χ(rh) for instance, also depend on the free parameters of the background
solution (see discussion in 2.6.2) and the coupling coefficients α, β, λ. Here we are assu-
ming that the potentials are regular at the metric horizon. Indeed, it can be shown that
analyticity of the potentials δ, χ, ψ and Σ is required to ensure finiteness of the invariants
constructed with the metric, the æther vector, and the Killing vectors ∂v and ∂φ (e.g. R,
RµνR

µν , RµναβRµναβ , and scalars obtained by contracting among themselves curvature ten-
sors, Killing vectors and the æther). See Appendix 4.B for a proof of this fact.
Furthermore, the field equations at first order are linear in the perturbation potentials and
their derivatives, thus they are invariant under a global rescaling. More precisely, if the set
of potentials {δ(r), χ(r), ψ(r), Σ(r)} is a solution of the field equations, then for any given
λ ∈ R, the set {λ δ(r), λ χ(r), λ ψ(r), λΣ(r)} will also be a solution. This is clear since the
scaling factor λ appears simply as an overall factor in the field equations. We can make use
of this rescaling freedom and choose λ to fix any one parameter of the initial conditions.
Without loss of generality, we will set Σ(rh) = Σ0,h = 1. We can make use of the series
expansion of equations (4.34), truncated at some finite order n, to integrate the system to a
distance ε away from the singular point (the metric horizon in this case). In doing this, we
are introducing a numerical error of the order O(εn+1), which can be made arbitrarily small
by increasing n and decreasing ε. This procedure allows us to integrate numerically outwards
or inwards the equations of motion, avoiding numerical instabilities at the metric horizon.
To recapitulate, we found that constraints, regularity and scaling gives us just one initial
condition parameter, δ0,h, to integrate from the metric horizon rh.
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4.2.2 Integration to spatial infinity
Let us consider the integration of the equations of motion from the metric horizon to

spatial infinity. If the initial condition δ0,h were a free parameter of the solution, then it
would be a “hair” of the theory. We will soon show that this is not the case however, and in
fact δ0,h must get fixed by imposing asymptotical flatness.

Indeed, generic values for the parameter δ0,h lead to solutions that are not asymptoti-
cally flat. However, for the cases that we studied we could always find a value of δ0,h that
gives an asymptotically flat solution. This special value can be found through a bisection
procedure, where the free parameter is used as a shooting parameter. In order to implement
this method, one must first understand the structure of asymptotically flat solutions. Solving
perturbatively the field equations near spatial infinity give

δ(r) =δ0 −
(β + λ)(F1δ0 − 4χ0)

(1− 3β − 2λ)r + δ2(δ0, χ0)
r2 + δ3(δ0, χ0, χ2) + δ3,L(δ0, χ0) log(r)

r3

+
∞∑
k=4

(
δk(δ0, χ0, χ2,Σ1) + δk,L(δ0, χ0, χ2,Σ1) log(r)

rk

)
, (4.35a)

χ(r) =δ0 r + χ0+(
F 2

1
(
α(λ+ 1)(3β + 2λ− 1)− 11β2 + β(7− 15λ) + λ(7− 4λ)

)
16(β + λ)(3β + 2λ− 1) δ0 + F1(11β + 4λ− 7)

12β + 8λ− 4 χ0

)
1
r

+ χ2 + χ2,L(δ0, χ0) log(r)
r2

+
∞∑
k=3

(
χk(δ0, χ0, χ2,Σ1) + χk,L(δ0, χ0, χ2,Σ1) log(r)

rk

)
, (4.35b)

ψ(r) =3β(3F 2
1 − 8A2)δ0 − 8Σ1

12 r2 + ψ3(δ0, χ0,Σ1)
r3 +

∞∑
k=4

ψk(δ0, χ0, χ2,Σ1)
rk

, (4.35c)

Σ(r) =Σ1
r

+
{
F1(3F 2

1 − 8A2)
(
α2(1− β)
16(2− α)+

α
(
28β2 + β(17λ− 52)− 25λ+ 16

)
+ 22β2 + 6β(2λ− 1) + 4λ

16(α− 2)(3β + 2λ− 1)

)
δ0

−
(
8A2 − 3F 2

1
) (

(13α+ 10)β2 + 3β(α(4λ− 5) + 4λ− 2)− 2(7α+ 4)λ
)

8(2− α)(1− 3β − 2λ) χ0

− 1
6(α+ 3)F1 Σ1

}
1
r2 +

∞∑
k=3

Σk(δ0, χ0, χ2,Σ1)
rk

, (4.35d)

where, due to regularity conditions at infinity, there are only 4 independent coefficients, δ0,
χ0, χ2 and Σ1 which, together with the free parameters of the background solution, F1 and
A2, enable us to express the rest of the series. Let us remark the presence of logarithmic terms
in the asymptotic development of δ(r) and χ(r), equations (4.35a) and (4.35b). Logarithmic
terms are also present in post-Newtonian expansions of general relativity (see [144]), and
they can be understood by noticing that the radial variable r is not really the propagation
variable for light cones. The latter is rather related to the tortoise coordinate r∗, which
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indeed relates to r through logarithmic terms.
Let us recall that spatial infinity is a singular point of the differential equations (4.32). The
only condition imposed in order to get the result (4.35) is that the solution be regular at
infinity (cf. discussion around equation (4.33)). Moreover, we did not need to solve for the
constraint equations C1 = C2 = 0, as these equations were identically solved by the regular
solution. Thus the reduction from 7 to 4 initial data is uniquely due to 3 regularity conditions.
Let us remark, however, that this does not seem to be so until we solve the field equations
(4.32) up to order O(1/r3). More precisely, if we iterate only up to order O(1/r2), then the
solution contains some additional free parameters with respect to (4.35), which vanish once
we solve the O(1/r3) equations. In particular,

ψ(r) = ψpr + ψ0 + ψ1/r + . . . (4.36)

at this order. However, we find that the constraints C1 and C2 are proportional to ψp, and
therefore they do not vanish by merely solving the field equations up to order O(1/r2). This
subtlety will be of great importance later on (section 4.2.4) when interpreting our numerical
solutions.

Inspection of the asymptotic behavior of the metric and æther Ansätze (4.20) and (4.21)
given by the solution (4.35) shows that this is an asymptotically flat solution. Therefore we
conclude that regularity near spatial infinity implies asymptotical flatness as well. However,
generic solutions obtained by integration of the equations of motion, starting from the metric
horizon, are not asymptotically flat and thus do not satisfy the relations (4.35) at infinity.
More precisely, we have checked that for arbitrary values of the initial condition δ(rh) = δ0,h,
the function δ(r) diverges at infinity. Together with the observation that, in general numerical
solutions (empirically) satisfy |ψ(r)| � |δ(r)|, this would imply that the grr component of
the metric diverges as well, which is unacceptable. The subordination of ψ(r) with respect to
δ(r) can be understood from (4.35), where we observe that regular solutions have a O

(
1
r2

)
relative order between these two functions 4. We therefore conclude that we cannot accept
arbitrary values of the parameter δ0,h and we have to find the correct initial conditions to
ensure that equations (4.35) are satisfied. As previously anticipated, we will determine the
correct initial data via a bisection procedure.

4.2.3 Bisection procedure

We said in the previous section that generically numerical solution are not asymptotically
flat, and one way to observe this fact is from the divergent behavior of δ(r) (which should in
fact asymptote to a constant value, as seen in equation (4.35a)). For instance, the numerical
solutions obtained using a given set of initial conditions δ+

0,h and δ−0,h such that |δ+
0,h-δ−0,h| = 1

are shown in figure 4.2. They have an asymptotic divergence that goes as ∼ r2 and ∼ −r2,
respectively.

Starting from an arbitrary numerical solution one can extract an asymptotic deviation

4. Note however that there is no special reason for irregular solutions to behave similarly to regular
solutions. Therefore this is only a heuristic argument.
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Figure 4.2 – Numerical solutions obtained using two initial conditions δ+
0,h and δ−0,h such that

|δ+
0,h-δ−0,h| = 1. The best asymptotic fit for both curves is actually of the form δ(r) ∼ δp r2. The

fit using the form (4.37) represents the qualitatively divergent behavior as well. Numerical
solution obtained for the coupling coefficients α = 0.02, β = 0.01 and λ = 0.1.

parameter δp, defined in terms of the effective fit

δ(r) ≈ δp r + δ0 + δ1
r

+ δ2
r2 + δ3 + δ3,L log(r)

r3 +O
( 1
r4

)
. (4.37)

We do not presume that the function δ(r) grows indeed linearly with r, and in fact there are
higher powers of r that dominate the expansion when the initial parameter δ0,h is too “far”
from the value giving asymptotical flatness.

Thus, the aim of describing these solutions as in equation (4.37) is to provide an opera-
tional prescription allowing us to determine if the solution diverges towards plus or minus
infinity. The important point here is that, even for solutions diverging as a higher power of
r (such as those in figure 4.2), the sign of the deviation parameter δp evaluated through the
fit (4.37) truthfully represents the divergence towards plus or minus infinity. Compared to a
more complex choice of the fitting function, such as δ(r) ≈ δpp r2 + δp r+ δ0 + δ1/r+ δ2/r

2 +
(δ3 + δ3,L log(r))/r3 + O(1/r4), the fit (4.37) has the advantage of remaining stable when
the deviation parameter becomes small, i.e., as we approach the asymptotically flat solution.
Evidently, the coefficients δ0, δ1, δ2, etc. of the series (4.37) do not necessarily satisfy the
same relations obtained for the regular solution (4.35).

By exploring the parameter space of the initial condition δ0,h, we find that it can be
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neatly decomposed in a set of values for which the asymptotic deviation parameter δp is
positive and another for which δp is negative. In order to make this statement more clear,
let us call these sets D+ and D−, respectively. More precisely, we will say that δ+

0,h ∈ D+ if
the integrated solution using δ+

0,h as the initial condition is such that the extracted deviation
parameter is positive δp > 0. Conversely, we will say that δ−0,h ∈ D− if the integrated solution
is such that the extracted deviation parameter is negative δp < 0. Then, we observed the
following property. Let us suppose we have a pair of initial conditions δ−0,h and δ+

0,h satisfying
δ−0,h < δ+

0,h, and another arbitrary initial condition δ0,h. On the one hand, if δ0,h is such that
δ0,h > δ+

0,h, then δ0,h belongs to D+. On the other hand, if δ0,h is such that δ0,h < δ−0,h,
then it will belong to D−. The same discussion applies with the appropriate change in the
inequalities if the initial pair δ−0,h and δ+

0,h satisfied instead the relation δ−0,h > δ+
0,h. In this

case δ0,h > δ+
0,h implies δ0,h ∈ D− while δ0,h < δ−0,h implies δ0,h ∈ D+. This property implies

the existence of a parameter δ∗0,h ∈ R such that the ensembles D− and D+ are simply given
by the open intervals

]
−∞, δ∗0,h

)
and

(
δ0,h, ∞

[
. But more importantly for us, the initial

condition at the metric horizon δ∗0,h is such that, after integration, the asymptotic deviation
parameter δp is zero, meaning that we found an asymptotically flat solution.

Starting from any pair (δ−0,h, δ
+
0,h) ∈ D− ×D+ we can approach δ∗0,h through a bisection

procedure. Indeed, let us suppose that we have found such a pair (δ−0,h, δ
+
0,h). Let us then

define

δ0,h =
δ−0,h + δ+

0,h
2 , (4.38)

and integrate using this value as the new initial condition. Obviously then, we have that
either δ0,h ∈ D− or δ0,h ∈ D+. If the former condition is satisfied, we define the new bisecting
interval by setting δ−0,h ≡ δ0,h and letting δ+

0,h unchanged, if the latter condition is satisfied
then we set δ+

0,h ≡ δ0,h and δ−0,h remains unchanged. This procedure give us a new interval
(δ−0,h, δ

+
0,h) ∈ D− × D+ whose length is half the initial interval. Iteration then allows us

to approach as much as desired the initial condition δ∗0,h that we seek. An example of these
iterations is given in figure 4.3. Since it is numerically impossible to reach the precise value of
δ∗0,h, the best we can do is to iterate until the two branches given by δ−0,h ∈ D− and δ+

0,h ∈ D+

are close enough so that we can neglect their difference. Let us define the relative error
between the solutions δ+(r) and δ−(r), corresponding respectively to the initial conditions
δ−0,h ∈ D− and δ+

0,h ∈ D+, by

relative error(r) ≡ 2
∣∣∣∣∣δ+(r)− δ−(r)
δ+(r) + δ−(r)

∣∣∣∣∣ (4.39)

This error function is plotted in figure 4.4 using a pair of solutions whose initial conditions
are such that |δ+

0,h−δ
−
0,h| = 125/140737488355328 ∼ 10−12. As can be seen in that figure, the

error function tends to grow as we get away from the initial radius rh. We can use this error
function to set a criterion qualifying our solution. Indeed, we choose to trust the solutions
δ+(r) and δ−(r) only for radii such that the relative difference (4.39) is less than a certain
threshold ε̃. Then, we can determine a maximum radius r̄ such that relative error(r) ≤ ε̃ for
all r ≤ r̄. On the one hand, we would like to have a large value of r̄ where we can trust our
solutions. On the other hand, for any given threshold ε̃, a larger value of r̄ generically implies
more bisections to perform. We choose to set ε̃ to 10−6, and we find r̄ ∼ 2rmax/3 for the
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Figure 4.3 – To the previous plot of figure 4.2 we have added four new numerical solutions
obtained through bisection of the interval defined by δ+

0,h and δ−0,h. The new pair of solutions
were obtained by a bisection procedure, and their respective δ0,h parameters are such that
|δ̃+

0,h-δ̃−0,h| = 125
16384 and |δ̄+

0,h-δ̄−0,h| = 125
1048576 . Numerical solution obtained for the coupling

coefficients α = 0.02, β = 0.01 and λ = 0.1.

solutions, where rmax is the maximum radius up to which the background solution was solved.

Finally, we adopt as a proxy to the asymptotically flat solution the average potentials

δ̃(r) ≡ δ+(r) + δ−(r)
2 , (4.40a)

χ̃(r) ≡ χ+(r) + χ−(r)
2 , (4.40b)

ψ̃(r) ≡ ψ+(r) + ψ−(r)
2 , (4.40c)

Σ̃(r) ≡ Σ+(r) + Σ−(r)
2 , (4.40d)

defined only for r less than r̄ (that is, we discard the regions where r > r̄). An example of
the averaged solution is shown in the case of δ̃(r), in figure 4.5. On the one hand, we know
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Figure 4.4 – The relative error function defined using the solutions corresponding to δ+
0,h

and δ−0,h obtained by bisection. Notice that the relative difference grows with the distance
from the original integration point, i.e., the metric horizon. In the case shown, the threshold
ε̃ = 10−6 is crossed at r̄ ' 11305. Numerical solution obtained for the coupling coefficients
α = 0.02, β = 0.01 and λ = 0.1.

that the true asymptotically flat solution lies in between the plus and minus solutions, and
on the other we have that these solutions do not differ in more than one part in a million
throughout the domain of definition. Therefore we expect the solution defined in (4.40) to be
close to one satisfying equations (4.35). Thus one must check that the potentials δ̃(r), χ̃(r),
ψ̃(r) and Σ̃(r) thus obtained satisfy the regularity conditions associated to the asymptotic
expansion (4.35). This will be done in the following section.

4.2.4 Consistency relations

In this section we will explain how we can make use of two numerical solutions, corres-
ponding to the example shown in figure 4.5. We will refer to the solution given by δ+(r),
χ+(r), ψ+(r), and Σ+(r) to as the “plus” solution, and the solution given by δ−(r), χ−(r),
ψ−(r), and Σ−(r) to as the “minus” solution. We fitted each of the branches, plus and minus,
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by the functions

δfit(r) = δ̃p2r
2 + δ̃pr + δ̃0 + δ̃1

r
+ δ̃2
r2 , (4.41a)

χfit(r) = χ̃p3r
3 + χ̃p2r

2 + χ̃pr + χ̃0 + δ̃1
r
, (4.41b)

ψfit(r) = ψ̃pr + ψ̃0 + ψ̃1
r

+ δ̃2
r2 + δ̃3

r3 , (4.41c)

Σfit(r) = Σ̃p2r
2 + Σ̃pr + Σ̃0 + Σ̃1

r
+ Σ̃2
r2 + Σ̃3

r3 , (4.41d)

and from these fits we estimated the value of the asymptotically flat coefficients. For instance,
for the function δ(r) the fitted coefficients are

δ̃+
p2 = 1.68× 10−14 , δ̃−p2 = −1.64× 10−14 , δ̃p = 1.19× 10−16 ,

δ̃+
p = 1.63× 10−13 , δ̃−p = 6.52× 10−14 , δ̃p = 1.14× 10−13 ,

δ̃+
0 = 4.250 , δ̃−0 = 4.250 , δ̃0 = 4.250 ,
δ̃+

1 = −0.00812 , δ̃−1 = −0.00812 , δ̃1 = −0.00812 ,
δ̃+

2 = 0.156 , δ̃−2 = 0.156 , δ̃2 = 0.156 .
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In the first column we have the fitted coefficients for the plus branch, in the second column
those of the minus branch, and in the third column we show the inferred value for the
asymptotically flat solution defined as

δ̃p2 =
δ̃+
p2 + δ̃−p2

2 , (4.42a)

δ̃p =
δ̃+
p + δ̃−p

2 , (4.42b)

δ̃0 = δ̃+
0 + δ̃−0

2 , (4.42c)

δ̃1 = δ̃+
1 + δ̃−1

2 , (4.42d)

δ̃2 = δ̃+
2 + δ̃−2

2 . (4.42e)

It could seem contradictory that the value of δ̃−p (4.42a) is positive, as it comes from the fit for
a function whose deviation parameter δp is negative (see figure 4.5). Let us remark, however,
that the fit (4.41) contains now a quadratic term, r2, which does indeed have a negative
value. In any case, both coefficients are of the order of 10−14 and their sign is unstable if
we change the number of functions we use as a base for fitting. This is why, we choose to
keep just the linear term in r in the fit to determine whether the function δ(r) is positive or
negative divergent. In this manner, the estimated values for the other potential’s coefficients
are the following :

χ̃p3 = 9.8× 10−17 , ψ̃p = 4.8× 10−8 , Σ̃p = −4.7× 10−10 ,

χ̃p2 = 4.4× 10−14 , ψ̃0 = 1.4× 10−7 , Σ̃0 = −4.9× 10−10 ,

χ̃p = 4.250 , ψ̃1 = 1.9× 10−7 , Σ̃1 = 0.110 ,
χ̃0 = −2.110 , ψ̃2 = 0.0404 , Σ̃2 = −0.557 ,
χ̃1 = −0.152 , ψ̃3 = 0.299 , Σ̃3 = −0.5± 4.5 ,
χ̃2 = 9.19 .

Thus we obtained an asymptotic fit for the data shown in figure 4.5, given by the potentials
(4.41) and using the numerical values in (4.42a) and (4.43a). Let us recall that the inde-
pendent coefficients of the series given by equation (4.35) are δ0, χ0, χ2 and Σ1. From the
numerical solution we can extract thus

δ̃0 =4.250 , (4.43a)
χ̃0 =− 2.110 , (4.43b)
χ̃2 =9.19 , (4.43c)
Σ̃1 =0.110 . (4.43d)

Then we can check if the series coefficients correspond indeed to the expected values given by
the relations (4.35).We can do so by computing the relative differences between the expected
and the fitted coefficients. Thus, let us denote the former using the upper index “th”, that
is, the theoretical value given in equations (4.35) are δth

1 , δth
2 , and so on and so forth. Each of
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these theoretical values depend on the three independent coefficients of (4.43), whose error
are known. Thus we find∣∣∣∣∣δth

1
δ̃1
− 1

∣∣∣∣∣ = 1.9× 10−5 ,

∣∣∣∣∣δth
2
δ̃2
− 1

∣∣∣∣∣ = 1.5× 10−3 , (4.44a)∣∣∣∣∣χth
p

χ̃p
− 1

∣∣∣∣∣ = 4.8× 10−11 ,

∣∣∣∣∣χth
1
χ̃1
− 1

∣∣∣∣∣ = 9.8× 10−4 , (4.44b)∣∣∣∣∣ψth
2
ψ̃2
− 1

∣∣∣∣∣ = 3.0× 10−4 ,

∣∣∣∣∣ψth
3
ψ̃3
− 1

∣∣∣∣∣ = 0.012 , (4.44c)∣∣∣∣∣Σth
2

Σ̃2
− 1

∣∣∣∣∣ = 0.005 ,
∣∣∣∣∣Σth

3
Σ̃3
− 1

∣∣∣∣∣ = 0.04 (4.44d)

where we recall that the tilde stands for quantities fitted from the averaged numerical solu-
tion. The lower index “p” stands for the linear coefficient in the expansion of χ(r), that is to
say, it appears as χpr in the series (4.35). The last of these consistency terms is the larger
of all of them and it corresponds to a relative difference between the expected theoretical
relation (4.35) and the fitted value of no more than 4 percent. We conclude that we can
safely make use of our averaged solution to extract the first terms of the series (4.35). In
particular, the “free parameters” δ0 and χ0 are the only required to compute the sensitivity
σ (see equation (4.47) below).

Let us remark that, if we consider exclusively the errors associated with the fitting of
the coefficients (4.42a) and (4.43a), and the corresponding propagation, we find that the
terms (4.44) are not zero within the numerical errors. In fact, it can be argued that the
small errors in the expressions (4.44) come from the violation of the constraint equations
Ci = 0. Indeed, as previously discussed the asymptotic expansion (4.35) can be carried out
without imposing the constraint equations and allowing for a larger set of solutions (cf.
discussion around equation (4.36)). Therefore, solving perturbatively up to order O

(
1
r2

)
in

the equations of motion allows for a term ∼ ψpr, which can account for the small linear
term in (4.41c). This coefficient in turn it can be related to the other small coefficients in
the series, as well as accounting for a small correction to the leading terms of the fit.

On the one hand, however, the O
(

1
r2

)
field equations together with the constraint equa-

tions necessarily imply ψp = 0. On the other hand, we saw that imposing the constraints
at the initial data and solving for the equations of motion implied the constraint equations
through the constraint evolution equation (4.30). Nevertheless, when we solve the field equa-
tions numerically we introduce some errors to the solution, which lead to non-vanishing
constraints. We therefore conclude that the small violations of the constraints, due to the
numerical resolution scheme, are due to the small errors in the numerical scheme solving for
the equations of motion. The thorough study of this issue constitutes a work in progress...

4.2.5 Extraction of the sensitivities

An appropriate gauge transformation allows us to compare the post-Newtonian solution
(3.33) containing the sensitivity Σ to the asymptotic solution (4.35). Indeed, in our gauge
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the metric (4.20) is given by

ds2 =
(

1− 2M
r

)
dt2 −

(
1 + 2M

r

)
dr2 − r2dΩ2

+ v

{
2δ0 cos θdtdr − 2δ0 sin θdtdθ

[
r

(
1− 2M

r

)
δ0 + χ0

]}
+O

( 1
r2 , v

2
)
.

(4.45)

Therefore we have that this metric can match the form given by equation (3.33) if we make
an infinitesimal change of coordinates

t→ t+ vr cos θ . (4.46)

In principle, this is enough to extract the sensitivity, since it is contained in two different
pieces of the metric. Indeed, we find that the sensitivity σ is given by

σ = α− β − 3αβ + 5β2 + λ− 2αλ+ 3βλ
(2− α)(1− 3β − 2λ) + 2(1− β)(β + λ)

1− 3β − 2λ
χ0
R0δ0

, (4.47)

where R0 ≡
2GEAM

(1− α/2) is the gravitational radius associated to the mass M , and δ0, χ0

are the constant terms appearing in the asymptotic series for δ(r) and χ(r), cf. equations
(4.35a-4.35b).

There is yet another way to get the same result (4.47). Indeed, we can solve the modified
Einstein equations

Gµν − Tµνkh = 8πGTµνmatter , (4.48)
where we use a point particle prescription for the stress-energy tensor as in equation (3.24).
Thus the right-hand side contains the sensitivity σ in its piece proportional to v, while the
left-hand side is constructed using the zeroth and first order potentials f , A, B, δ, χ, ψ, and
Σ, as usual. We can expand the modified Einstein equations in powers of 1/c2, that is, we
express the potentials as

f(r) = f0(r) + f1(r)
c2 + f2(r)

c4 +O
( 1
c6

)
,

A(r) = A0(r) + A1(r)
c2 + A2(r)

c4 +O
( 1
c6

)
,

B(r) = B0(r) + B1(r)
c2 + B2(r)

c4 +O
( 1
c6

)
,

(4.49)

as well as the analogous expressions for the first order potentials δ(r), χ(r), ψ(r) and Σ(r).
Thus we obtain a set of Poisson-type equations with a source. Solving these equations allows
us to find the direct functional dependence of the potential’s coefficients on the source terms.
In particular, we find δ0 and χ0 as a functions of σ, and inverting these relations we recovered
the result (4.47).

This means that, for any set of coupling coefficients {α, β, λ}, we can extract the as-
sociated sensitivity from the asymptotic values of the numerically computed functions δ(r)
and χ(r). For the example presented in the previous section, we had β = 1/100 = α/2 and
λ = 1/10, the gravitational radius R0 = −F1 = m was set to 2.002, and the fitted values for
δ0 and χ0 obtained in (4.43) give us χ0/δ0 = −0.497. The formula (4.47) give us then

Σ ∼ 0.00125 , (4.50)
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for this special case. Note that the sensitivity is a dimensionless quantity, as it is simple to
check that χ0 scales as a length. This is an illustration of how the methods presented can be
used to extract the sensitivities describing a compact object such as a black hole in Lorentz
violating gravity.

4.2.6 Interior solution and the spin-0 frame

Until now we have been focused on finding a numerical solution valid from the metric
horizon outwards to spatial infinity. However, the solution must be completed by integrating
also from the metric horizon inwards, at least up to the universal horizon. There the situation
is more delicate because of the inner structure of the black hole and the singular points. Thus,
before describing how we solve the field equations inside the metric horizon, it will be useful
to analyze the functional form of the different scalar curvature invariants near the singular
points inside the metric horizon.

4.2.6.a) Curvature invariants

Curvature invariants are essential to determine, at any putative singular point, whether
or not we are facing a physical singularity, or if we deal instead with a coordinate singularity.
Let us consider as an example the case of a non-spinning static black hole in general relativity.
If we express the solution in Schwarzschild coordinates, then one might suspect the presence
of a physical singularity at the event horizon and another one at the center of the black
hole. On the one hand, the former turns out to be simply a coordinate singularity. This is
readily seen as none of the curvature invariants diverges at the event horizon. Furthermore,
this singularity can be made to disappear by an appropriate coordinate transformation, as
can be seen by choosing Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates. Thus the Schwarzschild metric
for a black hole of mass M becomes

ds2 =
(

1− r0
r

)
dv2 + 2dvdr − r2dΩ2 , (4.51)

where r0 = 2GM is the Schwarzschild radius. It is clear then that the metric is indeed regu-
lar at the event horizon, r = r0. On the other hand, it is impossible to get rid of the r = 0
singularity. Indeed, by computing the curvature invariants one realizes that the origin of the
coordinates is actually a physical singularity. For instance, the Kretschmann invariant scales
as Rµναβ R

µναβ ∼M2/r6, thus it clearly blows up while approaching r = 0.

In our case, there are several quantities of interest which ought to be computed. In
particular, unlike in general relativity, the field equations (2.24) and (2.44) do not necessarily
imply a vanishing Ricci tensor in the absence of matter fields, since the contribution of
the æther stress-energy tensor (2.47) does not vanish. Furthermore, although we impose
regularity at the metric horizon, nothing guarantees that our solutions will be regular at the
spin-0 or universal horizon. Indeed, the field equations (4.32a) can be shown to present a
possible singularity there (cf. equation (4.33)) Thus, in the following we will investigate the
regularity of these hypersurfaces. First, the volume invariant

√
−g dx4 is regular everywhere

√
−gd4x =

(
r2B(r) sin θ + v

4r
2f(r)B(r) sin 2θ ψ(r) +O(v2)

)
dvdrdθdφ , (4.52)
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so it will not be further discussed. Using the Ansatz (4.20-4.21), the Ricci scalar R can be
expressed schematically as

R = a1(r)
r2 + v

b1(r)
r3 cos θ +O(v2) , (4.53)

where a1(r) stands for an algebraic expression given in terms of the zeroth order potentials
f , A and B and their derivatives, and b1(r) stands for an algebraic expression given in terms
of zeroth and first order potentials f , A, B, δ, χ, ψ, Σ and their derivatives. Similarly, the
Ricci tensor contracted with itself is

Rαβ R
αβ = a2(r)

r4 + v
b2(r)
r5 cos θ +O(v2) , (4.54)

the Kretschmann invariant is

Rµναβ R
µναβ = a3(r)

r4 + v
b3(r)
r5 cos θ +O(v2) , (4.55)

and the two Killing scalars coming from the contraction of the Riemann tensor with the
Killing vectors (∂v) and (∂φ) read

k1 = Rµναβ u
µ uα (∂v)ν (∂v)β = a4(r) + v b4(r) cos θ +O(v2) , (4.56)

k2 = Rµναβ u
µ uα (∂φ)ν (∂φ)β = a5(r) sin2 θ + v b5(r) cos θ sin2 θ +O(v2) . (4.57)

The combinations Rµναβ u
µ uα (∂v)ν (∂φ)β and Rµναβ u

µ uα (∂φ)ν (∂v)β are identically zero,
so they will not be considered. Again, ai(r) and bi(r) are functions of the zeroth and first
order potentials f , A, B, δ, χ, ψ, Σ and their derivatives.

Thus, most curvature invariants are singular at the center of the black hole r = 0. We
recover then the same result as in general relativity. Regarding the different horizon surfaces,
at zeroth order in v all curvature invariant are regular [127]. Indeed, the key observation here
is that, since the background functions f(r), A(r) and B(r) can be integrated inwards up to
r = 0 with no singularity, then the terms ai(r) are everywhere regular. At first order however,
the terms bi(r) depend on the perturbed potentials δ(r), χ(r), ψ(r) and Σ(r) as well. This
means that, the O(v) part of the curvature invariants can become singular depending on the
behavior of the first order solution (i.e., if the field equations present singularities at r = rs0
or ruh and as a result δ, χ, ψ, and Σ diverge, then the curvature invariants diverge as well).

4.2.6.b) The spin-0 horizon

Let us then go back to the completion of the solution inside the black hole. Empirically
we observed that, in general, the system cannot be fully integrated inwards as the solution
blows up while approaching the spin-0 horizon. We here recall that, by definition, the spin-0
horizon radius rs0 is such that

g(0)
vv = gvv + (s2

0 − 1)uvuv , (4.58)

where s0 is the spin-0 speed as given by equation (2.62a). Then we find that the field equations
can be integrated numerically until the spin-0 radius rs0 ∈ (ruh, rh) instead of rh as required.
In order to verify that this is due to a physical irregularity and not simply due to the stiffness
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of the system at that point we checked two things. We computed the curvature invariants
and studied their behavior as the solution approaches the spin-0 horizon. Denoting CI any
of the curvature invariants previously defined, we find

CI ∼ a

(r − rs0)b (4.59)

for some constant a ∈ R and where b ' 2. This is exemplified in figure 4.6.
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Figure 4.6 – The first order component of the scalar curvature, corresponding to the term
b1(r) in (4.53), is plotted against the distance to the spin-0 horizon defined as x = (r−rs0)/M .
The data comes from a numerical solution obtained for β = 1/100 = α/2 and λ = 1/10. In
orange there is the best power law fit to represent the divergence. The power-law is given by
R ∼ (−103.4 + 1/x2.004)M .

One could argue, however, that this argument is not conclusive. Indeed, the divergence
of the scalar invariants could be due to numerical instabilities while approaching a regular
but apparently singular point of the differential equations. More precisely, the solution could
be such that the terms collectively denoted by “a” in equation (4.59) go to zero as they
approach the spin-0 horizon. If we have a ∼ (r − rs0)b, then the curvature invariants would
tend to a finite value and the solution would be regular there. However, even if the solution
were to be regular, numerical instabilities would make this division unstable and the system
could diverge anyway. Fortunately, there is another way to study this problem based on a
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field redefinition. In order to see how this method comes about, let us note that the action
(2.39) is invariant under the transformation [151]

gµν →g′µν = gµν + (ζ − 1)uµuν ,
T →T ′ = T

(4.60)

ζ being a constant, provided that the original values α, β and λ are replaced by the following
alongside the re-definitions

α′ =α ,
β′ + λ′ =ζ (β + λ) ,
β′ − 1 =ζ(β − 1) .

(4.61)

It is easy to see that the æther vector transforms as uµ → u′µ = uµ/
√
ζ. From this symmetry

we conclude that for every “physical” solution corresponding to a set of allowed coefficients α,
β and λ in the theory’s parameter space, one can generate an additional one-parameter family
of “mathematical” solutions given by equation (4.60), corresponding to the one-parameter
family of coefficients α′, β′ and λ′ given by equation (4.61). Note that the new set of coeffi-
cients does not need to be necessarily physically allowed in parameter space. Also note that if
ζ = s2

0, then the primed metric g′ coincides with the spin-0 metric. Therefore, by performing
the field redefinition given by equations (4.60) and (4.61), we can solve the original problem
in a “frame” (the so-called spin-0 frame) in which the metric and spin-0 horizon coincide. In
this way, the two spin-0 and metric singularities in the field equations (4.32) get to coincide
and therefore our numerical treatment is simplified. Indeed, we can impose regularity by
solving the equations perturbatively there. Let us stress that precisely the same trick was
used to find the static, spherically symmetric black hole solutions (see [136, 127, 133]).

In order to solve the field equations within the spin-0 frame we must repeat the procedure
described starting in section 4.2.1. That is, we expand the equations near the singular point
and we count how many free parameters we have to set our initial data after we impose
regularity. The first thing that we note in doing so concerns the background solution. In
section 2.6.2 we mentioned that regularity left three initial conditions at the metric horizon,
as it was already known and exposed in [133]. More precisely, for the “physical” system, i.e.,
where s0 6= 1, we have at the metric horizon



f(rh) = 0 ,
f ′(rh) free ,
A(rh) free ,
A′(rh) free ,
B(rh) fixed by the constraint .


(4.62)

Thus, when solving the equations perturbatively near rh the solution could be expressed in
terms of f1 ≡ f ′(rh), A0 ≡ A(rh) and A1 ≡ A′(rh). This way, we can obtain an analytic
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formula for B0 ≡ B(rh) in the form B0 = B0(f1, A0, A1), and in general we will have

f(r) = f1(r − rh) +
∞∑
k=2

fk(f1, A0, A1)
k! (r − rh)k , (4.63a)

A(r) = A0 +A1(r − rh) +
∞∑
k=2

Ak(f1, A0, A1)
k! (r − rh)k , (4.63b)

B(r) =
∞∑
k=0

Bk(f1, A0, A1)
k! (r − rh)k , (4.63c)

where all the series are determined by f1, A0 and A1. Let us stress that these expressions
fk+2, Ak+2 or Bk for k ≥ 0 depend on the coupling coefficients as well, and more importantly
for us, they happen to diverge in when s0 → 1 (i.e., in the spin-0 frame). Indeed, the
combination s2

0− 1 appears in the denominator of these expressions. Therefore, in the spin-0
frame we can no longer make use of the same formulae for the background series that we
obtained in the physical frame, because those formulae were obtained under the hypothesis
that s0 6= 1. Instead, we have to solve again for the series expansion near the metric horizon
(which coincides with the spin-0 horizon) for the particular value of the coupling coefficients
predicted by (4.61), and generically we will have

in the spin− 0 frame



f(rh) = 0 ,
f ′(rh) fixed by regularity ,
A(rh) free ,
A′(rh) free ,
B(rh) fixed by the constraint .


(4.64)

This translates into a new counting of the regularity conditions for the perturbed potentials at
the metric horizon, because the series expansion (4.34) depends on the form of the background
potentials and thus was also obtained under the assumption that s0 6= 1. The initial data
for the potentials δ, χ, ψ and Σ changes when we go to the spin-0 frame in a similar fashion
to the passage from the initial data (4.62) to the new (4.64) for the background potentials
f , A and B. Indeed, while in the general case we had 7− 2(constraints)− 3(regularity) = 2
initial conditions to input at the metric horizon, one of which can be set to 1 by rescaling,
we now have 7−2(constraints)−4(regularity) = 1 condition which can be fixed to any value
by rescaling. Thus, the parameter δ0 which we used as a bisection parameter in the previous
scheme can be now set to 1 without any lose of generality.

4.2.6.c) Integration outside the black hole

It follows then, that we can just integrate the equations of motion using of the unique
(up to a rescaling factor) set of initial conditions at the metric/spin-0 horizon. The fact
that we can implement the field redefinition as discussed above shows that the singularity
at the spin-0 horizon can be removed using the spin-0 frame. This procedure is known to
give regular, asymptotically flat solutions at O(v0) [133]. Unfortunately, then we find that
the solutions are no longer asymptotically flat at O(v). Indeed, we see in figure 4.7 that,
asymptotically, δ(r) diverges as ∼ r2. As discussed earlier in section 4.2.2, this means that
the solution thus obtained is not flat at infinity.
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Figure 4.7 – Log-log plot of the potential δ(r) integrated from the metric/spin-0 horizon
outwards using the unique set of initial data available at that point (cf. section 4.2.6.b)).
The data comes from a numerical solution computed in the spin-0 frame, corresponding to
the values β = 0.01 = α/2 and λ = 0.2 in the physical frame. An orange line denotes the
best power law fit to represent the divergence, given by δ(r) ∼ r2/50.

4.2.6.d) Integration inside the black hole

At this stage, ignoring the issue of asymptotic flatness at infinity, the only problem left is
the regularity of the solution at the universal horizon. Since r = ruh is a singular point of the
equations of motion, the integrated solution will inevitably diverge there due to numerical
instabilities. Again, we would like to assess if this divergence is physical or not. One way
to avoid numerical instabilities is to integrate the equations of motion twice, once starting
from the universal horizon up to a middle point r∗ = (ruh + rh)/2, and another starting
from the metric horizon down to the middle point. That is, we impose regularity by solving
perturbatively at both rh and ruh, and then we check whether the two solutions match at the
middle point. The solution coming from the metric horizon inwards is uniquely determined,
because it has a unique set of initial data up to rescaling freedom (the discussion is analogous
to the previous section). In order to set our initial data at the universal horizon ruh we must
consider how many conditions are imposed by regularity in the same way as we have done
before for the metric horizon. Thus we find that regularity conditions reduce the number of
free parameters from 7 to 3, and after rescaling one of them we find that there are only two
free parameters that define the initial conditions. We choose to express our initial conditions
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in terms of δ0,uh ≡ δ(ruh) and χ0,uh ≡ χ(ruh) so that

δ(r) =δ0,uh +
∞∑
k=1

δk,uh(δ0,uh, χ0,uh)
(
r − ruh

)k
,

χ(r) =χ0,uh +
∞∑
k=1

χk,uh(δ0,uh, χ0,uh)
(
r − ruh

)k
,

ψ(r) =
∞∑
k=0

ψk,uh(δ0,uh, χ0,uh)
(
r − ruh

)k
,

Σ(r) =
∞∑
k=0

Σk,uh(δ0,uh, χ0,uh)
(
r − ruh

)k
.

(4.65)

Summarizing, the branch coming from the metric/spin-0 horizon is known, and we want to
determine if there is exists a couple (δ0,uh, χ0,uh) such that the solution coming from the
universal horizon matches the former.

The matching of these solutions would imply, for instance, that the derivative at midpoint
δ′h(r) computed when r → r∗ from the metric horizon must be be equal to the derivative
δ′uh(r) computed when r → r∗ from the universal horizon. However, we know each solution
only up to a global scaling coefficient. One way to get rid of the unknown scaling parameter
is by taking the ratios δ′h(r)/δh(r) and δ′uh(r)/δuh(r), where the unknown scaling parameter
simplifies. Therefore, we require that the differences

∆
(
δ′(r)
δ(r)

)
≡
([

δ′(r∗)
δ(r∗)

]
uh
−
[
δ′(r∗)
δ(r∗)

]
h

)
,

∆
(
χ′(r)
χ(r)

)
≡
([

χ′(r∗)
χ(r∗)

]
uh
−
[
χ′(r∗)
χ(r∗)

]
h

)
,

∆
(
ψ′(r)
ψ(r)

)
≡
([

ψ′(r∗)
ψ(r∗)

]
uh
−
[
ψ′(r∗)
ψ(r∗)

]
h

)
,

∆
(Σ′(r)

Σ(r)

)
≡
([Σ′(r∗)

Σ(r∗)

]
uh
−
[Σ′(r∗)

Σ(r∗)

]
h

)
,

(4.66)

where the subscript ’uh’ (resp. ’h’) indicates that the quantity is evaluated using the nume-
rical solution integrated from the universal horizon (resp. from the metric horizon), vanish.
Let us stress that, in each of these terms, the fraction corresponding to the metric horizon
branch is fixed. Thus we integrate from the point ruh + ε, where ε = 10−3 up to r∗, exploring
a grid of initial conditions given by (δ0,uh, χ0,uh) ∈ [−10000, 10000]× [−10000, 10000], spaced
by intervals of 1000 in each dimension. This rather coarse grid allows us to observe the main
features of the differences (4.66). Thus, in figure 4.8 we show the sum of the squares

∆̄ ≡
[
∆
(
δ′(r)
δ(r)

)]2
+
[
∆
(
χ′(r)
χ(r)

)]2
+
[
∆
(
ψ′(r)
ψ(r)

)]2
+
[
∆
(Σ′(r)

Σ(r)

)]2
, (4.67)

and we note that there is a “valley” where the differences (4.66) are minimized. We increased
the resolution of our grid to a few thousand of points in order to analyze the reduced area
represented in figure 4.9. However, we found that the lowest value for ∆̄ was of the order of
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Figure 4.8 – Color map of ∆̄ as a function of (δ0,uh, χ0,uh). The colors were chosen so as
to show that ∆̄ is positive everywhere. Indeed, the minimal value set for the color-bar is 10,
and any value under 10 would be indicated in red. This coarse grid suggest a more detailed
analysis around a reduced area.

∼ 20, and indeed we investigated with an increased precision in the region where we found
the local minimum. The plot corresponding to that region is shown in figure 4.10. The fact
that ∆̄ never goes below a threshold of the order of 20 shows that the different terms in
squares in (4.67) never vanish simultaneously. Consequently, we conclude that neither the
differences (4.66) do so, and this means that there is no pair of initial conditions (δ0,uh, χ0,uh)
at the universal horizon such that the solution matches that one from the metric horizon.
From this we conclude that it is not possible to find a solution regular both at the spin-0
horizon and at the universal horizon, i.e., our regular solution at the metric/spin-0 horizon
is not regular at the universal horizon.

In conclusion, going to the spin-0 frame allowed us to enforce regularity at the spin-0
horizon. However, the solution was found to be unique and we lost the shooting parameter
to bisect. Outside the metric horizon, the solution thus obtained was found to be singular at
spatial infinity and not asymptotically flat. Inside the metric horizon the solution is singular
at the universal horizon.

4.3 The α = β = 0 case

From the results of the last section one would conclude that, in khronometric theory, black
holes are not regular at order O(v). We reach this conclusion because the spin-0 horizon is
between the universal horizon and the metric horizon, and we need to impose regularity at
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Figure 4.9 – Color map of ∆̄ as a function of (δ0,uh, χ0,uh). The colors were chosen so as
to show that ∆̄ is positive everywhere. Indeed, the minimal value set for the color-bar is 10,
and any value under 10 would be indicated in red. Although the grid still seems to be coarse,
there is in fact much more data which we could not include in the figure. This was due to
the use of an irregular grid and the problems to interpolate under such conditions.
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Figure 4.10 – Color map of ∆̄ as a function of (δ0,uh, χ0,uh). The colors were chosen so as
to show that ∆̄ is positive everywhere. Indeed, the minimal value set for the color-bar is
10, and any value under 10 would be indicated in red. This is the valley where the minimal
values are reached. The lowest value of all is of the order of ∼ 20.
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each of these surfaces separately. However, there may exist a set of parameters α, β, λ for
which the spin-0 horizon coincides with the universal horizon, so that enforcing regularity at
the former is sufficient to ensure the existence of a regular solution. For this to be true, we
would need to have the conditions defining the radial position of the spin-0 horizon (2.75)
and the universal horizon (2.87) both being satisfied at a single point r∗ = ruh = rs0. More
explicitly, as long as the spin-0 speed s0 is finite, this would mean that the radius r∗ is such
that

f(r∗) + (s2
0 − 1)

(
1 + f(r∗)A(r∗)2

2A(r∗)

)2

= 0, (4.68a)

1 + f(r∗)A(r∗)2 = 0 . (4.68b)

The first equation is the relation defining the spin-0 horizon rs0 and the second defines
the universal horizon ruh. Plugging (4.68b) into (4.68a) gives f(r∗) = 0, which is then
incompatible with equation (4.68b). There is yet another way to merge the spin-0 horizon
with the universal horizon without lose all Lorentz violating effects : we can make the spin-0
speed s0 diverge so that equation (4.68a) reduces to equation (4.68b). This can be achieved
by setting α = 0. The special case where α is set to zero as been worked out in [152] in
static, spherically symmetric configurations. Even though the exact form of the functions
f(r), B(r) and A(r) can in general be given only numerically, in the special case α = 0
analytic solutions exist for the background functions :

f(r) = 1− 2GNm̃
r

− βr4
kr
r4 , B(r) = 1 , (4.69a)

A(r) = 1
f

−r2
kr
r2 +

√
f + r4

kr
r4

 , (4.69b)

rkr = GNm̃

2

( 27
1− β

)1/4
(4.69c)

It can be easily checked that the universal horizon and the spin-0 horizon coincide in this
particular case, since when α → 0 the spin-0 speed given by eq. (2.62a) diverges, and are
both located at ruh = 3

2GNm̃. Indeed, as the spin-0 speed increases, the location of the spin-0
horizon moves further into the black hole. Moreover, since the universal horizon is such that
it traps modes propagating at any arbitrary speed, we conclude that in this limit the spin-
0 horizon merges with the universal horizon. This statement can also be mathematically
proved, noting that if s0 becomes infinite then 1 + f(r∗)A(r∗)2 = 0 becomes a necessary
condition in equation (4.68a), leading precisely to equation (4.68b). This procedure has the
evident advantage that it does not impose f(r∗) = 0 as well, so that the metric and universal
horizons do not merge.
Note also that this solution does not depend on the coupling parameter λ, even though that
is not assumed to vanish.

This limit is particularly attractive as |α| . 10−7 experimentally (c.f. Sec. 2.5). Assuming
α = 0 alone, however, does not avoid the appearance of finite-area singularities at the
universal/metric horizon, as can be seen from figure 4.11, where we show the divergence of
the curvature invariants of the asymptotically flat solution regular at the matter horizon.
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Figure 4.11 – O(v) contribution to the Ricci scalar near the universal/spin-0 horizon, for
the asymptotically flat solution regular at the matter horizon, and for α = 0, β = 0.01 and
λ = 0.1.

However, from the experimental limits presented in Sec. 2.5, it follows that |β| . 10−15,
so it is attractive to also set β = 0 exactly. Indeed, from the experimental bounds discussed
in 2.5.2 and in 2.5.3, α is zero up to 10−7 and β is zero up to 10−15 (indeed, as the spin-2
mode speed is given by s2

2 = 1/(1 − β), the nearly coincident arrival of gravitational and
electromagnetic radiation constraints β to be very small. Then, this result together with the
solar system constraints bounding α to be close to 2β gives a tight bound due to the very
tight bound on β). Spherical black hole solutions for α = β = 0 are very simple and known
analytically in this limit, and are given by

f(r) = 1− 2µ
r
, (4.70a)

A(r) = 1
1− 2µ/r

√f(r) +
(
rEA

r

)4
−
(
rEA

r

)2
 , (4.70b)

B(r) = 1 , (4.70c)

where rEA = 33/4

2 µ. Again, the coupling coefficient λ does not appear in the solution for the
background potentials, nor any other coupling coefficient. Furthermore, the solution for the
metric corresponds precisely to a Schwarzschild black hole in general relativity. Since α = 0
implies that GN = GEA, then the gravitational radius coincides with the Schwarzschild
radius. From these considerations it follows that the parameter λ cannot be constrained by
static stationary black holes, as they are indistinguishable from GR black holes.
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For the slowly moving black hole, the sensitivity of equation (4.47) reduces to

σ = λ

2(1− 2λ)

(
1 + 4 χ0

R0δ0

)
, (4.71)

where χ0 is the asymptotic constant defined in (4.35b), and R0 is the gravitational radius
of the black hole and is equal to 2µ. Thus, in principle λ may be constrained by black hole
dipole flux emission [68].

In the previous paragraphs we have shown the order O(v0) black hole solution as deter-
mined by the metric potentials f , A and B, which are greatly simplified. Let us now tackle
the O(v0) system and solve for the perturbed potentials δ(r), χ(r), ψ(r) and Σ(r). First, one
can show that, for α = β = 0, both the functions ψ(r) and Σ(r) vanish identically. Indeed,
this can be proven by inserting a null Ansatz for both ψ and Σ into the field equations, and
showing that δ(r) and χ(r) satisfy a system of 2 ordinary differential equations, i.e., that
the problem is not over-determined. In more detail, setting ψ ≡ 0 and Σ ≡ 0 allows us to
solve the two constraint equations C1 and C2 in terms of δ′(r) and χ′(r). Taking derivatives
of these equations, one obtains the remaining equations of motion (4.32a) and (4.32b). Ano-
ther way to obtain this result, is to perform a perturbative expansion near some given initial
point. One can then show by recursion that all the series coefficients for ψ and Σ must vanish.

As a consequence of this result, we can make use of the constraint equations C1 = C2 = 0
(cf. equations (4.30)) instead of the equations of motion (4.32a) and (4.32b), as both sets
of equations happen to be equivalent. This procedure is simpler, as the constraints involve
fewer derivatives in the potentials than the equations of motion. Thus, setting ψ(r) and Σ(r)
to zero the constraint equations simply become

δ′(r) + 4(8r4 + 4µr3 − 27µ4)
16r5 − 21µr4 + 27µ4r

δ(r)− 32r2

16r4 − 21µr3 + 27µ4χ(r) = 0 , (4.72)

χ′(r)− δ(r) = 0 . (4.73)

Let us remark that these expressions do not involve the coupling coefficient λ, and therefore
we will find solutions that do not depend on it. We thus expect that the solution to be also
equivalent to a Schwarzschild black hole. Further on we will want to assess whether or not we
find regular solutions to the system (4.72) and (4.73), so we will express now the functional
form of the curvature invariants. They are now simply given by

R =O(v2) , (4.74a)
RαβR

αβ =O(v2) , (4.74b)

RαβµνR
αβµν =48µ2

r6 +O(v2) , (4.74c)

k1 =27µ5

8r7 + v b̃1(r)δ(r) cos θ +O(v2) , (4.74d)

k2 =− µ

r
sin2 θ + v b̃2(r)(δ(r)− χ′(r)) cos θ sin2 θ +O(v2) , (4.74e)

where b̃1(r) and b̃2(r) are algebraic expressions on the background functions. Thus, up to
order O(v2), the curvature invariants not involving the æther are the same as for a Schwarz-
schild black hole in general relativity. The O(v) piece comes as no surprise since we know
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that the metric is Schwarzschild, however the O(v) is not a trivial result. Also, due to the
equation of motion (4.73), the O(v) part of the killing invariant k2 vanishes.

We can express χ(r) in terms of δ(r) and δ′(r) using equation (4.72)

χ(r) = 27µ4 + 16r4 − 32µr3

32r2 δ′(r) + 8r4 − 4µr3 − 27µ4

8r3 δ(r) . (4.75)

Taking the derivative of equation (4.75) and replacing χ′(r) into equation (4.73) we obtain
a second order differential equation for δ(r),(

r2

2 − µr + 27µ4

32r2

)
δ′′(r) +

(
2r − 3µ

2 −
81µ4

16r3

)
δ′(r) + 81µ4

8r4 δ(r) = 0 . (4.76)

From this, it follows that we can simply focus on solving equation (4.76), as it is enough to
get all the information on the system.

Solving equation (4.76) near spatial infinity gives

δ(r) = δ0 + δ3
r3 +O

( 1
r4

)
, (4.77)

where δ0 and δ3 are integration constants. This in turn implies through equation (4.75) that
χ(r) behaves asymptotically as

χ(r) = δ0r + χ0 −
δ3
2r2 +O

( 1
r4

)
, (4.78)

where χ0 = −µ2 δ0 = −R0
4 δ0 (let us recall that R0 is the gravitational radius) is fixed in terms

of δ0. It follows that χ0
R0δ0

= −1
4, and from this we obtain that the sensitivity σ vanishes.

Indeed, equation (4.71) give us
σ = 0 , (4.79)

irrespective for the value for λ. This result was to be expected, since the equations of motion
do not actually depend on the coupling coefficient λ (cf. equations (4.72) and (4.73)).

In fact, we found an infinitesimal gauge transformation that brings the perturbed sta-
tionary metric of equation (4.20) to the Schwarzschild solution in Eddington-Finkelstein
coordinates. To see this, let us note that for α = β = 0 the metric Ansatz of equation (4.20)
can be recast as

ds2 =
(

1− 2µ
r

)
dv2 − 2dvdr − r2dΩ

+ v

[
2
(

1− 2µ
r

)(
cos θ δ(r)dr − sin θχ(r)dθ

)
dv− 2 cos θδ(r)dr2 + 2 sin θ χ(r) dθdr

]
+O(v2) ,

(4.80)
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and the O(v) piece can be removed by the time coordinate redefinition

v′ = v + v χ(r) cos θ , (4.81)

leaving us with the Schwarzschild solution in Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates

ds2 =
(

1− 2µ
r

)
dv′2 − 2dv′dr − r2dΩ +O(v2) . (4.82)

This means that at first order in v, the geometry of the spacetime is not affected by the
presence of the æther field. In particular, since the metric is equivalent to the Schwarzschild
solution up to a gauge transformation, all invariants constructed only using the metric are
automatically regular outside the origin r = 0. Nonetheless, the æther field still might have
a non-trivial profile (different from the background solution) which must be solved for, even
after the gauge transformation is performed.

Inspection of equations (4.76) and (4.73) reveals that, besides r = 0, the only singular
point of the equations of motion corresponds to the universal horizon, located at ruh = 3µ/2 5.
Near the universal horizon, the equation (4.76) for δ(r) takes the form

x2 δ′′(x) + 5x δ′(x) + 2 δ(x) ' 0 . (4.83)

where x = r−ruh is the distance to the universal horizon, and we have taken only the leading
orders in x. Then, we find that the solution to this equation is made of two divergent modes,
namely

δ(x) ' Ch x
−
√

2(1+
√

2) + Cs x
√

2(1−
√

2) . (4.84)

where Ch and Cs are integration constants. We can call the first mode the “hard” mode
and the second the “soft” mode. Indeed, though in both cases the function δ(r) diverges
while approaching the universal horizon, for the soft mode we can make again a coordinate
redefinition absorbing this divergence. To show this, let us write the metric Ansatz again
using the coordinate x instead of r as

ds2 =f(x)dv2 − 2dvdx− (x+ ruh)2dΩ + v
[
2f(x) cos θ δ(x)dvdx

− 2f(x) sin θχ(x)dθdv− 2 cos θδ(x)dx2 + 2 sin θ χ(x) dθdx
]

+O(v2) .
(4.85)

We want to show that the terms proportional to δ(x) and χ(x) can be made regular at x = 0.
Let us define the coordinate x̄ = xδ(x), so that we find

dx =
(

1 + x
δ′(x)
δ(x)

)−1 dx̄
δ(x) . (4.86)

If, near x = 0, we have δ(x) ∼ xn, where n is one of the powers in (4.84), then the product

x
δ′(x)
δ(x) converges to a constant as we approach x = 0. We note that, in terms of x̄, each of

5. To be more precise, the equations of motion do present a singularity at spatial infinity, however it is a
removable singularity and therefore the solutions are always regular at infinity. This can be seen from equation
(4.77), which has the maximum number of free parameters (as there are only two derivatives in the equations
(4.76) and (4.73)), meaning that regularity does not impose any condition on the initial data, and is always
asymptotically flat.
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the coefficients of the metric are now automatically regular except for the gvθ component of
the metric. Indeed, if we expand this term near x = 0 we find that it becomes

gvθ = −2vf(x) sin θχ(x)dθdv ' −2(n+ 3)f(x) sin(θ)xn+1dvdθ , (4.87)

and this will be finite at x = 0 only if n + 1 ≥ 0. This is indeed true for the soft mode, as
n ' −0.5. However, the hard mode as a power n ' −3, so that the gvθ component of the
metric diverges.

Therefore we were not able to absorb the metric singularity of the hard mode, and by
computing the killing scalar k1 we confirm that that mode produces a curvature singularity.
Indeed, to leading order in the auxiliary variable x = r − ruh, the O(v) part of the killing
scalar k1 goes as

k1 ∝ cos(θ)(r − ruh)3δ(r) . (4.88)

Thus, expressing δ(r) as a superposition of the two modes we have

k1 ∝ cos(θ) (Ch x
m + Cs x

n) , (4.89)

with m = 1−
√

2 < 0 and n = 1 +
√

2 > 0. As we can see, the hard mode produces a
curvature singularity as it approaches the universal horizon, while the soft mode is physically
well behaved. This result is in agreement with the fact that we can make a redefinition of
the perturbations such as to absorb the divergence of the function δ(r) when it contains only
a soft mode, while this is no longer possible if δ(r) contains a hard mode as well.
We therefore conclude that we can integrate the system of equations (4.76) and (4.73) starting
from the universal horizon, using initial data such that only the soft mode is excited. As there
are no other singular points we can obtain a solution everywhere else. Such a solution is shown
in figure 4.12, for the potential δ(r). Also, the O(v) part of the killing scalar k1 is plotted.
Both quantities are plotted in absolute value.

4.4 Chapter conclusions
On the one hand, the study of slowly moving black holes in section 4.1 revealed that

regular black hole solutions do not exist when the coupling coefficients α and β are different
from zero (cf. sections 4.2.6 to 4.2.6.d)). We therefore conclude that, even without the LIGO-
Virgo/FERMI detection, or even without the parametrized post-Newtonian constraints, we
would still have to set α = β = 0.

On the other hand, setting α = β = 0 led us to a unique slowly moving black hole solution,
independent of the coupling constant λ. This solution is identical to a Schwarzschild black
hole in its metric, but has a non-trivial khronon-field. Moreover, the associated sensitivity
vanishes for all values of λ, meaning that the simple prescription adopted in section 3.4 is
not sufficient to constraint λ through dipolar radiation constraints. Indeed, to describe the
dipolar radiation our methods must be extended to include effects coming from higher order
sensitivities, such as described in section 3.2.
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Figure 4.12 – Upper panel : The (absolute value of the) unique solution that is phy-
sically regular is plotted in log scale. Near the universal horizon the solution goes as
δ(x) ' Cs x

√
2(1−

√
2), where Cs ∼ −1.618 in order to have δ(r) ∼ −1 as r goes to infinity.

Lower panel : The killing scalar k̃ is shown to be finite everywhere for this solution.
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4.A Explicit form of the field equations
Let us express the modified Einstein tensor Eµν in the form

Eµν =


Q1 + v cos θS1(r) Q2 + v cos θS2(r) 0 v sin θS3(r)
Q4 + v cos θS4(r) Q5 + v cos θS5(r) 0 v sin θS6(r)

0 0 Q7 + v cos θS7(r) 0
v sin θS8(r) v sin θS9(r) 0 Q10 + v cos θS10(r)

+O
(
v2) ,

(4.90)
where Qi, Pi for i = 1, .., 10 are respectively, the background and perturbed equations (i.e.,
the O(v0) and O(v) equations). Then the explicit form of these equations are
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for the background equations, while for the perturbed equations we have
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Note however that not all of these components are independent, as the modified Einstein
tensor is symmetric : Eµν = Eνµ, and from this we deduce the following relations

Q5 = Q1 + Q2f(r)
B(r) , (4.91)

S2 = B(r)2(−2Q4δ(r)− S1 + S5) +B(r)3Q4ψ(r)−Q2f(r)2δ(r)
B(r)f(r) , (4.92)

S8 = B(r)(Q4χ(r) + S6)− f(r)(χ(r)(Q1 −Q7) + S3)−Q4Σ(r)
r2 , (4.93)

S9 = B(r)2(χ(r)(Q1 −Q7) + S3) +B(r)Σ(r)(Q7 −Q1)−Q2f(r)Σ(r)
r2B(r) . (4.94)

Furthermore, the generalized Bianchi identity implies that the combinations

C0 ≡ −A(r)B(r)Q4 −
Q5
(
A(r)2f(r) + 1

)
2A(r) , (4.95)

C1 ≡ −
S6
(
A(r)2f(r) + 1

)
2A(r) , (4.96)

C2 ≡ −
1

16A(r)3

{
2A(r)2Q4

(
A(r)2f(r) + 1

) (
B(r)ψ(r)

(
A(r)2f(r) + 1

)
+ 2δ(r)

(
A(r)2f(r)− 1

))

+Q5
(
A(r)2f(r) + 1

)2 (
B(r)ψ(r)

(
A(r)2f(r) + 1

)
+ 2δ(r)

(
A(r)2f(r)− 1

))
B(r)

+16A(r)4B(r)S4 + 8A(r)2S5
(
A(r)2f(r) + 1

)}
, (4.97)

are initial constraint equations. Indeed, they satisfy the following identities

dC0
dr =Q2

(
4f(r)A′(r) +A(r)3(−f(r))f ′(r) +A(r)f ′(r)

)
4A(r)2B(r)

+Q1

(
A′(r)
A(r)2 −

1
2A(r)f ′(r)

)
+ C0

(
A′(r)
A(r) −

2
r

)
− Q7

(
A(r)2f(r) + 1

)
rA(r) ,
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dC1
dr =− C1

rA(r)3B(r)f(r) + rA(r)B(r)

{
− rA(r)2B(r)f(r)A′(r) + rB(r)A′(r) + rA(r)3f(r)B′(r)

+ rA(r)B′(r)− rA(r)3B(r)f ′(r) + 2A(r)3B(r)f(r) + 2A(r)B(r)
}

+ Q1
(
A(r)2f(r) + 1

) (
B(r)ψ(r)

(
3A(r)2f(r) + 1

)
− 2δ(r)

(
A(r)2f(r) + 1

))
8A(r)3B(r)

+ Q2f(r)
(
A(r)2f(r) + 1

)2 (B(r)ψ(r)− 2δ(r))
8A(r)3B(r)2 + C0

(
A(r)2f(r) + 1

)
(B(r)ψ(r)− 2δ(r))

4A(r)2B(r)

− Q7f(r)ψ(r)
(
A(r)2f(r) + 1

)
4A(r) − S7

(
A(r)2f(r) + 1

)
2A(r) ,

(4.98)
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dC2
dr =− 4C1A(r)2B(r)2

r2 (f(r)A(r)2 + 1) +
(
1−A(r)2f(r)

)
S3B(r)

r2A(r)

+ S4
(
f(r)

(
A(r)3f ′(r)− 4A′(r)

)
−A(r)f ′(r)

)
B(r)

2f(r) (f(r)A(r)2 + 1)

+ Q7
8r2A(r)3

{
16B(r)f(r)χ(r)A(r)4 + 8

(
f(r)A(r)2 + 1

)
(Σ(r)−B(r)χ(r))A(r)2

− r
(
f(r)A(r)2 + 1

)2 (2 (A(r)2f(r)− 1
)
δ(r) +B(r)

(
f(r)A(r)2 + 1

)
ψ(r)

)
B(r)

}

+ C2

(
f ′(r)A(r)2

f(r)A(r)2 + 1 + f(r)A′(r)A(r)
f(r)A(r)2 + 1 −

2
r
− f ′(r)

2f(r) −
A′(r)

f(r)A(r)3 +A(r)

)

− Q2
(
f(r)A(r)2 + 1

)
32r2A(r)4B(r)3

{
r2B(r)f(r)2(2δ(r) +B(r)ψ(r))f ′(r)A(r)5

+ 4f(r)
(
8χ(r)B(r)3 + r2 (ψ(r)f ′(r) + f(r)ψ′(r)

)
B(r)2

− r2 (3δ(r)f ′(r) + 2f(r)δ′(r)
)
B(r) + 2r2f(r)δ(r)B′(r)

)
A(r)3

− 4r2B(r)f(r)2(2δ(r) +B(r)ψ(r))A′(r)A(r)2 − 4r2B(r)f(r)(B(r)ψ(r)− 2δ(r))A′(r)

+ r2
(
3B(r)(B(r)ψ(r)− 2δ(r))f ′(r) + 4f(r)

(
ψ′(r)B(r)2 − 2δ′(r)B(r) + 2δ(r)B′(r)

))
A(r)

}
+ Q1

16r2A(r)4B(r)2f(r)

{
2r2B(r)f(r)3(2δ(r) +B(r)ψ(r))A′(r)A(r)4

− r2B(r)f(r)3(2δ(r) +B(r)ψ(r))f ′(r)A(r)7

− 2f(r)2A(r)5(16χ(r)B(r)3 + r2 (4ψ(r)f ′(r) + 3f(r)ψ′(r)
)
B(r)2

− 2r2 (δ(r)f ′(r) + f(r)δ′(r)
)
B(r) + 2r2f(r)δ(r)B′(r)

)
+ r2f(r)A(r)3

(
B(r)(10δ(r)− 9B(r)ψ(r))f ′(r)− 8f(r)

(
ψ′(r)B(r)2 − δ′(r)B(r) + δ(r)B′(r)

))
+ 4r2B(r)2f(r)2ψ(r)A′(r)A(r)2 + 2r2B(r)f(r)(B(r)ψ(r)− 2δ(r))A′(r)

− 2r2A(r)
(
B(r)(B(r)ψ(r)− 2δ(r))f ′(r) + f(r)

(
ψ′(r)B(r)2 − 2δ′(r)B(r) + 2δ(r)B′(r)

))}

+ C0
16r2A(r)2B(r)2f(r)

{
4r2B(r)f(r)3(2δ(r) +B(r)ψ(r))A′(r)A(r)3

+ 4r2B(r)f(r)2(2δ(r) +B(r)ψ(r))A′(r)A(r)

+ r2f(r)2A(r)4
(
3B(r)(2δ(r) +B(r)ψ(r))f ′(r) + f(r)

(
2ψ′(r)B(r)2 + 4δ′(r)B(r)− 4δ(r)B′(r)

))
− 4f(r)A(r)2(8χ(r)B(r)3 + 2B(r)2

(
r2 (ψ(r)f ′(r) + f(r)ψ′(r)

)
− 4Σ(r)

)
− r2 (3δ(r)f ′(r) + 2f(r)δ′(r)

)
B(r) + 2r2f(r)δ(r)B′(r)

)
+ r2

(
−3B(r)(B(r)ψ(r)− 2δ(r))f ′(r)− 2f(r)

(
ψ′(r)B(r)2 − 2δ′(r)B(r) + 2δ(r)B′(r)

))}

−
(
f(r)A(r)2 + 1

)
S7

rA(r) −
(
f(r)A(r)2 + 1

)
p1(r)f ′(r)

4A(r)f(r) ,

(4.99)
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which are constraint evolution equations.
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4.B Regularity of the potentials at the metric horizon

The Ricci tensor Rαβ can be contracted twice with the killing vector kµ = (∂v)µ, that is,
its time-time component Rvv must be an invariant. Its O(v) part can be expressed in term
of the first order potentials as

Rvv
cos θ = f(r)

4r2B(r)3

(
− 2r2f(r)B′(r)

(
2ψ(r)f ′(r) + f(r)ψ′(r)

)
+B(r)

(
r
(
3rψ(r)f ′(r)2 + f(r)

(
4rψ(r)f ′′(r) + 7rf ′(r)ψ′(r) + 8ψ(r)f ′(r)

)
+ 2f(r)2 (rψ′′(r) + 2ψ′(r)

) )
− 4Σ(r)f ′(r)

)
− 4B(r)3f(r)ψ(r)

)
.

(4.100)

Near the metric horizon, for α = 2β = 1/100 and λ = 1/10, Rvv becomes

Rvv
cos θ ∼ x

(
0.094ψ(x)− 0.062Σ(x)

)
+O(x2) , (4.101)

where x ≡ r−rh, rh being the metric horizon, and where we neglected terms of order O(x2). If
we want Rvv to remain finite as we approach x = 0, then the difference 0.14ψ(x)− 0.32Σ(x)
can diverge at most as 1/x. More precisely, by setting Rvv = ã1 + b̃1x + O(x2) for some
ã1, b̃1 ∈ R, we get

Σ(x) = 1.5ψ(x) + a1
x

+ b1 , (4.102)

for some real numbers a1, b1 ∈ R. Similarly, the O(v) part of the Ricci scalar R is given by

R

cos θ = 1
2r3B(r)3

(
− 2rf(r)B′(r)

(
r2 (ψ(r)f ′(r) + f(r)ψ′(r)

)
− 4Σ(r)

)
+

B(r)
(
rf ′(r)

(
3r2ψ(r)f ′(r)− 8Σ(r)

)
+ f(r)

[
r
(
7r2f ′(r)ψ′(r) + 2rψ(r)

(
rf ′′(r) + 2f ′(r)

)
− 8Σ′(r)

)
− 8Σ(r)

]
+ 2r2f(r)2 (rψ′′(r) + 2ψ′(r)

) )
− 4rB(r)3f(r)ψ(r)

)
.

(4.103)

Near the metric horizon R becomes

R

cos θ ∼− 0.5Σ(x) + 0.4ψ(x) + x
[
ψ(x) + 0.7Σ(x) + 1.2ψ′(x)− Σ′(x) +

]
+O(x2)

=
(8
x
− 12

)
a1 + (8− 12x)b1 + (0.11x− 0.4)ψ(x)− 0.25x ψ′(x) +O(x2) ,

(4.104)

where we have used in the second line the relation between Σ(x) and ψ(x) given by (4.102).
In order to keep R finite, that is, R ∼ a2 + b2x for some real numbers a2, b2 ∈ R, ψ(x) must
be of the form

ψ(x) = e0.5x

x1.5

(
(152a1+13a2+102b1)Γ(1.5, x/2)+47a1Γ(0.5, 2x)+330b1Γ(2, x/2)+28b2Γ(2, x/2)+c1

)
,

(4.105)
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where Γ(x, y) is the incomplete gamma function and c1 is some integration constant. The
same analysis shows that the O(v) part of RαβRαβ is given by

RαβR
αβ

cos θ = 1
2r5B(r)6

{
2r2f(r)B′(r)2

(
f(r)

(
r2f ′(r)

(
rψ′(r) + 2ψ(r)

)
− 12Σ(r)

)
+ 4rB(r)6f(r)ψ(r)

+ rf ′(r)
(
r2ψ(r)f ′(r)− 2Σ(r)

)
+ 2r2f(r)2ψ′(r)

)
+ 2rB(r)3f(r)B′(r)

(
rψ(r)

(
rf ′(r) + 2f(r)

)
− 4Σ(r)

)
− rB(r)B′(r)

[
r2f ′(r)2(3r2ψ(r)f ′(r)− 4Σ(r)) + 4r2f(r)3 (rψ′′(r) + ψ′(r)

)
+ rf(r)

(
rf ′(r)

(
7r2f ′(r)ψ′(r) + 4rψ(r)

(
rf ′′(r) + 3f ′(r)

)
− 4Σ′(r)

)
− 4Σ(r)(rf ′′(r) + 8f ′(r))

)
+ 2f(r)2

(
r
(
r2 (rf ′′(r)ψ′(r) + f ′(r)

(
rψ′′(r) + 10ψ′(r)

))
+ 2rψ(r)

(
rf ′′(r) + f ′(r)

)
− 12Σ′(r)− 12Σ(r)

]
+B(r)2

[
r2f ′(r)

(
3r2ψ(r)f ′(r)

(
rf ′′(r) + 2f ′(r)

)
− 4Σ(r)

(
rf ′′(r) + 4f ′(r)

))
+ rf(r)

(
r
(
− 4rf ′′(r)Σ′(r) + 14r2f ′(r)2ψ′(r) + f ′(r)

(
7r3f ′′(r)ψ′(r)− 16Σ′(r)

)
+ 2rψ(r)

(
r2f ′′(r)2 + 4f ′(r)2 + 3rf ′(r)f ′′(r)

) )
− 24Σ(r)f ′(r)

)
+ 4r2f(r)3ψ′(r)

+ 2f(r)2
(
r
(
r4f ′′(r)ψ′′(r) + r3f ′′(r)ψ′(r) + 2r3f ′(r)ψ′′(r) + 4r2f ′(r)ψ′(r)

+ 2rψ(r)f ′(r)− 4Σ′(r)− 8Σ(r)
]

− 2B(r)4 (−4rΣ(r)f ′(r) + f(r)
(
r
(
rψ(r)

(
rf ′′(r) + 6f ′(r)

)
− 4Σ′(r)

)
− 8Σ(r)

)
+ 2rf(r)2 (rψ′(r) + ψ(r)

)}
.

(4.106)

Near the metric horizon this expression in turns becomes

RαβR
αβ

cos θ ∼ 0.0007Σ(x)−0.0002ψ(x)+x
(
0.003ψ(x)−0.004Σ(x)+0.001Σ′(x)−0.0007ψ′(x)

)
+O(x2) .

(4.107)
In order to keep RαβR

αβ finite as we approach x = 0, that is, setting RαβRαβ = a3 + b3x
for some a3, b3 ∈ R, then ψ must be of the form

ψ(x) = e2.6x

x0.6

(
(28a1−450a2−4.8b1)Γ(0.6, 2.6x)+12a1Γ(−0.4, 2.6x)+11b1Γ(1.6, 2.6x)−170b2Γ(1.6, 2.6x)+c2

)
,

(4.108)
for some constant c2 (we have again made use of (4.102) to express Σ(x) in terms of ψ(x)).
However the two conditions (4.105) and (4.108) are both satisfied only if ψ(x) is finite as
x goes to zero, that is, if we set c2 = c1 = a1 = 0.
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In fact, from equation (4.108) it follows that a1 must be set to zero, so that (4.108) would
yield a real-valued function. In any case, the set of functions{

e0.5x

x1.5 ,
e0.5x

x1.5 Γ(0.5, 0.5x), e
0.5x

x1.5 Γ(1.5, 0.5x), e
0.5x

x1.5 Γ(2, 0.5x)
}
, (4.109)

being linearly independent from the set{
e2.6x

x0.6 ,
e2.6x

x0.6 Γ(−0.4, 2.6x), e
2.6x

x0.6 Γ(0.6, 2.6x), e
2.6x

x0.6 Γ(1.6, 2.6x)
}
, (4.110)

then one must set each of the coefficients to zero. We therefore conclude that ∂, and conse-
quently Σ, must be regular at the metric horizon.

In a similar fashion, the O(v) piece of the Ricci tensor contracted with the Killing vector
kµ = (∂v)µ and the æther vector uµ, near the metric horizon takes the form

Rµνk
µuν ∼0.00001δ(x)− 0.04Σ(x) + 0.06ψ(x)

+ x
(
0.04δ(x)− 0.09ψ(x) + 0.03Σ(x)

+ 0.00001δ′(x)− 0.04Σ′(x)− 0.04χ′(x) + 0.2ψ′(x)
)

+O(x2) ,

(4.111)

from which we deduce that δ must be regular at the metric horizon given that we already
proved that both ψ and Σ are regular there. Finally, the O(v) piece of the Ricci tensor
contracted twice with the æther vector uµ, near the metric horizon takes the form

Rµνu
µuν ∼0.06δ(x) + 0.05Σ′(x)− 0.1Σ(x)− 0.06χ′(x) + 0.2ψ(x)

+ x
(
− 0.04δ(x)− 0.5ψ(x) + 0.3Σ(x) + 0.06δ′(x) + 0.04χ′(x)

+ 0.7ψ′(x)− 0.3Σ′(x) + 0.05Σ′′(x)− 0.06χ′′(x)
)

+O(x2) ,

(4.112)

from which we deduce the regularity of χ′ near the metric horizon, and therefore that of χ
there.



5 – Open issues and conclusions

The aim of this thesis was to study the effect of Lorentz violations on the emission
of the gravitational waves produced by binary black holes. More precisely, in chapter 2
we have presented two different phenomenological frameworks, namely khronometric theory
and Einstein-æther theory, where Lorentz violations were introduced via a new gravitational
field. Various aspects and constraints were presented in that chapter, and in particular we
have reviewed the static spherically symmetric black hole solutions ( [127, 133]) in section 2.6.

The main results of this thesis were presented in chapter 4. In sections 3.1 and 3.2 we
have shown that the coupling of the Lorentz violating field to the metric induces a violation
of the strong equivalence principle and the universality of free-fall. We have also shown that
this can be quantified by new parameters within a point-particle approximation, the sen-
sitivities. The great physical importance of the sensitivities was highlighted in section 3.4,
were we have shown that the new dynamics leads to a modification of the gravitational wave
flux, and in particular to the appearance of dipolar radiation proportional to the sensitivi-
ties squared, which could dominate over the quadrupolar flux if the sensitivities do not vanish.

Following the extraction procedure discussed in section 3.3, where we have shown that
the sensitivities can be computed from the asymptotic metric of a single compact object
moving slowly with respect to the Lorentz violating field, in section 4.1 we have begun the
study of slowly moving black holes. This study has revealed some interesting phenomenology.
First, we have found in section 4.2.6 that slowly moving black holes are inherently singular
in most of the parameter space of the theory (where α 6= 0 and β 6= 0). More precisely, we
have found that either slowly moving black holes are singular at the spin-0 horizon or they
can be made regular at the spin-0 horizon by exploiting a symmetry in the action. However,
we have seen in sections 4.2.6.c) and 4.2.6.d) that regularity can only be achieved at the
high cost of losing asymptotic flatness, and even then black holes are inevitably singular at
the universal horizon. Consequently, α = β = 0 is the only region in parameter space where
we can have slowly moving black holes that are regular throughout the whole space time,
without curvature singularities. As discussed in section 4.3, this region is special since the
speed of the spin-0 modes goes to infinity as α and β go to zero, and from this it follows
that the spin-0 horizon merges the universal horizon.
Black holes in this region are simpler because their spin-0 horizon coincides with the uni-
versal horizon. We have found that, up to O(v2) corrections, slowly moving black holes are
regular everywhere, as discussed in section 4.3. Indeed, at O(v2) we have found that their
metric is a Schwarzschild one, although the khronon field still presents a non trivial profile.
From this slowly moving black hole solution, we have found that the sensitivity vanishes, re-
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gardless of the value of λ, in agreement with the fact that the metric is the same as in general
relativity. This result is of great importance, as it implies that binary black holes in the only
non pathological region of the parameter space of the theory do not emit dipole radiation
as expected. Indeed, this is a very surprising result, because in khronometric theory there is
no symmetry preventing the emission of dipolar radiation, in contrast to general relativity
where the conservation of momentum protects the dipole moment from radiating.
We have motivated the physical meaning of the sensitivities via the strong equivalence prin-
ciple and its violations. Let us consider again one the arguments that we have given in section
3.1. We want to describe the motion of a binary system in their inspiral phase, when the
typical binary distance d is much larger than the sizes of the bodies, and we can define a set
of disjoint volumes Va, covering the a-the body. Let us suppose that we can cover a suffi-
ciently large region of spacetime using harmonics coordinates, and let us write the modified
Einstein equations in the relaxed form

�hαβ = 16πG(ταβ + ταβkh ) , ∂αh
αβ = 0 , (5.1)

where ταβkh ≡
1

8πG(−g)Tαβkh . These equations imply the “conservation law”

∂ατ
αβ + ∂ατ

αβ
kh = 0 . (5.2)

In the same way as we did in section 3.1, we can define the a-the body’s position ~za as such
that the dipole moment

Di
a ≡

∫
Va

d3y yiτ00(t, ~za(t) + ~y) , (5.3)

is a constant. Deriving this relation with respect to time gives us

0 = ∂0D
i
a =

∫
Va

d3y yi(∂0τ
00 + vja∂jτ

00)

=
∫
Va

d3y yi(−∂jτ j0 − ∂0τ
00
kh − ∂jτ

j0
kh) + vja

∫
Va

d3y
(
∂j(yiτ00)− δijτ00

)
= −

∫
Va

d3y
{
∂j [yiτ j0 + yiτ j0kh]− τ i0 − τ i0kh + yi∂0τ

00
kh

}
+ vja

∫
Sa

dSj yiτ00 − via
∫
Va

d3y δijτ
00

= −
∫
Sa

dSj yiτ j0 +
∫
Va

d3y τ i0 + vja

∫
Sa

dSj yiτ00 − via
∫
Va

d3y δijτ
00

−
∫
Sa

dSj yiτ j0kh +
∫
Va

d3y
(
τ i0kh − yi∂0τ

00
kh

)
,

(5.4)

where we used the conservation law (5.2) and Gauss’ theorem. We can rewrite this equation
in a more compact form using the effective four-momentum Pµa and a boundary term, Qia,
defined in equation (3.11).

0 = P ia − viaP 0
a −Qia +

∫
Va

d3y
(
τ i0kh − yi∂0τ

00
kh

)
−
∫
Sa

dSj yiτ j0kh , (5.5)

Taking one more time derivative leads us to the equation of motion

P 0
a

dvia
dt = dP ia

dt − v
i
a

dP 0
a

dt −
dQia
dt + d

dt

∫
Va

d3y
(
τ i0kh − yi∂0τ

00
kh

)
− d

dt

∫
Sa

dSj yiτ j0kh , (5.6)
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which generalizes the geodesic equation for a body in khronometric theory. In general re-
lativity, all the right-hand side terms are defined in terms of surface integrals, and can be
simplified using Riemann normal coordinates. In khronometric theory, however, some of the
surface integrals depend on ταβkh , introducing thus a dependence on the relative velocity bet-
ween the falling frame and the khronon field. Moreover, we also find volume integrals which
introduce a dependence on the fields at the interior of Va. How can, under these general
considerations, the movement of a black hole not depend on its relative motion with respect
to the environing khronon field ? To answer this question we can express expand ταβkh in the
relative velocity v, and use the results obtained in the previous chapter. In fact, we can easily
show that, in the region where α = β = 0, Tαβkh depends exclusively on the æther’s divergence
∇µuµ. Using the solution that we have found in section 4.3 we obtain that ∇µuµ vanishes up
to order O(v2). In turn, this implies that ταβkh and the surface and volume integrals appearing
in equation (5.6) vanish up to order O(v2), in agreement with the vanishing of the sensitivity
σ.

We have seen in section 2.5 that, on the one hand, solar system experiments [10, 122, 124]
constraint the parameters α and β to satisfy |α− 2β| = 0 to within one part in 107. On the
other hand, the multi-messenger observation of GW170817 [23, 28] bounds β to vanish up to
one part in 1015, otherwise the propagation speed of gravitational waves would significantly
differ from that of light, in contradiction to the simultaneous arrival of the electromagnetic
and gravitational signals from GW170817. Together, these experimental results bound α and
β to satisfy |α| <∼ 10−7 and |β| <∼ 10−15. The final shape of the parameter space, all bounds
taken into account, corresponds to the segment 0 ≤ λ <∼ 0, 1, as is shown in figure 5.1, where
the parameter space is projected into the β − λ plane.
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Figure 5.1 – Projection of the α, β, λ parameter space into the β − λ plane. The light-blue
shaded region corresponds to the allowed parameter space after imposing stability/Cherenkov
considerations, the orange region to Big-Bang nucleosynthesis bounds, and the purple region
to binary pulsar constraints. The current allowed parameter space is a one-dimensional set,
which in this figure corresponds to the red line, i.e., to β = 0. Notice also that, due to BBN
bounds, that line is restricted to the interval 0 ≤ λ <∼ 0, 1. Figure adapted from [129].

In retrospective, the fact that LIGO-VIRGO found gravitational waves that propagate
at the speed of light should not be surprising at all, as the spin-2 modes propagate at the
same speed as the photon for α = β = 0. Indeed, under the light of the results of this work
it is clear that one would have reached the conclusion that α = β = 0 was a special region
even without these experimental constraints.

Altogether, α = β = 0 is favored by empirical observations and by the aforementioned
theoretical remarks. This leaves only one free parameter left for khronometric theory, namely
λ. Pulsar constraints bound this parameter to be no more than 0.1, i.e., |λ| < 0.1 [129].
However, from the theoretical standpoint we have not been able to give further bounds to
this coupling coefficient. Indeed, we have found that there is no dipole radiation at order
O(v2) in the relative motion between the black-holes and the khronon-field.

These results are of importance in the interpretation of Lorentz violations in gravity,
particularly with upcoming missions such as LISA, as it tell us that dipolar emission is not
present even when Lorentz symmetry is explicitly violated in the gravitational sector. There-
fore, more studies are required in order to find the leading-order (if any) modifications to the
GR gravitational wave fluxes produced by Lorentz violations. In particular, the derivative of
the sensitivity with respect to the black hole velocity still could be non-zero in khronometric
theory, in which case there would be a modification to the quadrupole formula of general
relativity. Furthermore, this study does not consider slowly moving black holes in Einstein-
æther theory, where it could still be possible to find σ 6= 0 and therefore a non-vanishing
dipole contribution to the gravitational wave flux. Thus a natural path to extend the studies
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of this thesis consist of testing both the regularity of black holes outside the available region
of Einstein-æther theory, but more importantly to check whether the sensitivity vanishes for
its allowed parameter space.
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A – Appendix : academic paper

Finally, we here present the latest version of the academic paper where the research work
highlighted in this thesis is resumed, to be published soon.
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Hořava gravity breaks Lorentz symmetry by introducing a preferred spacetime foliation, which is
defined by a timelike dynamical scalar field, the khronon. The presence of this preferred foliation
makes black hole solutions more complicated than in General Relativity, with the appearance of
multiple distinct event horizons: a matter horizon for light/matter fields; a spin-0 horizon for the
scalar excitations of the khronon; a spin-2 horizon for tensorial gravitational waves; and even, at
least in spherical symmetry, a universal horizon for instantaneously propagating modes appearing in
the ultraviolet. We study how black hole solutions in Hořava gravity change when the black hole is
allowed to move with low velocity relative to the preferred foliation. These slowly moving solutions
are a crucial ingredient to compute black hole “sensitivities” and predict gravitational wave emission
(and particularly dipolar radiation) from the inspiral of binary black hole systems. We find that
for generic values of the theory’s three dimensionless coupling constants, slowly moving black holes
present curvature singularities at the universal horizon. Singularities at the spin-0 horizon also
arise unless one waives the requirement of asymptotic flatness at spatial infinity. Nevertheless, we
have verified that at least in a one-dimensional subset of the (three-dimensional) parameter space
of the theory’s coupling constants, slowly moving black holes are regular everywhere, even though
they coincide with the general relativistic ones (thus implying in particular the absence of dipolar
gravitational radiation). Remarkably, this subset of the parameter space essentially coincides with
the one selected by the recent constraints from GW170817 and by solar system tests.

I. INTRODUCTION

Lorentz symmetry is believed to be a fundamental sym-
metry of Nature, and has been tested with high precision
in a variety of settings. Indeed, violations of Lorentz
symmetry are tightly constrained in the matter sector
through particle physics experiments, and parametrized
models such as the Standard Model Extension [1–3] ef-
ficiently bound such violations in the interaction sector
between gravity and matter. Nevertheless, constraints in
the gravitational sector (i.e. from purely gravitational
systems) are much less compelling. Since Lorentz sym-
metry is a cornerstone of our current understanding of
fundamental physics, it is worth exploring ways to im-
prove these purely gravitational constraints. One may
argue that the absence of Lorentz violations (LVs) in
the matter and matter/gravity sectors probably points
to small LVs in the purely gravitational sector, but that
is not necessarily the case. Indeed, mechanisms allowing
large LVs in gravity to co-exist with small LVs in matter
have been put forward, and include e.g. the emergence of
Lorentz symmetry at low energies as a result of renormal-
ization group running [4–6] or accidental symmetries [7],
or the suppression of the percolation of LVs from gravity
to matter via a large energy scale [8].

In order to bound LVs in gravity, one has to set up a
suitable phenomenological framework. In this paper we
will focus not on LVs tout court, but rather on violations
of boost symmetry (see e.g. [9] for violations of spatial
rotation symmetry in gravity). A generic way to break
boost symmetry is to introduce a dynamical timelike vec-
tor field (the æther) defining a preferred time direction at
each spacetime event. Restricting the action to be covari-

ant and quadratic in the first derivatives of the æther, one
obtains Einstein-Æther theory [10], which has been ex-
tensively used as a theoretical framework to understand
how LVs may appear in gravitational experiments, so as
to constrain them. If one further requires that the æther
field not only defines a local preferred time direction, but
also a preferred spacetime foliation, one ends up with a
different Lorentz violating theory, khronometric gravity
[11] . The action for this theory is the same as that of
Einstein-Æther theory (which is indeed the most generic
action one can write at quadratic order in the deriva-
tives), but the æther field is constrained to be hypersur-
face orthogonal, i.e. parallel to the gradient of a timelike
scalar field (the khronon) defining the preferred space-
time foliation.

Besides being interesting as a theoretical framework
to effectively describe LVs in gravity at low energies,
khronometric theory gains further interest from coincid-
ing with the low energy limit of Hořava gravity [12, 13].
The latter is a theory of gravity that is power count-
ing [12, 13] and also perturbatively renormalizable [14],
thanks to the presence of an anisotropic scaling (Lifschitz
scaling) between the time and spatial coordinates. Since
this anisotropic scaling clearly breaks boost symmetry,
Lorentz (and specifically boost) violations are crucial for
the improved ultraviolet (UV) behavior of this theory.

Among the places where LVs play a major role is
the structure of black holes (BHs). Indeed, in both
Einstein-Æther and khronometric/Hořava gravity there
exist additional graviton polarizations besides the spin-
2 gravitons of General Relativity (GR). In more detail,
the æther vector of Einstein-Æther theory can be de-
composed into spin-1 and spin-0 degrees of freedom [15],
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while the Lorentz violating khronon scalar of khronomet-
ric/Hořava gravity gives rise to a spin-0 polarization [16].
These additional graviton polarizations propagate with
speed that is generally different from the speed of the
spin-2 modes, which in turn does not necessarily match
the speed of light.1 As a result, BHs have multiple hori-
zons, a matter horizon for light and other matter fields; a
spin-2 horizon for tensor GWs; a spin-0 horizon for scalar
modes; and a spin-1 horizons for the vector modes, if they
are present. Moreover, at least in spherically symmet-
ric, static and asymptotically flat configurations, BHs
also possess a universal horizon for modes of arbitary
speed [19, 20] . Modes with propagation speed diverging
in the UV do indeed appear in Hořava gravity when one
moves away from its low energy limit (i.e. from khrono-
metric gravity).

The regularity of these multiple event horizons has long
proven a thorny issue in these theories. Already in spher-
ical symmetry, there exists a one parameter family of BH
solutions (parametrized by the mass, as in GR), but also
a two parameter family of solutions (parametrized by the
mass and a “hair” charge) that are singular at the spin-0
horizon [19, 21] . Numerical simulations seem to sug-
gest that this second family of BHs is never produced in
gravitational collapse [22], but regularity becomes even
more of an issue when one moves away from spherical
symmetry. For instance, while slowly rotating BHs in
khronometric theory pose no particular problem [23, 24]
, ones in Einstein-æther theory present no universal hori-
zon [25] . Moreover, they are singular at all but the out-
ermost spin-1 horizon in regions of the parameter space
of the theory’s couplings where multiple spin-1 horizons
exist [25].There are also suggestions that the universal
horizon found in static spherically symmetric BHs may
be non-linearly unstable, at least in the eikonal (i.e. small
wavelength) limit and in Hořava gravity, thus forming a
finite-area curvature singularity [20]. This may be re-
lated to the universal horizon being a Cauchy horizon in
Hořava gravity [26].

To further investigate the stability and regularity of
BH horizons in boost-violating gravity, we focus here on
non-spinning BHs moving slowly relative to the preferred
foliation in khronometric theory. This is a highly rele-
vant physical configuration for understanding GW emis-
sion from binary systems including at least one BH. A
generic feature of gravitational theories extending GR is
the possible presence of dipolar gravitational radiation
from quasicircular binary systems of compact objects,
e.g. neutron stars [27–33] or BHs [34]. This is experimen-

1Note that the GW170817 coincident detection of a neutron star
merger in gravitational waves (GWs) and gamma rays constrains
the speed of the spin-2 mode to match almost exactly the speed
of light. However, even if one includes this constraint, Lorentz
violating gravity remains viable [17] , and in particular the speed
of the spin-0 mode can be very different from the speed of light [18] .
We will examine in detail the experimental bounds on khronometric
theory, including those from GW170817, in Sec. II.

tally very important because dipolar emission appears
at -1PN order, i.e. it is enhanced by a factor (v/c)−2

(with v being the binary’s relative velocity) compared to
the usual quadrupolar emission of GR2. As such, dipo-
lar emission may in principle dominate the evolution of
binary systems at large separations, a prediction that
can be tested against binary pulsars data or the latest
LIGO/Virgo detections .

In Einstein-Æther and khronometric/Hořava gravity,
dipolar emission from systems of two neutron stars was
studied and compared to binary pulsar observations in
Ref. [27]. Ref. [27] also laid out the theoretical frame-
work to compute dipolar gravitational emission in these
theories, showing that the effect is proportional (as in
Fierz-Jordan-Brans-Dicke theory [28, 29, 33, 36–38]) to
the square of the difference of the “sensitivities” of the
two binary components. Ref. [27] then went on to extract
the sensitivities of neutron stars from solutions of isolated
stars in slow motion relative to the æther/khronon. In
this paper, we will follow the same program for BHs in
Hořava gravity, extracting their sensitivities from slowly
moving solutions and drawing the implications for dipo-
lar GW emission.

A. Executive summary, layout and conventions

The calculation of BH sensitivities turns out to be
much more complicated than for neutron stars, due to
the presence of multiple BH horizons and their tendency
to become singular. Our main findings and conclusions
can be summarized as follows:

• For generic values of the three dimensionless cou-
pling constants α, β, λ of khronometric theory,
BHs slowly moving relative to the preferred fo-
liation present finite area curvature singularities.
In more detail, if one imposes that the solution is
asymptotically flat and regular at the matter hori-
zon (which turns out to be the outermost one once
experimental constraints on the theory’s couplings
are accounted for), a curvature singularity neces-
sarily arises further in, at the spin-0 horizon. Giv-
ing up the requirement of asymptotic flatness al-
lows one to obtain solutions that are regular at the
spin-0 and matter horizons, but not further in, at
the universal horizon, which becomes a finite-area
curvature singularity.

• If the coupling parameters of the theory are such
that the speed of the spin-2 modes exactly matches
that of light and the predictions of the theory in

2The post-Newtonian (PN) expansion [35] is one in v/c, v being
the characteristic velocity of the system under consideration, with
terms of order (v/c)2n relative to the leading one being referred to
as terms of “nPN” order.
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the solar system (i.e. at 1PN order) exactly match
those of GR, one is still left with a one-dimensional
parameter space. In more detail, these conditions
set α = β = 0 (which is quite natural since the
experimental bounds on these two parameters are
very tight, |α| . 10−7 and |β| . 10−15), while λ
can be as large as ∼ 0.01 – 0.1 without violating
any experimental bounds. In this one-dimensional
subset of the parameter space, slowly moving BHs
are regular everywhere outside the central singular-
ity at r = 0, but coincide with the Schwarzschild
solution (because the khronon profile, albeit non-
trivial, has vanishing stress energy, i.e. the khronon
is a stealth field). Therefore, BH sensitivities are
zero and no dipolar emission is expected from sys-
tems of two BHs. This result confirms, at the
order at which we are working, the conclusion of
Refs. [39], namely that khronometric theories with
α = β = 0 only have general relativistic solutions
in vacuum, if asymptotic flatness is imposed. We
therefore expect GW emission to match the gen-
eral relativistic predictions exactly even at higher
PN orders (quadrupolar emission and higher) if
α = β = 0.

• Even if the finite area curvature singularities that
we find were due to the breakdown of our approxi-
mation scheme, and moving BHs turned out to exit
and be regular away from the central singularity
at r 6= 0, deviations away from the GR predic-
tions for GW emission should be expected to be
of (fractional) order O[max(α, β)] ∼ 10−7, since
GW generation should be exactly the same as in
GR for α = β = 0 even at higher PN orders.
Such small differences are unlikely to be observable
with present and future GW detectors. However,
if finite area curvature singularities exist (possibly
smoothed by UV corrections to the low energy the-
ory), they may give rise to “echos” in the post-
ringdown GW signal and/or smoking-gun features
in the stochastic GW background.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we
will briefly review Hořava/khronometric gravity and the
experimental constraints on its free parameters. In
Sec. III we review how sensitivities of generic compact
objects can be computed from slowly moving solutions,
and how they are related to strong equivalence princi-
ple violations and more specifically to dipolar gravita-
tional emission. In Sec. IV we review spherical BHs in
Hořava/khronometric gravity, and introduce the ansätz
for the metric and khronon field of slowly moving BHs.
In Sec. V we write the field equations for slowly mov-
ing BHs and solve them for generic values of the cou-
pling constants, while the α = β = 0 case is discussed in
Sec. VI. Our conclusions are drawn in Sec. VII.

Henceforth, we will set the speed of light c = 1, and
adopt a metric signature (+,−,−,−).

II. LORENTZ VIOLATING GRAVITY

In Hořava gravity [13], Lorentz symmetry is violated
by introducing a dynamical scalar field T , the “khronon”,
which defines a preferred time foliation. As such, the
gradient of the khronon needs to be a timelike vector
(∇µT ∇µT > 0 in our notation), i.e. hypersurfaces of
constant khronon (the preferred foliation) are spacelike.
Using coordinates adapted to the khronon (i.e. using T
as the time coordinate), the action for Hořava gravity
can be written as [11, 13]

S =
1− β
16πG

∫
dTd3xN

√
γ
(
Kij K

ij − 1 + λ

1− βK
2

+
1

1− β
3R+

α

1− β ai a
i +

1

M2
?

L4 +
1

M4
?

L6

)

+ Smatter[gµν ,Ψ] ,

(1)

where Kij , 3R, and γij are respectively the extrinsic cur-
vature, 3-dimensional Ricci scalar and 3-metric of the
T = const hypersurfaces; K = Kijγij ; N is the lapse;
ai ≡ ∂i lnN ; α, β and λ are dimensionless coupling
constants, and Latin (spatial) indices are raised/lowered
with the 3-metric γij . The bare gravitational constant
G is related to the value measured locally (e.g. via
Cavendish experiments) by [40, 41]

GN =
G

1− α/2 . (2)

The terms L4 and L6, suppressed by a mass scale
M?, contain respectively fourth and sixth order deriva-
tives with respect to the spatial coordinates, but no
T -derivatives. Their detailed form is not needed for
our purposes, but note that their presence is needed to
ensure power counting renormalizability of the theory.
Note that this action is not invariant under generic 4-
dimensional diffeomorphisms (exactly because it violates
Lorentz symmetry) but only under foliation-preserving
diffeomorphisms

T → T̃ (T ) , xi → x̃i(x, T ) . (3)

The matter fields, collectively denoted as Ψ, are as-
sumed to couple (at the level of the action) with the 4-
metric gµν alone, so as to ensure that test particles move
along geodesics and that no LVs appear in the matter
sector (i.e. in the Standard Model of particle physics),
at least at lowest order. LVs may still percolate to the
matter sector from the gravitational one, and suitable
mechanisms suppressing this effect have therefore to be
put in place in order to satisfy the tight bounds on LVs
in the Standard Model. Such mechanisms include for
instance the possibility that Lorentz invariance in the
matter sector might merely be an emergent feature at
low energies [42, 43], due e.g. to renormalization group
running [4–6] or to accidental symmetries [7]. Alterna-
tively, as pointed out in [8], the matter sector and the
gravitational sector could present different levels of LV,
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provided that the interaction between them is suppressed
by a high energy-scale.

According to the precise mechanism that prevents the
aforementioned percolation of LVs from gravity to the
Standard Model, the bounds on the mass scale M? may
vary. Assuming this percolation is efficiently suppressed,
M? needs to be & 10−2 eV to agree with experimen-
tal tests of Newton’s law at sub-mm scales [44, 45], and
needs to be bound from above (M? . 1016 GeV) so that
the theory is perturbative at all scales [44], which is a
necessary condition to apply the power-counting renor-
malizability arguments of [13] (see also [14]).

The effect of the higher-order terms L2 and L4 ap-
pearing in the action (1) is typically small for astrophys-
ical objects. Simple dimensional arguments show indeed
that the fractional error incurred as a result of neglect-
ing those terms when studying objects of mass M is
∼ O((GNMM?)

−2) = O(M4
P/(MM?)

2) (with MP the
Planck mass) [27]. Therefore, given the viable range for
M?, the error is . 10−18(10M�/M)2. For most (astro-
physical) purposes, one can therefore neglect those terms,
even though they are crucial for power counting renor-
malizability and for the definition of BH horizons (c.f.
Refs. [46] and the discussion on universal horizons in
Sec. IV).

For these reasons, in this paper we will focus on the
low-energy limit of Hořava gravity, i.e. we will neglect
the terms L2 and L4 in eq. (1). The resulting theory is
often also referred to as khronometric theory [27]. For
our purposes it will also be convenient to re-write the
action covariantly, i.e. in a generic coordinate system
not adapted to the khronon field, in terms of an “æther”
timelike vector uµ of unit norm,

uµ =
∂µT√∇αT∇αT

. (4)

Neglecting the L2 and L4 terms the action (1) then be-
comes

Skh =− 1

16πG

∫
d4x
√−g

(
R+ λ (∇µuµ)2

+ β∇µuν∇νuµ + α aµa
µ
)

+ Smatter[gµν ,Ψ] ,

(5)

where g, R and ∇ are 4-dimensional quantities (the met-
ric determinant, Ricci scalar and Levi-Civita connection
respectively). Note that this action is invariant under
4-dimensional diffeomorphisms, but the theory is still
Lorentz (i.e. boost) violating due to the presence of the
timelike æther vector uµ, which defines a preferred time
direction.

The field equations of khronometric theory are ob-
tained by varying the action (5) with respect to gµν and
T . Variation with respect to the metric yields the gener-
alized Einstein equations

Gµν − T kh
µν = 8πGTmatter

µν , (6)

where Gµν = Rµν − Rgµν/2 is the Einstein tensor, the

matter stress-energy tensor is defined as usual as

Tµνmatter =
−2√−g

δSmatter

δgµν
, (7)

and the khronon stress-energy tensor is given by

T kh
µν ≡ ∇ρ

[
J(µ

ρuν) − Jρ(µuν) − J(µν)u
ρ
]

+ α aµ aν

+
[
uσ∇ρJρσ − αa2

]
uµ uν +

1

2
Lkh gµν + 2Æ(µuν) ,

(8)

with

Jρµ ≡ λ (∇σuσ) δρµ + β ∇µuρ + α aµu
ρ , (9)

Æµ ≡ γµν
(
∇ρJρν − αaρ∇νuρ

)
, (10)

γµν = gµν − uµ uν . (11)

Variation with respect to T gives instead the scalar equa-
tion

∇µ
(

Æµ

√∇αT∇αT

)
= 0 . (12)

However, it can be shown that this equation actually fol-
lows from the generalized Einstein equations (6), from
the Bianchi identity, and from the equations of motion
of matter (which imply in particular ∇µTµνmatter = 0).
This fact is also obvious by considering diffeomorphism
invariance of the covariant action (5), c.f. [41]. In the
following, to derive moving BH solutions, we will there-
fore solve the generalized Einstein equations (6) only.

Moreover, in the same way in which diffeomorphism
invariance implies the Bianchi identity in GR, diffeomor-
phism invariance of the covariant gravitational action
(i.e. (5) without the matter contribution Smatter) implies
the generalized Bianchi identity :

∇µEµν = κuν , (13)

where we have defined

Eµν ≡ Gµν − T kh
µν , (14)

κ ≡ −1

2

√
∇αT∇αT ∇µ

(
Æµ

√∇αT∇αT

)
. (15)

A. Experimental constraints

The coupling parameters α, β and λ of khronometric
theory need to satisfy a number of theoretical and exper-
imental constraints, which we will now review.

First, let us note that the theory has three propagat-
ing degrees of freedom, namely a spin-2 mode (with two
polarizations) like in GR, and a spin-0 mode. The prop-
agation speeds of these modes in flat spacetime are re-
spectively given by

c20 =
(α− 2)(β + λ)

α(β − 1)(2 + β + λ)
, (16a)

c22 =
1

1− β . (16b)
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To avoid classical (gradient) instabilities and to ensure
positive energies (i.e. quantum stability, or absence of
ghosts), one needs to impose c20 > 0 and c22 > 0 [47, 48].
Moreover, to avoid ultra-high energy cosmic rays to decay
into these gravitational modes in a Cherenkov-like cas-
cade, the propagation speeds must satisfy c20 & 1−10−15

and c22 & 1 − 10−15. Gravitational wave observations
also constrain the coupling parameters and the prop-
agation speeds. Binary pulsar observations bound the
speed of the spin-2 mode to match the speed of light to
within about 0.5% [27], while the recent coincident de-
tection of GW170817 and GRB 170817A [49] constrains
−3 × 10−15 < c2 − 1 < 7 × 10−16. Overall, all these
constraints imply in particular

|β| . 10−15 . (17)

Further bounds follow from solar system measure-
ments, and specifically from the upper bounds on the
preferred frame parameters α1 and α2 appearing in the
parametrized PN expansion, i.e. |α1| <∼ 10−4 and |α2| <∼
10−7 [45]. Indeed, in khronometric theory these param-
eters are functions of the coupling constants through [16]

α1 =4
α− 2β

β − 1
, (18a)

α2 =
α1

8 + α1

[
1 +

α1(1 + β + 2λ)

4(β + λ)

]
. (18b)

Taking into account the multi-messenger constraint (17),
solar system bounds thus become

4|α| <∼ 10−4 , (19a)∣∣∣∣
α

α− 2

∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣1− α

1 + 2λ

λ

∣∣∣∣ <∼ 10−7 . (19b)

These constraints are satisfied by |α| <∼ 10−7, at least if
λ� 10−7; or by |α| <∼ 0.25× 10−4 and λ ≈ α/(1− 2α).
The latter case (together with Eq. (17)) would imply
therefore very small values for the three coupling con-
stants, |α| ∼ |λ| . 10−5 and |β| . 10−15, which seem un-
likely to allow for large observable deviations away from
the general-relativistic behavior. The former case, how-
ever, while tightly constraining α and β (|α| <∼ 10−7,
|β| <∼ 10−15), leaves λ essentially unconstrained.

Indeed, the only meaningful constraint on λ comes
from cosmological observations. For khronometric the-
ory, the Friedmann equations take the same form as in
GR, but with a gravitational constant GC different from
the locally measured one (GN ) and related to it by

GN
GC

=
2 + β + 3λ

2− α ≈ 1 +
3

2
λ , (20)

where in the last equality we have used the aforemen-
tioned bounds on α and β. In order to correctly predict
the abundance of primordial elements during Big Bang
Nucleosynthesis (BBN), which is in turn very sensitive to
the expansion rate of the Universe and thus to GC , one

needs to impose |GC/GN − 1| . 1/8 [40]. This results
in 0 ≤ λ . 0.1 (note that λ need to be positive to avoid
ghosts, gradient instabilities and vacuum Cherenkov ra-
diation, as discussed at the beginning of this section; c.f.
also Ref. [27]). Further constraints may come from other
cosmological observations (such as those of the large scale
structure and the cosmic microwave background – CMB),
but have not yet been worked out in detail. Ref. [50] per-
formed some work in this direction, but requiring that the
Lorentz violating field be the Dark Energy; the resulting
bounds are therefore inapplicable to our case. Similarly,
Ref. [39] constrained 0 ≤ λ . 0.01 by using CMB obser-
vations, but assume α and β to be exactly zero.

In summary, a viable region of the parameter space of
khronometric gravity is given by |α| <∼ 10−7, |β| <∼ 10−15

and 10−7 � λ . 0.01 − 0.1. This is indeed the region
that we will investigate in the following.

III. VIOLATIONS OF THE STRONG
EQUIVALENCE PRINCIPLE

In theories of gravity beyond GR, the strong equiva-
lence principle is typically violated. Indeed, such theo-
ries generally include additional degrees of freedom be-
sides the spin-2 gravitons of GR. Even if these additional
graviton polarizations do not couple directly to matter
at the level of the action, they are typically coupled non-
minimally to the spin-2 gravitons. As a result, effec-
tive interactions between these extra gravitational de-
grees of freedom and matter re-appear in strong-gravity
regimes, mediated by the spin-2 field (i.e. by the per-
turbations of the metric). This effective coupling is re-
sponsible, in particular, for the Nordtvedt effect, i.e. the
deviation of the motion of binary of strongly gravitat-
ing objects (such as neutron stars and BHs) away from
the general-relativistic trajectories. In more detail, these
deviations from GR can appear in both the conservative
sector (where they can be though of as “fifth forces”)
as well as in the dissipative one (where they can be un-
derstood as due to the radiation reaction of the extra
graviton polarizations), and they strongly depend on the
nature of the compact objects under consideration (e.g.
whether they are neutron stars or BHs) and their proper-
ties (e.g. compactness, spin, etc). The Nordtvedt effect
has indeed been studied thoroughly in theories such as
Fierz-Jordan-Brans-Dicke and other scalar tensor theo-
ries, and at least for neutron stars also in Einstein-æther
theory and khronometric gravity. In this section, we will
review the framework necessary to extend this treatment
to the case of BHs in khronometric gravity. We refer the
reader to Ref. [27] for more details.

A. The sensitivities and their physical effect

The dynamics of a compact object binary can be de-
scribed in the PN approximation as long as the char-
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acteristic velocity of the system is much lower than the
speed of light. For khronometric gravity, one has to con-
sider two velocities, the relative velocity of the binary
v12, and the velocity of the center of mass relative to
the preferred frame VCM. The former is � 1 in the low-
frequency inspiral phase of the binary evolution. The
latter can instead be estimated by noting that the pre-
ferred frame needs to be almost aligned with the cosmic
microwave background [51], hence VCM is comparable to
the peculiar velocity of galaxies, i.e. VCM ∼ 10−3.

The binary components are typically described in PN
theory as point particles. To account for the effective
coupling to matter due to the Nordtvedt effect, the point-
particle action of GR is modified, in khronometric theory,
by making the mass vary with the body’s velocity relative
to the preferred frame [52]:

Spp A = −
∫
mA(γA)dτA , (21)

where dτA is the proper time along the body’s trajectory,
γA ≡ uA · u is the projection of the body’s four-velocity
uA on the “æther” vector u, and A = 1, 2 is an index
running on the binary components. Since both v12 and
VCM are� 1, we can expand the action in γA−1� 1 as

Spp A = −m̃A

∫
dτA

{
1 + σA(1− γA)

+
1

2
σ′A(1− γA)2 +O[(1− γA)3]

}
,

(22)

where m̃A ≡ mA(1) is the body’s mass while at rest with
respect to the khronon, and where

σA ≡−
d lnmA(γA)

d ln γA

∣∣∣
γA=1

σ′A ≡σA + σ2
A +

d2 lnmA(γA)

d(ln γA)2

∣∣∣
γA=1

.

(23)

are the sensitivity parameters [27]. These parameters
encode the violations of the strong equivalence principle,
and depend on the nature of the bodies and their prop-
erties (they can be viewed as additional “gravitational
charges” distinct from the masses, or as “hairs” in the
special case of BHs).

Letting aside for the moment the problem of comput-
ing the sensitivities, one can use the action (22), together
with the modified Einstein equations (6) (expanded in
PN orders, i.e. in VCM, v12 � 1) to compute the bi-
nary’s motion. In particular, the sensitivities modify the
conservative gravitational dynamics already at Newto-
nian order, i.e. the Newtonian acceleration of body A is
given by

v̇iA = −GmBn̂
i
AB

r2
AB

, (24)

where rAB = |xA − xB |, n̂iAB = (xiA − xiB)/rAB , and
where we have introduced the active gravitational masses

mB ≡ m̃B(1 + σB) (25)

and the “strong field” gravitational constant

G ≡ GN
(1 + σA)(1 + σB)

. (26)

The sensitivities also enter at higher PN orders in the
conservative sector [27, 52].

Similarly, the sensitivities also enter in the dissipative
sector, i.e. in the GW fluxes. For quasi-circular orbits,
the sensitivities cause binaries of compact objects to emit
dipole gravitational radiation. This effect, absent in GR
(where the leading effect is quadrupole radiation), ap-
pears at −1PN order, i.e. it is enhanced by a factor
(v/c)−2 relative to quadrupole radiation. In more de-
tail, the gravitational binding energy of a binary is given
(because of Eq. (24)) by

Eb = −Gµm
2r12

, (27)

with r12 the binary separation, µ ≡ m1m2/m and m ≡
m1 +m2, and changes under GW emission according to
the balance law

Ėb
Eb

= 2
〈(GGÆaµm

r4
12

){
32

5
(A1 + SA2 + S2A3)v2

12

+ (s1 − s2)
2

[
C +

18

5
A3 V

j
CMV

j
CM

+

(
6

5
A3 + 36B3

)
(V iCM n̂

i
12)2

]
(28)

+ (s1 − s2)

[
12(B2 + 2SB3)V iCM n̂

i
12v

j
12n̂

j
12

+
8

5
(A2 + 2SA3)V iCM (3vi12 − 2n̂i12v

j
12n̂

j
12)

]}〉
,

where we have defined the rescaled sensitivities

sA ≡
σA

1 + σA
, (29)

and we have introduced the coefficients

A1 ≡
1

c2
+

3α(Z − 1)2

2c0(2− α)
, A2 ≡

2(Z − 1)

(α− 2)c30
, (30)

A3 ≡
2

3α(2− α)c50
, B2 ≡

Z
3c30(α− 2)

, (31)

B3 ≡
1

9α c50(2− α)
, C ≡ 4

3c30 α(2− α)
, (32)

Z ≡ (α1 − 2α2)(1− β)

3(2β − α)
, S ≡ s1

m2

m
+ s2

m1

m
. (33)

B. Extracting the sensitivities from the asymptotic
metric

In principle, the actual values of the sensitivities for a
given body (e.g. a neutron star or a BH) may be com-
puted from their very definition, Eq. (23), provided that
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one can obtain solutions to the field equations for bod-
ies in motion relative to the preferred frame, through
at least order γ − 1 = O(v2), v being the body’s ve-
locity in the preferred frame (i.e. with respect to the
æther vector). Ref. [27] proposed however a simpler pro-
cedure, inspired by a similar calculation in scalar-tensor
theories [28], whereby the sensitivities can be extracted
from a solution to the field equation that is accurate only
through order O(v).

The idea is based on the fact that if one solves the field
equations for a single point particle (as described by the
action (22)) in motion relative to the preferred frame (or,
equivalently, the point particle is at rest and the khronon
moves), the sensitivities appear in the metric and in the
khronon field near spatial infinity already at order O(v),
i.e., in a suitable gauge,

ds2 =dt2 − dr2 +

{
− 2GN m̃

r
(dt2 + dr2)

− r2
(
dθ2 + sin2 θdϕ2

)

− 2v

[
(B− +B+ + 4)

GN m̃

r

]
cos θdtdr

+ 2vr

[
(3 +B− − J)

GN m̃

r

]
sin θdtdθ

}

×
[
1 +O

(
v,

1

r

)]
,

(34)

uµdxµ =
(

dt+ v cos θdr − vr sin θdθ
)

×
[
1− GN m̃

r
+O

(
1

r2

)]
+O(v2) ,

(35)

where B± and J are defined as

B± ≡ ±3

2
± 1

4
(α1 − 2α2)

(
1 +

2− α
2β − ασ

)

−
(

2 +
1

4
α1

)
(1 + σ) , (36)

J ≡ (2 + 3λ+ β)[2(β + σ)− α(1 + σ)]

2(λ+ β)(α− 2)
. (37)

Therefore, the sensitivity can be read off a strong field
solution valid through order O(v), i.e. a solution de-
scribing a body moving slowly relative to the khronon.
Once such a strong-field solution is obtained, one can in-
deed extract them from the gt r and grθ components of
the metric, through the combinations 3 + B− − J and
B−+B+ + 4, respectively. Both readings must of course
yield the same value, which we will use as a consistency
check of our strong-field solution in Sec. IV.

This was indeed the procedure used in [27] to estimate
the sensitivities of neutron stars. In the following, we
will tackle the problem of finding strong-field solutions
for BHs moving slowly relative to the preferred frame.

IV. BLACK HOLES IN LORENTZ VIOLATING
GRAVITY

To construct the slowly moving BH solutions needed to
extract the sensitivities, let us start from a static spheri-
cally symmetric solution at rest relative to the khronon.
We will then perturb this solution to account for the
(slow) motion of the BH relative to the preferred frame.

A. Spherical BHs at rest

Regular (outside the central singularity at r = 0),
spherically symmetric, static and asymptotically flat
BHs in khronometric theory coincide with those of
Einstein-æther theory [41] and were extensively stud-
ied in Ref. [19]. Their metric and æther vector take,
in Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates, the form

ds2 = f(r)dv2 − 2B(r)dvdr + r2dΩ2 , (38)

uµdxµ =
1 + f(r)A(r)2

2A(r)
dv −A(r)B(r)dr , (39)

where the exact functional form of the “potentials” f(r),
B(r) and A(r) depends on the coupling constants α, β
and λ and is obtained by solving (in general numerically)
the field equations. Because of asymptotic flatness, all
three potentials asymptote to 1 at large radii, i.e. their
asymptotic solution is given by

f(r) = 1− 2GNm̃

r
− α(GNm̃)3

6r3
+ · · · (40)

B(r) = 1 +
α(GNm̃)2

4r2
− 2α(GNm̃)3

3r3
+ · · · (41)

A(r) = 1 +
GNm̃

r
+
a2(GNm̃)2

r2
+

(24a2 + α− 6)
(GNm̃)3

r3
+ · · · , (42)

where the parameter a2 is determined (numerically) once
the mass m̃ is fixed [19].

The causal structure of these solutions is highly non-
trivial. Besides a “matter horizon” for photons (and in
general for matter modes), defined as in GR by the con-
dition f = 0, these BHs also possess distinct horizons
for the gravitational spin-0 and spin-2 modes. Since the
characteristics of the evolution equations for these modes
correspond to null geodesics of the effective metrics

g
(i)
αβ = gαβ + (c2i − 1)uαuβ , (43)

where ci is the propagation speed of the mode under con-
sideration (c.f. eq. (16)), the spin-0 and spin-2 horizons

are defined by the conditions g
(0)
vv = 0 and g

(2)
vv = 0, re-

spectively. These horizons are typically located inside
the matter horizon since the Cherenkov bound implies
c20, c

2
2 & 1− 10−15.

While UV corrections – due to the fourth and sixth
order spatial derivative terms in the full Hořava gravity
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action (1) – to the metric and æther solutions of Ref. [19]
are negligible for astrophysical BHs (c.f. discussion of the
L4 and L6 terms in Sec. II), their presence is crucial, at
least conceptually, for the causal structure of the solu-
tions. Indeed, because of the higher order spatial deriva-
tives, the dispersion relation for the gravitational modes
includes k4 and k6 terms (k being the wavenumber), i.e.
their frequency ω is given by

ω2 = c2i k
2 + a k4 + b k6 , (44)

where a and b are coefficients with the right dimensions.
As a result, the phase velocity of these modes diverges
in the UV. Since matter is coupled to the gravitational
modes, similar non-linear dispersion relations will also
appear in the matter sector.

It would therefore appear that no event horizons
should exist in the UV limit. However, Ref. [19] iden-
tified the presence of a “universal horizon” for modes of
arbitrarily large speed. This horizon appears because the
preferred foliation of Hořava gravity becomes a compact
hypersurface in the strong field of the BH. Modes of any
speed need to move inwards at this hypersurface in order
to move in the future preferred-time direction (defined
by the preferred foliation). It can be shown to that the
location of this universal horizon, which lies within the
matter, spin-0 and spin-2 horizons, is defined by the con-
dition uv ∝ 1 + fA2 = 0.

Even though the exact form of the functions f(r), B(r)
and A(r) can in general be given only numerically, an-
alytic solutions exist in a few special cases, e.g. in the
case α = 0:

f(r) = 1− 2GNm̃

r
− βr4

kr

r4
, B(r) = 1 , (45a)

A(r) =
1

f

(
−r

2
kr

r2
+

√
f +

r4
kr

r4

)
, (45b)

rkr =
GNm̃

2

(
27

1− β

)1/4

(45c)

It can be easily checked that the universal horizon and
the spin-0 horizon coincide in this particular case, since
when α→ 0 the spin-0 speed given by eq. (16a) diverges,
and are both located at ruh = 3

2GNm̃. Note also that
this solution does not depend on the coupling parameter
λ, even though that is not assumed to vanish.

In the following, we will use spherically symmetric,
static and asymptotically flat BHs as as the starting
point for the construction of our slowly moving solutions.
These spherical BHs are either produced numerically as
in Ref. [19], or are given by the explicit solution (45) for
α = 0.

B. Slowly moving BHs

Let us now construct ansätze for the metric and
khronon field of a (non-spinning) BH moving slowly rel-
ative to the preferred frame, based on the symmetries

of the problem. Let us first place ourselves in the ref-
erence frame comoving with the BH, i.e. consider the
physically equivalent situation where the BH is actually
at rest, while the khronon (which determines the pre-
ferred frame) is moving relative to it with small veloc-
ity −vi (note the different script that differentiates this
velocity from the coordinate time v) along the z-axis.
In order for the metric to be asymptotically flat, one
will therefore have to impose gµν = ηµν + O(1/r) and
uµ∂µ = ∂t − v∂z +O(v)2 in cartesian coordinates (t, xi).

To exploit the symmetry of the configuration under
rotations around the z axis, it is convenient to adopt
cylindrical isotropic coordinates (t, ρ, z, φ), in which the
backgroundO(v)0 spherical BHs of Sec. IV A can be writ-
ten as

ds2 = f(r(r̃))dt2 − b2(r̃)
(

dρ2 + ρ2dφ2 + dz2
)
, (46)

uµdxµ = A(r(r̃))dt+ ur(r̃)dr̃ . (47)

Here, ũr is determined by the normalization condition

uµu
µ = 1.; r̃ =

√
ρ2 + z2 is the radial isotropic coor-

dinate, which is related to the areal radius r used in
Eqs. (38) by the relation r = r̃ b(r̃); and b(r̃) is related
to B(r) by the relation

B(r)√
f(r)

=
b(r̃)

b(r̃) + r̃ db(r̃)/dr̃
. (48)

Also note that the time coordinate t is related to the
Eddington-Finkelstein time coordinate v by t = v −∫ r(r̃)
r̄

B(r)/f(r)dr, where r̄ is a reference radius.
The use of isotropic coordinates makes it now simple

to construct the ansätze for the O(v) perturbations. Fol-
lowing the idea briefly outlined in Appedix A of Ref. [27]
for stellar systems, we can observe that the perturbations
δgtt and δut transform as scalars under spatial rotations;
δgti and ui transform as vectors; and δgij transforms
as a tensor. Since we only have two 3-vectors, vi and
ni = xi/|x|, to construct these quantities, we can write,
without loss of generality,

δgtt =α1(r̃) ~n · ~v , (49a)

δut =β1(r̃) ~n · ~v , (49b)
(
δgtρ
δgtz

)
=α2(r̃)(~n · ~v)~n+ α3(r̃)~v, (49c)

(
δuρ

δuz

)
=β2(r) (~n · ~v)~n+ β3(r)~v, (49d)

(
δgρρ δgρz
δgzρ δgzz

)
=α4(r̃)(~n · ~v)~n⊗ ~n

+ α5(r̃)(~n⊗ ~v + ~v ⊗ ~n) , (49e)

δgtφ =δgφφ = δgρφ = δgzφ = 0 , (49f)

where we have introduced the potentials αi(r̃) for i =
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and βi with i = 1, 2, 3, which must depend only
on the radial coordinate r̃ (and not on ρ and z singularly)
to ensure the right transformation properties under rota-
tions. Note that actually only six of these eight potentials
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are independent, as the (perturbed) æther ũµ = uµ+δuµ

must satisfy the normalization condition ũµũµ = 1 and
be hypersurface orthogonal, i.e. εµναβũν∂αũβ = 0 (c.f.
eq. (4)). Also note that δgtφ, δgφφ, δgρφ and δgzφ must
vanish because neither vi nor ni possess a tangential com-
ponent in the φ direction. (One may in principle obtain
non-zero values for these components by introducing the
tangential pseudovector ~n×~v, but that would violate par-
ity, which would be incompatible with the symmetries of
the system, which does not rotate around the z-axis.)

Transforming now back to the original Eddington-
Finkelstein coordinates that we will use in this paper,
the most generic form of the metric and æther vector
then becomes

g̃µνdx
µdxν =f(r)dv2 − 2B(r)drdv − r2dΩ2

+ v
{

dv2f(r)2 cos θψ(r) (50)

− 2dθdr sin θ[Σ(r)−B(r)χ(r)]

+ 2drdvf(r) cos θ[δ(r)−B(r)ψ(r)]

+ dr2B(r) cos θ[B(r)ψ(r)− 2δ(r) + 2∆(r)]

− 2dθdvf(r) sin θχ(r)
}

+O
(
v2
)
,

ũµdxµ =uv(r)dv −A(r)B(r)dr + v

{
1

2
f(r) cos θ×

[
2ur(r)

(
B(r)∆(r)ur(r)

uv(r)
+ δ(r)− η(r)

)

+ ψ(r)uv(r)
]
dv +

1

2
cos θ×

[
B(r)

(
− 2B(r)∆(r) (ur(r))

2

uv(r)
− 2δ(r)ur(r)

− ψ(r)uv(r)
)

+ 2A(r)f(r)η(r)
]
dr

− sin θΠ(r)uv(r)dθ

}
+O

(
v2
)
, (51)

where the background æther components uv and ur

are given by Eq. (39), i.e. uv = (1 + fA2)/(2A) and
ur = (−1 +A2f)/(2AB),

η(r) =− 2
(
ur(r)

)3
B(r)3∆(r)− 2

(
uv(r)

)3
Π′(r)

2f(r)uv(r)

− B(r)2uv(r)ur(r)
(
2δ(r)ur(r) + ψ(r)uv(r)

)

2f(r)uv(r)
(52)

to ensure hypersurface orthogonality, and the six inde-
pendent potentials δ, χ, ψ,∆,Σ,Π are algebraically re-
lated to the potentials αi and βi introduced above. This
ansatz can then be further simplified by noting that a
gauge transformation v′ = v− vΠ(r) cos θ+O(v2) sends

Π = 0, while leaving the form of the ansatz (51) un-
changed. A further gauge transformation with generator
ξµ∂µ = Ω(r)(−r cos θ∂r + sin θ∂θ) can be used, by choos-
ing the function Ω(r) appropriately, to set any one of five
remaining independent potentials to zero. In the follow-
ing, we will therefore set ∆ = 0.

One is therefore left with four independent potentials
δ, χ, ψ,Σ, which near spatial infinity (r → +∞) must
satisfy the boundary conditions ψ,Σ → 0, δ → −1
and χ/r → −1 in order to ensure asymptotic flatness.
Indeed, it is easy to see that these conditions lead to
ds2 ≈ dt2−dr2−r2dΩ2+2vdtdz, where we have changed
time coordinate to t ≈ v − r and z = r cos θ. A further
coordinate change t′ = t+vz transforms the line element
to the flat one. As for the æther, the same coordinate
transformations yield ũµ∂µ ≈ ∂t − v∂z asymptotically,
i.e. near spatial infinity the æther moves with velocity
−v relative to the flat asymptotic metric. Another way of
checking these boundary conditions is to note that they
correspond to β3 → −1 and β1,2, α1,2,3,4,5 → 0 in terms
of the potentials introduced in eqs. (49).

As expected from the symmetries of the problem (see
also Appendix A of Ref. [27]) the field equations (6),
when evaluated with these ansätze, become ordinary dif-
ferential equations in the radial coordinate, i.e. the de-
pendence on the polar angle θ drops out. This is a highly
non-trivial fact which simplifies the search for solutions –
to be compared for instance with the procedure followed
by Ref. [27], which involved projecting the field equa-
tions onto Legendre polynomials – and which is also an
a posteriori check of the procedure leading to the ansatz.

V. FIELD EQUATIONS AND NUMERICAL
SOLUTIONS

In this section, we will first analyze the structure of
the field equations for the O(v) potentials δ(r), χ(r),
ψ(r) and Σ(r) introduced in the previous section. We
will then analyze the boundary and regularity conditions
that those potentials must satisfy, and obtain numerical
solutions for them under various choices of those condi-
tions.

A. Structure of the field equations

By replacing the metric and aether ansätze, (50) and
(51), into the field equations and expanding in v, one ob-
tains ordinary differential equations for the background
potentials f , A and B at zeroth order, and for δ(r), χ(r),
ψ(r) and Σ(r) at first order. Since the background so-
lutions are known from previous work (c.f. Sec. IV), we
will focus here on the first order equations.

Naively, there appear to be six non-trivial field equa-
tions at first order, coming from the perturbations δEv

v,
δEv

θ, δE
r
v, δErr, δE

r
θ, and δEθθ of eq. (14). However,

because of the generalized Bianchi identity eq. (13), only
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four of these equations are actually independent, thus
providing a closed problem for the potentials δ(r), χ(r),
ψ(r) and Σ(r). In more detail, eq. (13) has three non-
trivial components through linear order in v (the φ com-
ponent being trivial since both sides of the identity are
O(v)2). Since we are not solving the khronon equation
(12) (because that is automatically implied by the mod-
ified Einstein equations (14), as discussed in Sec. II and
as can also be seen, at least in vacuum, from the identity
eq. (13) itself), it is convenient to eliminate κ from the
three non-trivial components of eq. (13). This leads to
the identities

ur∇µEµv − uv∇µEµr = O(v2) , (53a)

uθ∇µEµr − ur∇µEµθ = O(v2) , (53b)

which can in turn be rewritten as

∇µ(ur E
µ

v − uv E
µ
r) =

Eµv∇µur − Eµr∇µuv +O(v2) , (54)

∇µEµθ = O(v2) . (55)

where we have used (in the second equation) the fact that
uθ = O(v2) in our gauge.

By expanding the summations in these identities, it is
clear that the Erθ and the combination ur E

r
v − uv E

r
r

and Erθ must depend on the potentials f , A and B (at
zeroth order) and δ(r), χ(r), ψ(r) and Σ(r) (at first or-
der) through one less radial derivative than the highest
derivatives appearing in the rest of the field equations.
Moreover, from the same (expanded) identities it follows
that these two quantities are initial value constraints for
evolutions in the radial coordinate, i.e. if they are set to
zero at some radius, they remain zero at all other radii if
the remaining field equations (the “evolution equations”)
are solved. As can be seen, this follows from the general-
ized Bianchi identity in the same way in which in GR the
Bianchi identity allows splitting initial value problems in
energy and momentum constraints and evolution equa-
tions. The same procedure was also followed in Ref. [19]
to split the field equations of Einstein-æther gravity into
constraints and evolution equations (in the radial coor-
dinate) in static spherically symmetric configurations.

The explicit form of the equations for δ(r), χ(r), ψ(r)
and Σ(r) is too complicated to be given here, but its
schematic form is given as follows. The evolution equa-
tions take the form

e1 ≡δ′′(r)−
7∑

n=1

wδn(r)Mn = 0 , (56a)

e2 ≡χ′′(r)−
7∑

n=1

wχn(r)Mn = 0 , (56b)

e3 ≡ψ′′(r)−
7∑

n=1

wψn (r)Mn = 0 (56c)

e4 ≡Σ′(r)−
7∑

n=1

wΣ
n (r)Mn = 0 , (56d)

where ~M ≡ [δ(r), χ(r), ψ(r),Σ(r), δ′(r), χ′(r), ψ′(r)] and
wδn(r), wχn(r), wψn (r), wΣ

n (r) (with n = 1, 7) are functions
of the radial coordinate, the background solution f,A,B

and the coupling constants. As for the constraints C1( ~M)

and C2( ~M), they satisfy the conservation equations

dCi
dr

=
2∑

n=1

wCi
n (r)Cn+

4∑

n=1

we,Ci
n (r) en , i = 1, 2 , (57)

where again the coefficients wCi
n (r) and we,Ci

n (r) (with
i = 1, 2 and n = 1, 4) depend on the background solu-
tion and the coupling constants. Note that at least at
large radii, the coefficients wCi

n (r) are negative, which
contributes to damping potential violations of the con-
straints during our radial evolutions.

Finally, let us also note that because eqs. (56)–(57)
are linear and homogeneous, one is free to rescale any
one solution by a constant factor, i.e. given a solution
[δ(r), χ(r), ψ(r),Σ(r)], also Λ[δ(r), χ(r), ψ(r),Σ(r)], with
Λ = const, is a solution. We will use this fact when set-
ting the initial/boundary conditions for the system given
by eqs. (56) in the next section.

B. Solutions regular at the matter horizon

Before solving the system given by eqs. (56), let us
comment on the boundary/initial conditions that the so-
lution needs to satisfy. Close inspection of the coeffi-
cients wδn(r), wχn(r), wψn (r), wΣ

n (r) shows that the system
presents at least three singular points (with r 6= 0) at
which at least one of the coefficients diverges. These
three singularities are located at the matter horizon, at
the spin-0 horizon, and at the universal horizon. Reg-
ularity at these radial positions need therefore to be
enforced. On top of this, physically relevant solutions
should asymptote to flat space and to a khronon moving
with velocity −v near spatial infinity, which translates
into the boundary conditions ψ,Σ → 0, δ → −1 and
χ/r → −1 as r →∞ as shown in Sec. IV B.

Let us first attempt to impose regularity at the outer-
most of these positions, the matter horizon. If the po-
tentials are regular there3, they can be Taylor-expanded

3One can show that analyticity of the potentials δ, χ, ψ and Σ is
required to ensure finiteness of the invariants constructed with the
metric, the æther vector, and the Killing vectors ∂v and ∂φ (e.g. R,

RµνRµν , RµναβR
µναβ , and scalars obtained by contracting among

themselves curvature tensors, Killing vectors and the æther).
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as

δ(r) =
∞∑

k=0

δk,h (r − rh)k ,

χ(r) =

∞∑

k=0

χk,h (r − rh)k ,

ψ(r) =
∞∑

k=0

ψk,h (r − rh

)k
,

Σ(r) =

∞∑

k=0

Σk,h (r − rh)k ,

(58)

where rh is the matter horizon’s position, and the coef-
ficients δk,h, χk,h, ψk,h and Σk,h must be determined by
solving the field equations. Indeed, solving the evolution
and constraint equations perturbatively near r = rh al-
lows one to express those coefficients as a function of δ0,h
and Σ0,h alone, i.e. the solution only has two indepedent
degrees of freedom near the matter horizon. Those can
then be reduced to just one by rescaling the solution by
a constant factor as described in the previous section,
whereby one can set e.g. Σ0,h = 1 and maintain δ0,h
free.4

This parameter then needs to be determined by impos-
ing asymptotic flatness. We therefore use the perturba-
tive solution (58) to move slightly away from r = rh, and
then integrate numerically the system given by eqs. (56)
up to large radii. The value of δ0,h is then determined
by imposing that δ and χ/r asymptote to the (same)
constant (which does not need to be -1 because we have
rescaled the solution by a global unknown factor) and
that ψ,Σ → 0 at large radii. In practice, we perform
a bisection procedure on the value of δ0,h, according to
whether δ(r) diverges to positive or negative values as
r → ∞, as was done in Ref. [19] for the static, spher-
ically symmetric and asymptotically flat solutions that
we employ as our background.

In more detail, solving the evolution equations per-
turbatively near spatial infinity and assuming that δ(r)

4Rescaling Σ0,h = 1 is only possible if Σ0,h 6= 0. However, setting
Σ0,h = 0 does not allow for a solution that is asymptotically flat
at large radii.

asymptotes to a constant there, one finds

δ(r) =δ0 +
2(β + λ)(GNm̃δ0 + 2χ0)

(1− 3β − 2λ)r

+O
(

1

r2

)
, (59a)

χ(r) =δ0 r + χ0 +O
(

1

r

)
, (59b)

ψ(r) =
3β[3(GNm̃)2 − 2a2]δ0 − 2Σ1

3 r2
+O

(
1

r3

)
,

(59c)

Σ(r) =
Σ1

r
+O

(
1

r2

)
, (59d)

where δ0, χ0, χ2 and Σ1 are free parameters that can be
determined from our numerical solutions once the bisec-
tion has converged. Note that we use the consistency re-
lations between the coefficients of the higher-order terms
and these free parameters to test a posteriori our numer-
ical solutions.

Note also that if one inserts the solution (59) into the
metric ansätz (50), the resulting metric can be put in
the same gauge as eq. (34) by the infinitesimal change of
coordinates t′ = t + vr cos θ +O(v)2. By comparing the
metric obtained in this way to eq. (34), one can relate
the sensitivity of the solution to the two parameters δ0
and χ0:

σ =
α− β − 3αβ + 5β2 + λ− 2αλ+ 3βλ

(2− α)(1− 3β − 2λ)

+
(1− β)(β + λ)

1− 3β − 2λ

χ0

GNm̃δ0
.

(60)

We have also checked this equation by solving directly
the field equations near spatial infinity for a point particle
described by the action (22), in the gauge of the metric
ansätz eq. (50), and then by comparing to the asymptotic
solution given by eq. (59).

Our numerical solutions confirm that if one imposes
regularity at the matter horizon and asymptotic bound-
ary conditions corresponding to a flat spacetime and a
khronon moving with velocity −v relative to the BH, the
sensitivities are non-vanishing. We did not investigate
the viable region of the parameter space described in
Sec. II A, because of the difficulty of obtaining numer-
ical background solutions for the potentials f , A and B
for small but non-zero value of α and β. We will how-
ever study later, in Sec. VI, solutions for α = β = 0
and λ 6= 0, and extract their sensitivities. For the mo-
ment, let us mention that for values of α ∼ β ∼ 10−2

and λ ∼ 0.1, we obtain σ ∼ 10−3.
One important caveat, however, is that it is not at

all clear these solutions (and the corresponding values of
the sensitivities) are physically significant, as the numer-
ical solutions that we obtain diverge when integrating
inwards from the matter horizon to the spin-0 horizon.
We have also checked that this divergence extends to the
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curvature invariants, i.e. these solutions seem to present
a finite-area curvature singularity at the spin-0 horizon.
Indeed, because all free parameters of the solution where
determined by imposing regularity at the metric hori-
zon and by the boundary conditions at spatial infinity,
that singularity, which was already visible in the field
equations (56) and (57), seems almost unavoidable, and
reminiscent of similar finite-area curvature singularities
appearing at the spin-1 horizon of slowly rotating BHs in
Einstein-æther theory [25]. Nevertheless, we will further
investigate this singularity, and in particular whether it
can be avoided thanks to a field redefinition, in the next
section.

C. Solutions regular at the matter and spin-0
horizon

Curvature singularities at the spin-0 horizon also ap-
pear when studying spherical BHs in Hořava gravity and
Einstein-Æther theory. Indeed, Ref. [19] found a two-
parameter family of asymptotically flat, static and spher-
ically symmetric BH solutions in those theories. One of
the two free parameters is the mass of the BH, while the
second is a “hair” regulating whether the spin-0 horizon
is singular or not. Indeed, after imposing regularity at
the matter horizon, for generic values of this parameter
the spin-0 horizon is singular, and regularity at that lo-
cation is obtained only for one specific, “tuned” value of
that parameter. (That value is a function of the mass
and the coupling constants of the theory.)

As argued in the previous section, in our case we have
no free parameter to tune to impose regularity at the
spin-0 horizon, which we therefore expect to be singular.
Indeed, when we integrate inwards the asymptotically
flat and regular (at the matter horizon) solution, we find
that the curvature invariant diverge at the spin-0 hori-
zon, already in regions where our numerical scheme is
not yet breaking down. This is shown in Fig. 1, which
plots the fastest growing curvature invariant of the ge-
ometry, as well as the constraint violations occurring in
the numerical integration.

To verify even further the existence of a curvature sin-
gularity at the spin-0 horizon, one can follow Ref. [19]
and note that the action (5) is invariant under the field
redefinition [53]

g′µν = gµν + (ζ − 1)uµuν , T ′ = T , (61)

where ζ is a constant, provided that the original α, β and
λ are replaced by α′, β′ and λ′ satisfying

α′ =α ,

β′ + λ′ =ζ (β + λ) ,

β′ − 1 =ζ(β − 1) .

(62)

Choosing in particular ζ = s2
0, the redefined metric g′

coincides with the spin-0 metric [c.f. eq. (43)]. This
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FIG. 1. O(v) contribution to the Ricci scalar near the spin-
0 horizon, for the asymptotically flat solution regular at the
matter horizon, and for α = 0.02, β = 0.01 and λ = 0.1.

therefore allows one to cast the original problem, char-
acterized by the metric g and the couplings α, β, λ, into
one involving the spin-0 metric g′ = g(0) and the new
couplings α′, β′ and λ′. The advantage of this second
“spin-0 frame” is that the matter and spin-0 horizons
now coincide (as they are both defined in terms of char-
acteristics of the metric g′ = g(0), i.e. by the condition
g′vv = 0 in spherical symmetry), so one can easily impose
regularity at both. This is indeed the way Ref. [19] im-
poses regularity at both the matter and spin-0 horizon in
the spherical static case.

Working therefore in the spin-0 frame, we impose reg-
ularity at the matter/spin-0 horizon location rh by solv-
ing the evolution and constraint equations perturbatively
with the ansätz given by Eq. (58). (Analyticity of the po-
tentials δ, χ, ψ and Σ is again required to ensure finite-
ness of the invariants constructed with the metric, the
æther vector, and the Killing vectors.) The number of
free parameters of the resulting solution is however dif-
ferent than what we obtained in Sec. V B. This is because
in the spin-0 frame one has s0 = 1 (this can be verified
explicitly by using the new coupling parameters given by
Eq. (62), with ζ = s2

0, into Eq. (16a)), which changes
the structure of the equations because of the presence of
factors s2

0− 1 as denominators. (The explicit form of the
equations is again too long to show and hardly enlight-
ening.) As a result, the perturbative solution described
by Eq. (58) has one, rather than two, free parameters.

Setting that parameter (say δ0,h) to zero yields the triv-
ial solution δ(r) = χ(r) = ψ(r) = Σ(r) = 0. If instead
δ0 6= 0, homogeneity allows rescaling it to δ0,h = 1, i.e.
the near-horizon solution has no free parameter which
can be tuned to ensure that the solution reduces to a
khronon moving with speed −v on flat space at spatial in-
finity. Indeed, we have verified that the solution obtained
by imposing regularity at the matter/spin-0 horizon and
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integrating outwards is not asymptotically flat.

Moreover, as mentioned in Sec. V B, the field equations
for the potentials δ, χ, ψ and Σ also present a singular-
ity at the universal horizon. Therefore, even if one is
willing to accept as physically relevant a BH with non-
flat asymptotic boundary conditions, such a solution has
no free parameters to tune to impose regularity at the
universal horizon either. Indeed, we have verified that
integrating the solution inwards from the (regular) spin-
0/matter horizon, the curvature invariants blow up at
the universal horizon (c.f. Fig. 2, where we also show the
violations of the constraints).
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FIG. 2. O(v) contribution to the Ricci scalar near the uni-
versal horizon, in the spin-0 frame, for the solution regular
at both the matter and spin-0 horizon. The theory’s param-
eters are α = 0.02, β = 0.01 and λ = 0.1, corresponding
to α′ = 0.02, β′ = −4.161 and λ′ = 4.735. Note that this
solution is not asymptotically flat, as discussed in the text,
and that it is determined up to a global rescaling. Because
of this, we normalize O(v) contribution to the Ricci scalar by
the value of δ at the matter/spin-0 horizon.

To further validate this result, we have also tried to
first impose regularity at the universal horizon, and then
integrate outwards trying to match with the solution ob-
tained by imposing regularity at the spin-0/matter hori-
zon. In practice, we impose regularity at the universal
horizon by solving the field equations perturbatively with
the ansätz given by Eq. (58), where rh is now meant to
denote the universal horizon. (Barring cancellations, an-
alyticity of the potentials is once again required to ensure
that the æther, the two Killing vectors and the geometry
are generically regular, i.e. that invariants constructed
with the curvature tensors, the æther and the Killing
vectors remain finite.)

Rescaling the solution by exploiting again the homo-
geneity of the problem, we are left with just two free

parameters5, which we try to tune by matching to the so-
lution that is regular at the spin-0/matter horizon. That
solution being completely determined, up to a global
rescaling, necessary conditions for matching include the
continuity conditions

∆

(
δ′

δ

)
= ∆

(
χ′

χ

)
= ∆

(
ψ′

ψ

)
= 0 , (63)

where ∆(X ′/X) denotes the difference between X ′/X
(with X = δ, χ, ψ) given by the two solutions, at some
reference point between the spin-0/matter horizon and
the universal horizon. Note that it does not make sense
to impose continuity of the two solutions (∆X = 0),
since we have used the rescaling freedom of the prob-
lem to renormalize both. That rescaling clearly cancels
out when considering the ratios X ′/X. Note also that it
does not make sense to impose continuity of Σ′/Σ, since
Σ satisfies a first order equation (c.f. Eq. (56d)).

Quite unsurprisingly, we have verified numerically that
for generic values of the coupling constants, the three
conditions of eq. (63) cannot be all satisfied by tuning
the two free parameters of the solutions regular at the
universal horizon. The conclusions is therefore that even
if one gives up asymptotic flatness, for generic values of
the coupling the universal horizon is a finite-area curva-
ture singularity. This is reminiscent of the occurence of
similar finite-area singularities at all but the outermost
spin-1 horizon of slowly rotating BHs in Einstein-æther
theory. Quite suggestively, Ref. [20] also finds that the
universal horizon is unstable at second order in pertur-
bation theory in khronometric theory and in the eikonal
limit, and conjectures that it will become a finite-area
curvature singularity. While our result is obtained in a
completely different framework, it is interesting that it
hints at the same conclusion.

VI. THE α = β = 0 CASE

The results of Sec. V on the non-existence of slowly
moving BH solutions regular everywhere outside r = 0
apply for generic values of the coupling constants, i.e.
α, β, λ 6= 0. As we have shown, it is possible to attain
regularity of the spin-0 and matter horizons (even though
at the cost of giving up asymptotic flatness), but regu-
larity of the universal horizon remains impossible.

5More precisely, if we assume Σ0,h 6= 0, we can use the rescaling
freedom to set Σ0,h = 1. This results in two free parameters, say
δ0,h and χ0,h. If instead Σ0,h = 0, one is still left with two free
parameters, say δ0,h and χ0,h, and we can then use the rescaling
freedom to set either to 1. Therefore, if Σ0,h = 0 one has just one
free parameter, which makes the matching to the solution regular at
the spin-0/matter horizon even more difficult to achieve. We have
indeed verified that the matching is not possible if one assumes
Σ0,h = 0.
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However, if the coupling constants are such that the
spin-0 speed s0 diverges, the spin-0 horizon coincides
with the universal horizon (since the latter is the horizon
for modes of infinite speed). Therefore, imposing regular-
ity of the universal horizon, spin-0 and matter horizons
may become possible in that limit. From eq. (16a) it
follows that s0 → ∞ when α → 0. This limit is par-
ticularly attractive as |α| . 10−7 experimentally (c.f.
Sec. II A). Assuming α = 0 alone, however, does not
avoid the appearance of finite-area singularities at the
universal/metric horizon, as can be seen from Fig. 3,
where we show the divergence of the curvature invariants
of the asymptotically flat solution regular at the matter
horizon.
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FIG. 3. O(v) contribution to the Ricci scalar near the
universal/spin-0 horizon, for the asymptotically flat solution
regular at the matter horizon, and for α = 0, β = 0.01 and
λ = 0.1.

However, from the experimental limits presented in
Sec. II A, it follows that |β| . 10−15, so it is attractive
to also set β = 0 exactly. Indeed, spherical BH solutions
for α = β = 0 are very simple and known analytically
in this limit, and are given by eqs. (45a)–(45c). Note
in particular that the metric matches the Schwarzschild
solution.

By solving the evolution and constraint equations near
the metric horizon rh by imposing regularity there, i.e.
with the ansätz of eq. (58), one immediately finds that
Σ and ψ must be exactly zero near rh, i.e. Σ = O(r −
rh)nmax and ψ = O(r−rh)nmax , where nmax is the order at
which the series of eq. (58) is truncated. We have indeed
verified this for nmax as large as 10 or more. One reaches
the same conclusions by considering series-expanded so-
lutions to the field equations around any other radius
(different from the metric horizon). Moreover, to fur-
ther verify that Σ and ψ vanish, we have then replaced
Σ(r) = ψ(r) = 0 in the field equations (56a)–(56d). The
system is in principle overdetermined, but it turns out to

consist of just two independent equations:

δ′(r) +
4(8r4 + 4GNm̃r

3 − 27(GNm̃)4)

16r5 − 21GNm̃r4 + 27(GNm̃)4r
δ(r)

− 32r2

16r4 − 21GNm̃r3 + 27(GNm̃)4
χ(r) = 0 ,(64)

χ′(r)− δ(r) = 0 . (65)

Note that these equations do not depend on λ, which we
have anyway kept different from zero.

Eliminating χ from eqs. (64)–(65) then yields

(
r2

2
−GNm̃r +

27(GNm̃)4

32r2

)
δ′′(r)

+

(
2r − 3GNm̃

2
− 81(GNm̃)4

16r3

)
δ′(r) +

81(GNm̃)4

8r4
δ(r) = 0 .

(66)

Solving this equation near spatial infinity gives

δ(r) = δ0 +
δ3
r3

+O
(

1

r4

)
, (67)

where δ0 and δ3 are integration constants. This in turn
implies, through eq. (64), that χ(r) behaves asymptoti-
cally as

χ(r) = δ0r + χ0 −
δ3
2r2

+O
(

1

r4

)
, (68)

where χ0 = −GNm̃
2

δ0. Replacing this relation in eq. (60)

and evaluating for α = β = 0 gives a vanishing sensitivity
σ = 0. This result had to be expected from the fact that
eqs. (64)–(66) do not depend on λ, and that σ must go
to zero in the general-relativistic limit λ→ 0.

Moreover, one can push the argument even further,
and note that since it is independent of λ and because it
must reduce to the Schwarzschild solution in the general-
relativistic limit λ → 0, the solution to eqs. (64)–(65)
must be the Schwarzschild metric in a weird gauge. In-
deed, it is easy to check that the metric of eq. (50),
with ψ = Σ = 0, becomes the Schwarzschild metric in
Eddington-Finkelstein coordinates if one performs the
gauge transformation v′ = v + v χ(r) cos θ+O(v)2 (note
that we need to use eq. (65) to set χ′(r) = δ(r)).

In spite of this, the khronon field profile is non-trivial
(even though its stress energy must vanish through or-
der O(v) to allow for the metric to coincide with the
Schwarzschild solution, i.e. the khronon is a “stealth”
field). In more detail, even though it is clear that
the universal horizon is more a regular surface (since
the Schwarzschild metric has no curvature singularity
at r 6= 0), it is interesting to look for an approximate
solution to eq. (66) near the universal horizon position
ruh = 3GNm̃/2, at which the equations are singular. For
r ≈ ruh, eq. (66) becomes

x2 δ′′(x) + 5x δ′(x) + 2 δ(x) ' 0 , (69)
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with x = r − ruh, which yields the general solution

δ(x) ' Ch x
−
√

2(1+
√

2) + Cs x
√

2(1−
√

2) . (70)

where Ch and Cs are integration constants (we refer to
the mode with coefficient Ch as the “hard mode”, because
it diverges faster than the “soft mode” with coefficient
Cs).

While both the soft and hard modes diverge as r →
ruh, it is easy to check that the curvature invariants R,
RαβR

αβ and RαβγδR
αβγδ are regular (which must be the

case since the metric is Schwarzschild in disguise). One
can look however also at curvature invariants constructed
with the æther vector and with the Killing vectors ∂v

and ∂φ . The only non-trivial invariant (at order O(v))
of these invariants is

Rµναβ u
µ uα (∂v)ν (∂v)β ∝ cos θ x3 δ(x) . (71)

Using eq. (70), this becomes

Rµναβ u
µ uα (∂v)ν (∂v)β ∝ cos θ (Ch x

nh + Cs x
ns) ,

(72)

with nh = 1−
√

2 < 0 and ns = 1 +
√

2 > 0. Therefore,
the hard mode produces a singularity at the universal
horizon, while the soft mode is physically well-behaved.

One can therefore set Ch = 0 in eq. (70), set Cs = 1
by rescaling the solution (without loss of generality),
and then use eq. (70) to provide initial conditions at
r = ruh(1 + ε) (with ε � 1) for eq. (66). Integrating
that equation outwards and matching to eq. (67), one
can the extract the integration constants δ0 and δ3. Fi-
nally, one can rescale the obtained solution by a global
factor to impose the boundary condition δ0 = −1 (c.f.
Sec. IV B). Eq. (64) then allows one to obtain χ. The
resulting solution for

δuv

v cos θ
= −

(
1−A(r)2f(r)

) (
1 +A(r)2f(r)

)2

8A(r)3
δ(r) ,

(73)

δur
v cos θ

= −
(
1 +A(r)2f(r)

)2

4A(r)
δ(r) , (74)

is shown in Fig. 4.
Note that both quantities are regular at the universal

horizon (as can also be verified analytically using the soft
mode of the solution given by eq. (70)), which confirms
that the khronon field is regular there.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied non-spinning BHs moving slowly com-
pared to the preferred foliation of khronometric theory
(the low energy limit of Hořava gravity). We have done
so by reducing the field equations (through first order
O(v) in the velocity relative to the preferred frame) to a
system of ordinary differential equations in the radial co-
ordinate, thanks to suitable ansätzen for the metric and

100 101 102 103 104
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δuv/(v cos θ)
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FIG. 4. O(v) æther perturbations δuµ for the unique regular
solution of the α = β = 0 case, outside the universal/spin-0
horizon.

khronon fields, inspired by the cylindrical symmetry of
the system. We have solved these equation numerically
trying to impose both asymptotic flatness, and regularity
at the multiple BH horizons that exist in Hořava gravity,
i.e. the matter horizon; the horizons for spin-0 and spin-
2 gravitons, and the universal horizon for modes whose
speed diverges in the UV. While regularity at the spin-2
horizon does not pose any particular issue (as expected
since spin-2 modes do no appear at order O(v)), regular-
ity at the other horizons is more problematic.

We have indeed found that if one imposes regularity at
the matter horizon and asymptotic flatness, slowly mov-
ing BHs necessarily present (for generic values of the di-
mensionless coupling parameters α, β and λ) a curvature
singularity at the spin-0 horizon (which lies inside the
matter horizon for experimentally viable value of α, β
and λ). By waiving the requirement of asymptotic flat-
ness, solutions that are regular at the matter and spin-0
horizons can be obtained, but those are singular further
inside, as they present a curvature singularity at the uni-
versal horizon. These pathological features cast doubts
on the viability of the theory for generic values of the
coupling parameters, although these curvature singulari-
ties strictly speaking signal simply that our slow-motion
approximate scheme (which assumes implicitly that the
“potentials” are small) breaks down. Also, these curva-
ture singularities will probably be smoothed out by the
higher energy UV corrections L4 and L6 in the Hořava
gravity action (c.f. eq. (1)).

Nevertheless, adopting generic values of the coupling
parameters α and β is not necessarily justified. The ex-
perimental constraints that we have reviewed in Sec. II A
imply |α| . 10−7 and |β| . 10−15, hence it would be
quite natural to assume that α and β are exactly zero.
In that case, slowly moving BH solutions exist and are
regular everywhere outside the central r = 0 singularity.
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More importantly, even though the gravitational theory
is different than GR (because λ 6= 0), the khronon is a
non-trivial “stealth” field in these BH solutions, whose
metric therefore reduces exactly to the Schwarzschild
one. This implies in particular that BH sensitivities are
exactly zero for α = β = 0, hence BH binaries do not
emit dipolar radiation in this limit, nor they deviate from
GR at Newtonian order in the conservative sector (c.f.
eq. (26)).6 Indeed, these results confirm the conclusion
of Refs. [39], namely that vacuum asymptotically flat so-
lutions to khronometric theories with α = β = 0 coincide
with the general relativistic ones even though λ 6= 0.

We therefore expect GW generation to agree exactly
with GR even at higher PN orders (quadrupolar emission
and higher) if α = β = 0. This is quite important from an
observational point of view, because it implies that even if
our results for the appearance of finite-area singularities
in moving BHs were just an artifact of the breakdown of
our approximation scheme, and moving BHs turned out
to be regular (away from r = 0), deviations from GR in
GW generation are bound to be small. Indeed, in such
a situation, deviations away from the GR predictions for
GW emission should be expected to be of (fractional) or-
der O[max(α, β)] ∼ 10−7 for viable values of α, β 6= 0.
Such small deviations are unlikely to be observable with
present and future GW detectors, although the viable
parameter space for α, β may further shrunk by obser-
vations of GW and electromagnetic-wave propagation in
multimessenger events.

However, if finite area singularities do indeed form in

moving BHs (though perhaps smoothed out by UV cor-
rections), they could produce firewall-like surfaces that
may in principle be tested with GW echos [54] or stochas-
tic background measurements from LIGO/Virgo. As
for λ, it is likely that improved constraints on it may
come from cosmology. As mentioned, Ref. [39] showed
that CMB measurements constrain 0 6= λ . 10−2 when
α = β = 0, and one would expect this bound to be ro-
bust against small but finite values of α and β. Further
improvements may come from future CMB experiments
and/or from Euclid.
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